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Campbell soup company annual report 2014

U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, D.C. 20549 SCHEDULE 14A Proxy Statement In accordance with Section 14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Amendment No.), the party that filed the registrant x other than the registrant Select the appropriate item: Preliminary proxy Arbitration statement confidential, only to the
Commission (pursuant to Rules 14a to 6(e)(2) of the Rules of Procedure) x final statement of credentials in accordance with Articles 240.14a to 12 (name of registrant as defined in its Charter) (Declaration of power of attorney for a person or applications) , if non-registrant) Payment of the filing fee (Check the appropriate box): x No payment is required for the
table below in accordance with Rules 14a to 6(i)(1) and 0 to 11 (1) of the Exchange Act For each class of securities, to which the transaction applies: (2) Total number of securities to which the transaction applies: (3) Unit price or other underlying value of the transaction calculated in accordance with Rule 0-11 of the Monetary Code (please indicate the
amount for which the filing fee is calculated and stated , how it is determined): (4) Proposed maximum transaction value: (5) Total payment paid: 1 Payment previously made with pre-materials. Check box if part of the payment is offset in accordance with Exchange Act 0-11(a)(2) and identifies the declaration for which the offsetting fee was previously paid.
Specify the previous notification by registration statement number or form or schedule and its date of submission. (1) Amount previously paid: (2) form, Schedule or registration statement No: (3) Filing party: (4) Date submitted: Table of Contents Announcement of 2014 Annual Meeting and Proxy Campbell Soup Company Wednesday, November 19, 2014 at
4:00 p.m.m Eastern Time Campbell Soup Company, 1 Campbell Place, Camden, New Jersey 08103 Table of Contents Campbell Soup Company 1 Campbell Place Camden , New Jersey 08103-1799 856-342-4800 October 1, 2014 Annual General Meeting will be held on Wednesday, November 19, 2014 at 4.m p.m. Eastern TIME AGENDA 2. Ratify the
appointment of an independent registered public accounting firm. 3. Take the advisory vote on executive compensation. 4. Re-approve Campbell Soup Company's annual incentive scheme. 5. Acts on other matter duly imported before the meeting. Shareholders have the right to receive an invitation to the meeting and vote on 22 September 2014. This year,
the Company has again decided to give access to its proxy materials, including its annual report, to certain shareholders, depending on the number of shares held by the shareholder, and including certain participants in the company's savings plan, via the Internet instead of mailing that shareholder copies of the material. The Company believes that this
decision will reduce the amount of paper needed to produce materials and the or approximately October 3, 2014, the Company will begin sending internet availability of proxy material (proxy notice) to certain shareholders and sending its proxy materials to the shareholders referred to in the proxy notice (www.envisionreports.com/cpb). On October 3, 2014 or
approximately October 3, 2014, the Company will also begin submitting a proxy and attached proxy card to the remaining shareholders. If you do not own the shares in your own name, you can read the notice and proxy statement of the Company's Annual General Meeting and its annual report, including Form 10-K of the financial year ended August 3, 2014,
www.edocumentview.com/cpb. Your voice is important. To represent as many shares as possible, vote by internet or phone or sign, DATE AND RETURN TO THE ACCOMPANYING ENVELOPE (see proxy card or e-proxy notice for instructions). By order of the Board of Directors Kathleen M. Gibson Vice President and Business Secretary Important note.
As of September 22, 2014, shareholders may participate in the Annual Meeting 2014. Shareholders wishing to participate must register in advance to obtain an entrance ticket. Access to the meeting requires an entrance ticket and a photo ID issued by the state. If you plan to participate, see page 53 for more information on pre-registration and access to the
2014 Annual Meeting. Table of Contents Table of Contents ( ( 1) Refers to the item to be voted on at the meeting. Shareholders may receive free copies of the Company's Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended August 3, 2014, code of conduct and ethics, corporate governance, and the board's four Standing Committees' workbooks free of charge
as follows: (1) writing to Investor Relations, Campbell Soup Company, 1 Campbell Place, Camden, NJ 08103-1799; 2) playing 1-800-840-2865; or (3) send an email to the company's Investor Relations Department investorrelations@campbellsoup.com. These documents are also available on the company's website at www.campbellsoupcompany.com.
Shareholders may decide to receive future distributions of annual reports and proxy documents in electronic delivery and vote electronically for Campbell shares. To take advantage of this service, you need to use an e-mail account and an Internet browser. Register by selecting Materials delivery www.campbellsoupcompany.com the investor centre section.
If your shares are registered in your name, you will be asked to enter your account number printed on your dividend check or dividend reinsertment statement. If your shares are held by an intermediary, you will need your account number with the broker. Table of Contents Item 1 Election of the Board Of Directors The Board of Directors recommends that all
candidates be voted on In accordance with the rules, the Board of Directors (Board of Directors) determines the number of the Board of Directors of the company. The Board currently has 16 members. The members of the Board of Directors are elected until the next annual shareholders' meeting and until their successor has been elected and they must be
qualified. Leaders shall be elected on the basis of the diversity of votes cast. The administrative committee is responsible for examining, reviewing and evaluating the qualifications of the candidates for board members and for assessing the contributions and contributions of directors eligible for re-election. It is also responsible for recommending that the
candidates for the Board of Directors be approved and that the shareholders' annual meeting be appointed. Director Qualification The Management Committee considers that a candidate for the Board of Directors should at least: · be a very honest person; · have the ability to exercise independent judgment; · undertake to act in the interests of all
shareholders; · adhere to exemplary business and professional behaviour standards; · have the skills and discretion to carry out the duties and responsibilities of the Director; · be willing and willing to spend appropriate time and attention on the fulfilment of the director's duties; · are not conflicts of interest arising from other relationships or obligations; and · is
the ability to make an active, objective and constructive contribution to board and committee meetings. In addition, the Committee considers that the Board of Directors should jointly reflect an appropriate diversity of ideas, background and experience and involve directors who reasonably developed from the responsibilities and responsibilities of directors of a
public company; · competent in the consumer products industry, business, marketing, finance and accounting; · respected in business; · knowledge of general economic trends; and · knowledge of good corporate governance standards and practices. All candidates considered to be leadership candidates for the Board of Directors as a possible
recommendation of the Management Committee shall be assessed on the basis of the minimum qualifications listed above. In the light of the vacancies, the Management Committee shall also examine the overall composition of the Management Board in order to determine whether it would be desirable to add a Director with one or more of the additional
skills or characteristics listed above to improve the effectiveness of the Management Board and whether applicants with other specific experience or expertise should be sought at that time. Leadership candidates from 14 current leaders have been re-nominated. Under the government's pension age policy, no leader can stand for re-election if he or she was
at least 72 at the time of the election. The Board of Directors approved a limited exception to this practice to allow Paul R. Charron, who currently chairs the board and has reached the age of 72, to stand for re-election in November 2014 to ensure continuity in board leadership. Edmund Since the annual meeting, Carpenter and Charlotte C. Weber have
reached the age of 72 and will retire on November 19, 2014. When Carpenter and Weber retire, the board aims to change the company's decisions to reduce the size of the board to 14 directors. All candidates are independent leaders except Ms. Morrison. If the candidate is unable or unwilling to act, the election of the person appointed by the Management
Board shall also be put to the vote. The board knows no reason why no candidate could or would not act. Unless otherwise stated in the proxy, the credentials shall be voted on in the selection of the candidates named below. 1 Table of Contents Personal data on the experience, competence and skills of the leadership candidates are below. Paul R. Charron
Paul R. Charron, 72, was elected to the Board of Directors in 2003 and became Chairman of the Board in August 2009. Mr. Charron has a wealth of experience as a board director and a seasoned director of global consumer products companies. In 1995, he became ceo of Liz Claiborne Inc., who served as vice chairman and chief operating officer the
previous year. He was elected chairman of the company in May 1996 and retired as chairman and CEO in 2006. He served as a senior advisor at Warburg Pincus, a global private equity firm, since 2008 in 2012. Earlier in his career, Charron served as vice president of VF Corporation, a major manufacturer of publicly held clothing. Prior to joining VF in 1988,
he was ceo of Brown &amp; Bigelow, Minnesota. He also served as Sales and Marketing Director at Cannon Mills Company and in marketing management positions at General Foods Corporation. Charron started his business career with Procter &amp; Gamble's brand management organization. Bennett Dorrance Bennett Dorrance, 68, was elected to the
board in 1989. Dorrance co-chairs the Management Committee and is also a member of the Compensation and Organizations Committee. He is ceo and co-founder of DMB Associates, a real estate development company headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona, specializing in large master-designed communities. Dorrance has served on the board of Insight
Enterprises, Inc. since 2004 and is also president of several privately owned companies and partnerships. In addition to real estate development and operational management expertise, Dorrance has extensive knowledge of the history, organization and culture of campbell soup company. As a significant shareholder, a descendant of the founder of the
company and a director who has served on the Board of Directors for 25 years, he brings to the proceedings and decisions a long-term, highly engaged shareholder's perspective board of directors. Lawrence C. Karlson Lawrence C. Karlson, 71, was elected to the Board of Directors in November 2009. He serves on the Audit Committee and the Committee
on Economic and Business Development. He is a private investor and previously worked as an independent consultant for industrial and technology companies. Karlson has served on cdi corp.'s board since 1989 and H &amp; E Equipment Services, Inc. since 2005. Karlson has extensive management, operational and management experience both in his
business career and in his service in management positions for numerous private and public companies in the United States and Europe. He was chairman and CEO of Berwind Financial Corporation from 2001 to 2004. Karlson began his career at Fisher &amp; Porter Co., where he held several growing positions, including director and director of U.S.
operations. In 1983, Karlson founded Nobel Electronics, an instrument-making company that subsequently merged with Pharos AB, where he was a director and took over as CEO. In 1990, Pharos acquired Spectra Physics. He served as director and non-executive chairman of the successor company Spectra Physics AB until his retirement. 2 Table of
Contents Randall W. Larrimore Randall W. Larrimore, 67, was elected to the Board of Directors in 2002. He is co-chair of the Management Committee and also serves on the Compensation and Association Committee. Since 1997, he has been director of Olin Corporation, where he currently chairs the Management Committee and is a member of the Audit
Committee and compensation committee. Larrimore brings Campbell strong leadership expertise, business expertise, board experience and considerable knowledge of consumer marketing and the packaged goods industry. From 2003 in 2005, he was ceo of Olin Corporation. From 1997 on 2002, he served as CEO and wholesaler and distributor of office
products as president of United Stationers, Inc. Prior to joining United Stationers, Larrimore was ceo of MasterBrand Industries, Inc., a subsidiary of Fortune Brands, Inc. He also served as chairman and CEO of Master Lock Company and chairman of Moen Incorporated. He served as ceo of Beatrice Home Specialties from 1983 to 1988 (before fortune
brands acquired it) and held executive positions at PepsiCo, including pepsi-cola italy's ceo position. Earlier in his career, Larrimore worked as a senior consultant for McKinsey &amp; Company and worked in brand management with Richardson-Vicksi, now part of Procter &amp; Gamble. Marc B. Lautenbach Marc B. Lautenbach, 53, was elected to the
Board of Directors on June 11, 2014. He has been ceo of Pitney Bowes Inc. and a board member of Pitney Bowes Inc. since December 2012. Mr. brings significant operational, marketing, sales and product development experience to the Company's Board of Directors. He has extensive experience working with a wide range of customers and customers, as
well as significant international experience. Prior to joining Pitney Bowes, Lautenbach worked for 27 years in senior positions at IBM, most recently as CEO of North America, IBM Global Business Services. During his tenure at IBM, he was America's head coach since 2005 in 2010. Prior to that, he served as Vice President of Global Small and Medium-
sized Business from 2000 to 2005 and Vice President of Asia-Pacific Small and Medium Enterprises from 1998 to 2000. Mary Alice Dorrance Malone Mary Alice Dorrance Malone, 64, was elected to the board in 1990 and currently serves on the Compensation and Organizational Committee and the Finance and Business Development Committee. Malone is
director of horse breeding and performance centers in Coatesville, Pennsylvania, and Ocala, Florida, founded in 1976 by Iron Spring Farm, Inc. Malone is an entrepreneur, a private investor and an official of several private companies. He also serves on the boards of several nonprofits and actively participates in various charities. Ms. Malone is interested in
health and wellbeing issues and brings valuable information to the government in this area. He is a descendant of the company's founder, a major shareholder and a director who has worked for more than 20 years, and has extensive knowledge of the company's history, organization and culture, as well as from the perspective of a long-term, highly engaged
shareholder. Sara Mathew Sara Mathew, 59, was elected to the Board of Directors in 2005. Mathew is chairman of the Audit Committee and also serves on the Management Committee. He has been president of Freddie Mac since December 2013 and president of Avon Products, Inc. since January 2014. He is also a member of the Zurich International
Advisory Council. Mathew previously served as president of The Dun &amp; Bradstreet Corporation from 2008 to October 2013. Ms. Mathew brings Campbell valuable insight and experience in global business and finance matters. He was chairman and CEO of Dun &amp; Bradstreet Corporation from July 2010 to October 2013. Previously, he held several
other executive positions at Dun &amp; Bradstreet, including ceo from January 2010 to July 2010; Managing Director and Chief Operating Officer 2007-2009; President of the United States 2006-2007; Chairman of International in 2006; and CFO 2001–2007. In his previous career as an 18-year-old at Procter &amp; Gamble, he held several executive
positions, the most recent being vice president for Australia, Asia and India. 3 Table of Contents Denise M. Morrison Denise M. Morrison, 60, has served as President Ceo of Campbell Soup Company since August 2011 and as a member of the Board since October 2010. Morrison has served on the board of MetLife, Inc. since February 2014 and previously
on the board of Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company from 2005 to 2011. Morrison has over 35 years of experience in the consumer packaging industry. He joined Campbell in April 2003 as vice president and head of global sales/customer, and was appointed President of Campbell USA in 2005. He served as Vice President of North American Soup, Sauces
and Beverages from October 2007 to September 2010 and vice president from October 2010 until the ceo position. From 1995 to 2003, he worked at Kraft Foods and Nabisco, most recently vice president and general manager of Snacks and Confections at Kraft Foods. Morrison began his career at Procter &amp; Gamble in 1975 and later worked at
PepsiCo in trade and business development and nestle USA, where he held senior marketing and sales positions. Charles R. Perrin Charles R. Perrin, 69, was elected to the Board of Directors in 1999. Perrin is a member of the Compensation and Association Committee and the Economic and Business Development Committee. He has served on the board
of Abercrombie &amp; Fitch since January 2014 and was ceo of Warnaco Group, Inc. from March 2004 to February 2013. Perrin brings significant experience and perspective to the Board of Directors in consumer marketing, business and the packaged goods industry. In January 1998, he became Vice Chairman and Chief Operating Officer of Avon
Products, Inc. and served as the company's CEO from June 1998 to November 1999. From 1994 on 1996, he served as chairman and CEO of Duracell International, Inc. He joined Duracell in 1985 as President of Duracell USA and later held several other executive positions, including ceo and CEO of Duracell International, Inc. from 1992 to 1994. He
previously worked at Cheeseborough-Ponds, Inc., where he held executive positions and served as head of the Packaged Food Department. Mr. Perrin started his career at general foods corporation. A. Barry Rand A. Barry Rand, 69, was elected to the board in 2005 and serves on the Audit Committee and the Management Committee. Rand served as ceo
of AARP, the nation's largest nonprofit, from April 2009 until September 1, 2014. He has been president of Agilent Technologies, Inc. since 2000 and is also a member of the Howard University Board of Directors. Rand brings a strong combination of organisational and operational leadership skills and board management experience to the Company's Board
of Directors. Since 2003 in 2005, he was chairman of AspectI. a leading provider of contact center solutions for corporate customers. During the same period, he also served as chairman and CEO of Equitant, which manages the cash ordering process for Fortune 500 companies. Rand served as chairman and CEO of Avis Group Holdings, Inc. from 1999 to
2001. He made his previous career as a 30-year-old CEO at Xerox Corporation and quit as vice president of global operations. Nick Shreiber Nick Shreiber, 65, was elected to the board in July 2009 and serves on the Audit Committee and the Management Committee. Shreiber brings strong international and operational experience to the Board of Directors,
which has over 30 years of experience in management in both line management and management consulting. In 2005, he made an 18-year career with tetra pak Group, the world's leading supplier of food packaging and processing solutions, in the last five, for which he served as CEO. He was previously a partner at McKinsey &amp; Co., where he spent
eight years in charge of engagement with major Customers in Europe and Latin America in various industrial and service sectors. Shreiber served on the board of Radiant Systems, Inc. in 2011 and currently serves on the board of North Highland, an international management consulting firm. In addition to his board work, Shreiber guides business leaders in
management, organization and strategy issues. 4 Table of Contents Tracey T. Travis Tracey T. Travis, 52, was elected to the Board of Directors in November 2011 and serves on the Audit Committee and the Finance and Business Development Committee. He is currently vice president and CFO of Estée Lauder Companies Inc., to which he was appointed
in August 2012. Travis served as president of Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. from 2003 to 2011. Travis has valuable business experience and special strengths in financial management and reporting, brand building and operational management. Before taking up his current position at Estée Lauder, he served as CFO of Ralph Lauren Corporation from 2005 to July
2012 and CFO of Limited Brands, Inc. from 2002 to 2004. As of 2001, he was CFO of Intimate Brands, Inc., a division of Limited Brands. Travis served as CFO of American National Canin Beverage Can Americas Group from 1999 to 2001 and held various executive positions at PepsiCo and Pepsi Bottling Group from 1989 to 1999. He began his
engineering career at General Motors Corporation in 1983 and continued to work in various financial roles. Archbold D. van Beuren Archbold D. van Beuren, 57, was elected to the Board of Directors in November 2009. Van Beuren serves on the Audit Committee and the Committee on Economic and Business Committee. Van Beuren brings extensive
operational management skills and extensive knowledge of the company, its customers, products and the food industry to the Board of Directors. He began his 26-year-old career at Campbell in 1983 as an associate marketing manager and held various positions of growing responsibility, including the president of Godiva Chocolatier; Head of Department of
North American Foodservice business and the Company's Canadian, Mexican and Latin American business; and Chief Vice President – Global Sales and Chief Customer Officer from 2007 until retirement from Campbell until October 1, 2009. Van Beuren began his career as an analyst at Belden &amp; Associates Investments in 1979 and in 1980 joined
Triton Press, where he was sales and marketing manager. Van Beuren serves on the board of Bissell Company, Inc. He's a descendant of the company's founder. Les C. Vinney Les C. Vinney, 65, was elected to the Board of Directors in 2003. Vinney is chairman of the Compensation and Association Committee and also serves on the Finance and Business
Development Committee. Vinney retired as ceo of STERIS Corporation in 2007. He has been president of Patterson Companies, Inc. since 2008 and has served on the Board of Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland from 2005 to 2010. Vinney brings extensive experience and perspective to the board in the fields of accounting, finance and
business. After joining STERIS Corporation in 1999 as Vice President and CFO, he was elected ceo of the company from 2000 to 2007. Vinney served as a senior advisor to STERIS since 2007 in 2009. Prior to joining STERIS, Vinney worked for Goodrich Corporation, of which he became CFO in 1991 and held consecutive management positions until he
was in 2098 in 1998. Prior to joining Goodrich, Vinney held several management and financial management positions with Engelhard Corporation. He began his career at Exxon Corporation in 1972 in financial management. 5 Table of Contents Security Ownership of directors and CEOs The following table provides information on beneficial ownership
information on the balance sheet date (unless otherwise specified) of each director and director candidate, each designated CEO identified in the summary fiscal compensation table included in this proxy statement, and all directors and CEOs as a group of directors and CEOs. The table also shows Campbell's share units, which will be credited to each
person's deferred compensation account after the previously earned compensation deferral. Additional units of shares are credited to deferred compensation accounts when dividends are paid. Individuals are in complete danger Campbell's stock units with their postponed compensation accounts. The table also shows the unadstreated, postponed restricted
units issued to directors in accordance with the company's long-term incentive plan. Units of shares in deferred compensation accounts and unentred restricted share units issued under the long-term incentive plan do not have voting rights, but the persons have a financial share of those units. Number of shares The number of shares on which option
companies are based, the number of shares held in the first holding(s) number of shares in Campbell The calculated number of restricted units of shares Total Edmund M. Carpenter 36 067 19 656 55 723 17 834 0 73 557 Paul R. Charron 18 369 10 336 28 705 57 200 0 85 905 Bennett Dorrance b) 4 6.2 92 965 37 029 46 329 994 24 240 0 46 354 234
Lawrence C. Karlson 17 239 0 17 239 0 0 17 239 Randall W. Larrimore 19 243 19 656 38 899 0 0 38 899 Marc B. Laubachten 1 433 0 1 433 0 0 1,433 Mary Alice D. Malone(c) 53,191,978 19,656 53,211,634 49,131 0 53,260,765 Sara Mathew 0 10,336 10,336 42,004 0 52,340 Denise M. Morrison 214,479 0 214,479 25,607 282,393 522,479 Charles R.
Perrin 0 0 0 43,708 0 43 ,708 A. Barry Rand 0 0 0 27,936 0 27,936 Nick Shreiber 19,689 0 19,689 0 0 19,689 Tracey T. Travis 9,258 0 9,258 0 0 9,258 Archbold D. van Beuren(d) 17,919,068 0 17,919,068 23,585 0 17,942,653 Les C. Vinney 56,244 0 56,244 6,065 0 62,309 Charlotte C. Weber(e) 12,538,280 10,336 12,548,616 39,445 0 12,588,061 Mark R.
Alexander 118,446 0 118,446 10,065 85,028 213,539 Carlos J. Barroso 3,396 0 3,396 0 26,597 29,993 Anthony P. DiSilvestro 64,023 0 64,023 17,323 38,508 119,854 Ellen Oran Kaden 211,199 0 211,199 58,485 94,217 363,901 B. Craig Owens(f) 72,301 0 72,301 5,761 109,689 187,751 TOTAL* 130,915,138 127,005 131,042,143 461
,994,818,244,132,322,381 * Total includes all directors , nominees for directors, appointed CEOs and other executives as a group (26 persons) who jointly own 42.1% of the outstanding shares in Campbell shares. (a) The shares presented include Campbell's shares in which directors and ceos may acquire beneficial ownership because of the option
companies you currently own. All listed persons own less than 1% of the company's outstanding shares, except: % OutstandingShares Bennett dorrance 14.7% Mary Alice D. Malone 16.9% Archbold D. van Beuren 5.7% Charlotte C. Weber 4.0% b) Bennett Dorrance is grandson of John T. Dorrance (company founder), brother of Mary Alice D. Malone and
first cousin of Charlotte C. Weber. The shareholding does not include 1,105,142 shares held by their children's trust or 82,028 held by DFE Partners, for which he denies effective corporate governance. The shareholding includes 22,919,355 shares that are pledgeed to banks as collateral for loans. Over the past 12 months, Dorrance reduced the amount of
the pledge 27,819,355 shares to 22,919,355 shares, shares, 4,900,000 shares, or 17.6%. Over the past 24 months, Mr. Dorrance has reduced 10,650,000 shares, or 31.7%, in pledged shares. See also Main owners below. 6 Table of Contents (c) Mary Alice D. Malone is the granddaughter of John T. Dorrance, sister of Bennett Dorrance, and cousin of
Charlotte C. Weber. The shareholding does not include 1,094,325 shares owned by trusts for his children, of which Malone is not a trustee and for which he denies effective corporate governance. See also Main owners below. (d) Archbold D. van Beuren is the grandson of John T. Dorrance. As of September 22, 2014, the shareholding includes 17,023,498
shares held by the Voting Rights Foundation (as defined below under Main Owners), of which he has voting rights as voting rights. The shareholding also includes 871,470 shares, of which he has exclusive voting rights and disposal rights. The shareholding does not include 180,000 shares held by his wife's foundation, of which he denies effective corporate
governance. See also Main owners below. e) Charlotte C. Weber is the granddaughter of John T. Dorrance and cousin of Bennett Dorrance and Mary Alice D. Malone. The shareholding includes 1,300,000 shares that have been put into the bank to secure a revolving loan. Over the past 24 months, Weber has reduced the number of shares subject to pledge
arrangements by 10,000 shares. (f) As of May 1, 2014, B. Craig Owens' shareholding is the valid date on which he retired as Vice President – CFO and Ceo , and the last day he was ceo of the company. Safety of certain actual owners Ownership of certain de facto owners on September 22, 2014, on a record day of the meeting, was out and eligible to vote
was 314,293,061 Campbell shares, each with one class and each with one vote. The holders of the majority of shares outstanding and entitled to vote present in person or represented by proxy shall have a quo quo quoy at the meeting. Main shareholders Details more than 5% of the remaining Campbell share owners as of the date of recording the meeting
as follows: Name/Address Amount/Nature of Ownership Percentage of Remaining Stock Bennett Dorrance DMB Associates 7600 E. Doubletree Ranch Road Scottsdale, AZ 85258 46 292 965 (1) 14.7% Mary Alice D. Malone Iron Spring Farm, Inc. 75 Old Stottsville Road Coatesville, PA 19320 53 191 978 (2) 16.9% Archbold D. van Beuren and David C.
Patterson, voting trustee of the Large Shareholders' Voting Rights Foundation, dated June 2, 1990, as amended (Voting Trust), and related parties 23,392, 486 (3) 7.4% c/o Brandywine Trust Company 7234 Lancaster Pike Hockessin, DE 19707 (4) See note b on page 6. (2) Candidate for Director. See note c on page 7. (3) Archbold D. van Beuren is the
candidate for director. View (d) on page 7. As of 22 September 2019, the total quantity indicated above shall be: 2014, and includes 17,023,498 shares held by voting trusts (5.4% of outstanding shares) and 6,368,988 non-voting trust shares held by Voting Trust participants or persons close to them, a total of 23,392,486 shares of 7.4% of outstanding
shares). The participants of the Voting Rights Foundation have certain rights to withdraw shares deposited with a trustees entitled to vote, including the right to withdraw those shares prior to the annual or special meeting of the company's shareholders. the selling power used above refers to the power to direct the sale of shares; in some cases, it does not
include the power to control how the proceeds from the sale can be used. The Voting Foundation was formed by certain descendants of the late John T. Dorrance (and spouses, confidantes and related foundations). Participants have announced that they will form a way for Voting Trust to work together on issues that may affect the company's business in
order to achieve its goal of maximizing the value of its shares. The voting trustee acts on behalf of the participants in contacts with the Company's Board of Directors. Participants believe that the right to vote can also facilitate communication between the Board of Directors and the participants. (4) Under the Voting Rights Agreement, a voting trustee shall
vote on all shares held by a voting trust, and two of the three trustees entitled to vote must accept the decision. Voting Trust will continue until 1 January 2024 unless it is terminated or extended earlier. Unless otherwise stated, the information provided above concerning the main shareholders is based on the company's share information and information
provided to the company by the holders as of the end of the meeting. 7 Table of Contents Corporate Governance The Board of Directors is responsible for monitoring the competence and integrity of the company's business and its management in order to serve the long-term interests of shareholders. The Board of Directors considers that sound corporate
governance is essential for the diligent and efficient fulfilment of its supervisory responsibilities. Corporate Governance Standards Campbell first published corporate governance standards in its proxy in 1992. The company's current corporate governance standards are set out in Annex A. Appendix A also sets out procedures for the persons concerned to
convey concerns to the Board of Directors and the Audit Committee. Director Independence The standards adopted by the Board of Directors to assess the independence of Campbell directors are set out in Annex A and appear in the administrative section of the company's website www.campbellsoupcompany.com. The standards for determining the
independence of a director (Standards) describe the different relationships that may be between the director and the company and define the thresholds at which relationships are nicely essential. The Board of Directors considers that the Director is independent if (i) there is no relationship that dissed the Director in accordance with the guidance referred to in
paragraphs 1 and 2, and (ii) the Board of Directors has decided, on the basis of all relevant facts and circumstances, that any other relationship between the Director and the Company that is not covered by Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Standards is not material. In any event, where the Board makes the latter decision, the relationship is published in the proxy
statement and as the basis for the Board's calculation that it is not material. The Board of Directors has determined that there is no relationship between the company and the candidate for director listed in this proxy, except Ms. Morrison, which affects or undermines the candidate's independence as a director. Each of the following directors and leadership
candidates is independent of the rules of the New York Stock Exchange and the standard set out in Annex A: Edmund M. Carpenter Charles R. Perrin Paul R. Charron A. Barry Rand Bennett Dorrance Nick Shreiber Lawrence C. Karlson Tracey T. Travis Randall W. Larrimore Archbold D. van Beuren Marc B. Lautenbach Les C. Vinney Mary Alice D. Malone
Charlotte C. Weber Sara Mathew Board Leadership Structure Campbell has a longstanding tradition of board chairman and ceo duties. The Board of Directors continues to believe that this is the company's most suitable management structure. The CEO's main responsibility is to manage the business. The Chairman of the Board of Directors is primarily
responsible for managing the operations of the Board of Directors and its committees and for giving advice to the CEO on behalf of the Board of Directors. 8 Table of Contents According to the Rules of The Board of Directors, the Board of Directors had set up four standing committees from the date of registration: the Audit Committee, the Compensation and
Organisation Committee, the Finance and Enterprise Development Committee and the Administrative Committee. Each standing committee shall have a charter which shall be examined annually by the Committee. The Administrative Committee shall review the proposed amendments to the Working Base Of any Standing Committee and shall be approved
by the Board of Directors. The Charters of the Committees are available in the administrative section of the company's website at www.campbellsoupcompany.com. All members of the Audit Committee, the Compensation and Organizations Committee, and the Management Committee are independent directors as defined in the Rules of the New York Stock
Exchange and the standards set out in Appendix A. All members of the Audit Committee also meet the independence requirements of the members of the Audit Committee set out in the SEC rules. The Board of Directors has decided that Sara Mathew is the financial expert of the Audit Committee as defined in the SEC rules. Each member of the
Compensation and Association Committee as a non-employee manager as defined in Section 16b-3 of the Securities Exchange Act 1934 and as an external director within the meaning of Section 162(m) of the Internal Income Act. Membership of the Standing Committee on 1 October 2014 was as follows: Audit Compensation andOrganization Finance and
CorporateDevelopment Governance Sara Mathew, Chairman Les C. Vinney, Chairman Edmund M. Carpenter, Chairman Bennett Dorrance, Co-Chair Lawrence C. Karlson Edmund M. Carpenter Lawrence C. Karlson Randall W. Larrimore, Co-Chairman A. Barry Rand Bennett Dorrance Mary Alice D. Malone Sara Mathew Nick Shreiber Randall W. Larrimore



Charles R. Perrin A. Barry Rand Tracey T. Travis Mary Alice D. Malone Tracey T. Travis Nick Shreiber Archbold D. van Beure R. Perrin Archbold D. van Beuren Charlotte C. Weber Charlotte C. Weber Les C. Vinney The activities of any standing committee are reported to the Board of Directors. In general, all members of the Board of Directors receive a
copy of the minutes of all committee meetings and a copy of the material shared before the meetings to all committee members. The main areas of responsibility of the Standing Committee and the number of meetings organised by each committee in fiscal year 2014 were as follows: Audit Committee 13 meetings in fiscal year 2014 · Evaluate and select the
activities of the company's independent registered public accounting firm if only ratified by shareholders; · examines the scope and results of audit plans of an independent registered public accounting firm and internal auditors; · Monitors the adequacy and effectiveness of the company's internal control and disclosure oversight and procedures; · examines the
functioning and resources of the internal audit function reporting directly to the Audit Committee; · consults independently with internal auditors and an independent registered public accounting firm; · review the company's accounting policies and accounting policies and standards and the audit accounts included in the annual report; · Reviews the company's
quarterly financial results and related data; · approves all permitted non-audit services provided by an independent registered public accounting firm and any relationships that an independent registered public accounting firm has with the Company; · determine the appropriateness of the fees charged for auditing and auditing services of an independent
registered public accounting firm; and · Review the company's compliance and ethical programme, as well as the code of conduct and ethics. 9 Table of Contents Compensation and organisational committee 7 meetings in fiscal year 2014 · carry out an annual evaluation of the CEO by all independent directors; · determine and accept the CEO's salary and
incentive pay, including bonus and profit constraints, at the input of other independent directors. · Reviews approves senior management salaries and incentive pay; · Evaluate and approve short- and long-term incentive planners, including performance targets; · examines the remuneration structure of management and the remuneration of remuneration
between salaries and short- and long-term incentive pay; · review and approve the total amount of the annual incentive pay to employees; · assesses and recommends to the Board of Directors significant changes in the design of employee benefit plans; · Assess major organisational changes; · evaluate management organisation and management
development programmes and report annually to the Board of Directors on management development and succession planning; and · Assess the independence of all external advisors it decides to maintain. To discuss the process by which the Compensation and Organisation Committee defines executive compensation and the role of management and
committee independent compensation consultant in determining executive compensation in fiscal year 2014, see Sections 17 to 18 Management And Management Management and Independent Compensation Consultant on pages 17–18. Economic and Business Development Committee 6 meetings on taxation 2014 · assesses and recommends to the
Board of Directors all issues, sales or repurchases of equity and long-term debt; · Assess and recommend changes to the company's capital structure; · review and recommend the financing plan, dividend policy, capital budget and capital expenditure programme; · Evaluate and recommend acquisitions, divestments, joint ventures, partnerships or business
interest combinations; · Reviews financial risks and the company's main practices, procedures and controls for investments and derivatives, foreign exchange exchanges and hedging transactions; · recommends the proposed appointments to the Management Committee of the Company's 401(k) Savings and Pension Plan; and · Oversees the administration
of the company's 401(k) savings plan and pension system, as well as investment practices and practices. Management Committee 6 meetings in the 2014 fiscal review and make recommendations to the Board of Directors concerning: · Organisation and structure of the Board of Directors · Qualifications of candidates for director; · Candidates for board
members; · Evaluation of the Chairman's performance; · Candidates for chairman of the Board of Directors; · Chairmen and members of the Board committees; · Remuneration to members of the Board of Directors who are not employees; and · The role and effectiveness of the Board of Directors, board committees and individual directors in the company's
corporate governance. 10 Table of Contents The Management Committee shall determine the amount and planning of all compensation to non-employee management. Senior Vice President – Director of Legal affairs and Society, Vice President and Business Secretary make recommendations management committee on changes to the Director's
compensation programme. The Administrative Committee will also examine all actions with a related party in accordance with the Board's policy on such transactions, as described in more detail on page 14. The Administrative Committee is looking for possible candidates for a member of the Board of Directors in different ways and is considering
shareholders' proposals. See pages 12 to 13 for the procedures for transmitting candidate data. Compensation and organizational committee interlocks and insider participation There are no compensation and organizational committee regulations. No member of the committee has ever been a company official or employee, and none of the members has
any relationship that should be required to be made public in accordance with this caption in accordance with SEC rules. The purpose of the evaluation process is to facilitate the continuous and systematic review of the effectiveness and accountability of the Board and to identify opportunities to improve its operations and procedures. In line with the
requirements of the New York Stock Exchange's listing standards, the board completed an evaluation process in 2014 focused on the effectiveness of the entire board's operations, with each standing committee conducting a separate assessment of its own performance and the adequacy of its rules of procedure. The Management Committee planned and
coordinated the board's assessment and reported its results. Each committee also reports to the Board of Directors on the results of its annual self-assessment. In the board's evaluation process, each non-employee director completed an evaluation form requesting managers' assessments of 30 questions related to the competence and duties of directors,
the effectiveness of the operations of the Board of Directors and committees, and management oversight. Following a review and discussion of the management committee's aggregate report, its co-chairs presented a report to the Board of Directors making recommendations to improve the efficiency of the Board of Directors on the basis of the responses
received in this process. In the evaluation process of the Committee, the members of each Standing Committee completed an evaluation form assessing the adequacy of the committee's charter and the adequacy of the written material distributed before the meetings, the time available for the debate on important political matters and the way in which the
committee's specific tasks have been fulfilled. Following a joint report in each committee, the chairman of the committee shall report to the Steering Board on its general findings and recommendations for improving its functioning. Director Continuing training Since 2005, the company has maintained a formal continuing training programme for managers.
September 2010 The Management Committee revised the program and confirmed the expectation that each director will complete a total of 16 hours of executive in-service training over two years with a combination of company-sponsored courses or events, externally sponsored personally or online executive training programs, online courses offered as part
of the company's compliance training program for employees. and certain other teaching experiences that can be approved from time to time by the Management Committee. In fiscal year 2014, the directors participated in business-related sessions sponsored by the company and also participated in courses offered by third parties covering various
administrative matters and topics of interest to the members of the Audit and Compensation Committee. 11 Table of Contents Supervision of corporate risks of the Board of Directors In accordance with the Corporate Governance IPO Standards of the New York Stock Exchange, in the Charter of the Audit Committee, the Committee gives the Committee the
responsibility to review the company's policies and practices regarding risk assessment and risk management, including significant financial risks, and the measures taken by management to monitor and enforce such exposures. As stated in the comments on listing standards, corporate risk management is essentially the responsibility of the company's
management, but it is the responsibility of the Audit Committee to review the policies and practices that govern this process. In 2006, the Audit Committee recommended and the Board of Directors approved a framework under which special accounts have been issued to the entire Board of Directors and each standing committee to review the management of
certain categories of company risks. The responsibilities shown in the framework are included in the annual schedules of the recurring agenda items of the Board of Directors and committees, and the Audit Committee reviews the framework annually. In addition, an overview of the main company risks, the supervision of which is assigned to the entire Board
of Directors, has been included in the Board's annual programme. In September 2013, on the recommendation of the Management Committee, the Board of Supervisors adopted a policy prohibiting the Director or the Executive Director from accepting, directly or indirectly, campbell's heel shares owned or controlled as collateral under any obligation. This
policy is prospective and does not apply to the pledge arrangements in force on 25 September 2013. As of September 25, 2013, directors who have pledgeed shares are expected to moderately reduce the pledgeed shares over time. For more information on pledge obligations and to reduce the number of shares to be pledged, see footnotes 6–7 on the
safety ownership table for directors and CEOs. Nomination and evaluation process for leadership candidates The Committee is responsible for examining, reviewing and evaluating the qualifications of the candidates for the board of directors and for assessing the contributions and results of directors entitled to re-election. It is also responsible for
recommending that the candidates for the Board of Directors be approved and that the shareholders' annual meeting be appointed. Recommendation of the new candidates. Where vacancies on the Board of Directors result from the retirement or resignation of directors, the Management Committee may consult other directors and/or senior management in
order to obtain recommendations to potential candidates to fill these activities and may also retain the application company to assist it in identifying and assessing applicants. The Administrative Committee also discusses candidates for election to the Board of Directors, which shareholders recommend to the Committee. See page 1 for a description of the
selection criteria for managers. The Management Committee shall evaluate all candidates assessed as candidates for director on page 1 as a possible recommendation of the Management Committee on the basis of the minimum qualifications listed on page 1. In the performance of vacancies, the Management Committee shall also examine the overall
composition of the Management Board in order to determine whether it would be desirable to add a Director with one or more of the additional skills or characteristics listed on page 1 in order to improve the effectiveness of the Management Board and whether applicants with other specific experience or expertise should be sought at that time. Where an
external application company is active in the identification and evaluation of applicants, the Management Committee shall also take into account the evaluations of the search undertaking and the background information it provides on the persons recommended at the time of consideration. The Chairman of the Board of Directors, the Co-Chairs of the
Management Committee and the CEO usually interview leading candidates. These candidates may also be interviewed by other directors and/or senior management members. Candidates recommended by shareholders are evaluated by the same process used to evaluate other candidates. 2014 nominees. The Board of Directors also nominated all the
nominees for directors listed in this proxy, in addition to Marc B. Lautenbach, and were elected by shareholders in November 2013. Lautenbach was elected director as of June 11, 2014. Lautenbach was identified by a search firm that was retained by the Management Committee. The search company was instructed to identify candidates who met the
minimum executive requirements on page 1 and who also met the additional criteria set by the Management Committee for this application. Follow-up- 12 Table of Contents To complete the in-depth review and interview process described above, the Management Committee recommended Lautenbach to the Board of Directors. Reappointment of incumbent
directors. Company Management standards require the Management Committee to reassess the results of each director entitled to re-election at each annual meeting. The annual agenda of the Management Committee envisages that these evaluations be carried out prior to the Management Committee's recommendation that a number of leadership
candidates be submitted for approval by the Board of Directors. The Administrative Committee's individual director review in fiscal year 2014 assessed each director who was served at the time of the submission of such an assessment and would be up for re-election on the basis of the criteria set out in the corporate governance standards regarding the
validity and composition of the Board of Directors. In addition, the Co-Chairs of the Management Committee asked the Chairman of the Board for an assessment of each director. Shareholder recommendations. Shareholders who wish to recommend candidates to the Board of Directors can do so by writing to the Business Secretary of the Campbell Soup
Company at 1 Campbell Place, Camden, New Jersey 08103-1799. The recommendation shall contain the following information: 1. The name and business address of the candidate; 2. A cv or CV describing the applicant's background and demonstrating that he or she meets the minimum requirements set out above; 3. a letter from a candidate indicating that
he or she is willing to be elected to the Board of Directors, specifying all the legal or regulatory procedures in which he or she has been involved over the last 10 years; and 4. A shareholder statement recommending a candidate indicating that he or she is the registered owner of Campbell's shares, or a written statement from the holder of campbell's share
record showing that the shareholder is the beneficial owner of such shares. Requirement for majority shareholder votes in the event of uncontested leadership elections In 2007, the Board of Directors approved the policy set out in the company's corporate governance standards, according to which all candidates for the leadership of uncontested elections
who receive more votes than are withheld in favour of his or her election offer immediately after the shareholders' right to vote. The Board of Directors approves the resignation unless the director has compelling reason to remain on the Board of Directors and promptly explains his actions and their reasons. Director Participation in board and committee
meetings The Board of Directors is responsible for its duties by preparing and participating in board and committee meetings and by communicating with the Chairman, the CEO and other management members in matters concerning the company. During the financial year 2014, the Board of Directors held six regular meetings. All directors attended at least
92% of the planned board meetings and meetings held by the committees of which they were members. Director Participation in the Annual General Meeting All the nominee for re-election is expected to attend the Annual General Meeting. The 2013 Annual Meeting was attended by 14 leaders who were candidates for re-election. This corporate governance
section, which started on page 8, was reviewed and discussed by the Management Committee and the Management Committee recommended to the Board that it be included in this power of attorney. Management Committee Bennett Dorrance, Co-Chairman Randall W. Larrimore, Co-Chair Sara Mathew A. Barry Rand Nick Shreiber Charlotte C. Weber 13
Table of Contents Transactions with Related Persons In accordance with the Company's Written Policy (Related Persons Policy), the Management Committee shall review and, under appropriate circumstances, approve or ratify any transaction in which the company was or intends to participate , that amount exceeded or is expected to exceed $120,000 ,
and the related person had, or has, a direct or indirect interest and any material change or change in such an event. Management has established procedures for identifying and monitoring transactions that may be examined in the management committee review in accordance with the related persons policy or made public in accordance with SEC rules.
According to the company's conflict of interest policy, directors and directors are obliged to report transactions in which they or members of their immediate family have a direct or indirect interest and can be considered to be related party transactions. Executives and executive officials also complete an annual proxy survey asking them to identify all for-profit
and for-profit entities they are in contact with. Based on the information contained in proxy inquiries, management will verify whether the Company has conducted or is waiting for transactions involving these entities, directly or indirectly, that director or CEO may not be aware of. Related party policy specifies that the Management Committee shall examine the
essential terms of such a transaction, including the approximate amount of dollars, and the relevant facts concerning the direct or indirect interest or relationship of the related person. When deciding whether to approve or ratify a transaction, the Management Committee shall be obliged to consider, inter alia, whether the transaction was as favourable or will
be at least as favourable as those normally available to a third party in the same or similar circumstances. The Director shall not participate in a conversation or an accepting transaction in which he or his next of kin are of direct or indirect interest. The Co-Chairs of the Management Committee (or, in the case of a joint chairman of the Committee, the
Chairman of the Board) may approve or ratify a related -liiketoimen -liiketoimen the total is less than $1 million. All transactions approved by the Co-President or the Chairperson shall be notified to the Management Committee at its next regularly planned meeting. The Management Committee considers that the following types of transactions have been
approved in advance, even if their total amount is exceeded or exceeded by $120,000: · Compensation paid by the company to the director or CEO for services paid to the company as a director or CEO. · Transactions with other entities in which a related person holds a direct or indirect interest solely in the fact that he or she is the head of another entity or
that he/she, together with all other related persons, owns less than 10 % of the entity's equity or participation, and the total amount of the transaction does not exceed USD 1 million or 2 % of the total annual community income. · The company's donations to charities with which the related person's relationship is exclusively that of an employee (other than the
CEO), director or trustee, and the total amount of the payment does not exceed $25,000 or 2% of the charity's annual income. · Transactions in which the sole interest rate of a related party is the holder of the Company's shares, all of which have received or receive proportional benefits (such as the payment of regular quarterly dividends). · Transactions
involving competitive offers. · Transactions in which interest or charges are regulated by law or by the authority. · Transactions involving services as a bank depositor of assets, transfer agent, controller, trustee in a trustbook or similar services. Between July 29, 2013 and October 1, 2014, there were no transactions and there are currently no proposals in
which the Company was or is to participate, that amount exceeded or is expected to exceed $120,000, and related persons had or will have a direct or indirect material interest. 14 Table of Contents Report of the Audit Committee The Audit Committee shall be composed of six directors designated below. The Board of Directors has determined that each
member of the Committee meets the current requirements of the New York Stock Exchange regarding independence, experience and expertise. Sara Mathew is a financial expert on the audit committee as defined in the SEC rules. A copy of the audit committee's workbook, as last updated in September 2004, is available on the company's website at
www.campbellsoupcompany.com administrative division of the board committees. One of the primary tasks of the Audit Committee is to assist the company in monitoring the integrity of the company's financial statements and accounting process, including its internal control system. In order to fulfil these supervisory responsibilities, the Committee has
reviewed and discussed the an independent registered public accounting firm for the financial year ended August 3, 2014, audited financial statements included in the Company's Annual Report 10-K, and reviewed and discussed with an independent registered public accounting firm matters to be discussed with the Audit Committee in accordance with the
applicable requirements of the Public Accounts Supervisory Board. In addition, the Committee has received a written report from independent auditors stating that they are not aware of the relationships between the registered public accounting firm and the company, which in its professional assessment can reasonably be considered to carry their
independence, as required by the applicable requirements of the Public Accountant's Accounting Supervisory Board for independent auditor independence communications with the Audit Committee. The Committee has discussed with an independent registered public accounting firm the objectivity and independence of the company. The Committee has also
examined the suitability of the charges and costs charged by the independent registered public accounting firm to the company for the last financial year for the out-of-audit services and by the independent registered public accounting firm for these services. The Audit Committee discussed with the company's internal auditors and an independent registered
public accounting firm the general scope and plans of their audits. The Committee has reviewed with the internal auditors and an independent registered public accounting firm in which and without management members are present, the results of their investigations, their assessment of the company's internal control and the overall quality of the company's
financial reporting. In addition, the Audit Committee has discussed with the CEO and CFO the processes they are in the process of assessing the accuracy and fair presentation of the company's financial statements and the effectiveness of the company's information disclosure control and procedure system. Based on the review and discussions described in
this report, the Audit Committee recommended to the Board that Campbell's audited consolidated financial statements be included in Campbell's annual report on Form 10-K for the year ended August 3, 2014 for filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Audit Committee also recommended to the Board of Directors the appointment of
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP as the company's independent registered public accounting firm for the 2015 tax year. Audit Committee Sara Mathew, Chairman Lawrence C. Karlson A. Barry Rand Nick Shreiber Tracey T. Travis Archbold D. van Beuren 15 Table of Contents Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm Fees and Services Total fees,
including expenses, invoicing LLP, Campbell's independent registered public accounting firm, for professional services in fiscal years 2014 and 2013 were as follows: Services rendered tax 2014 Fiscal 2013 Inspection fees $4,569,000 $5,445,000 Inspection related fees $60,000 $422,000 Tax payments $930,000 $636,000 All other fees $16,000 $16,000
Inspection Fees for August 3. 2014, and July 28, 2013 include fees for expert services provided for auditing consolidated financial statements, as well as internal control efficiency Company, quarterly reviews, statutory audits, SEC applications, consolations and accounting consultations. Audit fees for the year ended August 3, 2014 and July 28, 2013 include
payments for accounting and reporting services, pension scheme audits, agreed procedural reports and due diligence. The Audit Committee's Bureau provides that the committee shall approve in advance all inspection services and all permitted non-audit services (including their fees and conditions) carried out by its independent registered public accounting
firm to the company. From time to time, the Committee may delegate its powers to approve in advance non-inspection services to one or more members of the Committee. Such approvals shall be notified at the next meeting of the Audit Committee. Tax payments for the years ending 3 August 2014 and 28 July 2013 include payments for services related to
compliance with tax requirements, including preparation of tax returns and tax subsidies for tax audits, transfer pricing and expatriate tax matters. Other fees for the financial year ended August 3, 2014 and July 28, 2013 include fees related to the use of accounting and technical research software and the use of the personnel comparison tool. In fiscal years
2014 and 2013, 100% of audit fees, audit fees, tax fees and all other fees were approved either by the Audit Committee or in its planning. Compensation and OrganizationAl Committee report The Compensation and Organizational Committee has reviewed and discussed with management the following compensation discussions and analyses, and based on
such reviews and discussions, the Committee recommended to the Board that the compensation discussion and analysis be included in this proxy. Les C. Vinney, Chairman of the Compensation and Organizations Committee, Edmund M. Carpenter Bennett Dorrance Randall W. Larrimore Mary Alice D. Malone Charles R. Perrin Charlotte C. Weber 16 Table
of Contents Compensation Discussion and Analysis (CD&amp;A) This CD&amp;A describes the company's executive compensation program for its CEO (CEO), CFO and other highly credited chiefs named in the summary compensation table (designated CEO or NEO). Certain other employees of the Company, including all CEOs, shall also participate in
some or all of the programmes described in this Part. The Company maintains other Programs for specific employees based on the employee's job, business unit, or geographic location. Management of management compensation Management The Compensation and Organizational Committee (Committee) approves the company's management
compensation practices and programs, reviews major organizational changes and reviews the company's succession planning and management development processes. The Charter of the Committee is available in the administrative section of the company's website at www.campbellsoupcompany.com. The Board of Directors has determined that all
committee members are independent directors as defined in the Rules of the New York Stock Exchange and company standards. The Committee shall review annually the company's compensation strategy, principles and practices, such as the payment of remuneration between fixed compensation elements and incentive awards, and the design of incentive
plan. The Committee approves all compensations and benefits for approximately 20 company executives (including appointed directors), authorizes all annual incentive plan (AIP) and long-term incentive plan (LTI) total annual incentive awards for eligible participants in the program, and authorizes the CEO to award fees to other participants under the AIP
and LTI program up to the total amount. It is the company's custom for the CEO and Vice President and HR Director to make recommendations to the Committee on compensation measures for these 20 management (excluding his own compensation actions) and any changes in the design of management compensation programmes. In accordance with its
Charter of Fundamental Rights, the Committee has authorised the Chairman of the Committee to approve compensating measures for the 20 Directors between committee meetings where necessary to ensure business continuity. The Chairman of the Committee and the Chairman of the Board shall jointly approve the equity grants to the Executive Director
between meetings. Every September, the Committee examines the results of new organisations and approves the basic salary, the annual incentive payment and the long-term incentive grant for each executive. This review of all the main factors in management compensation provides the Committee with a comprehensive analysis of the dollar target amount
provided by each compensation factor, stating that the required performance targets are met 100 percent. In September 2014, the CEO and Vice President and HR Director recommended the Committee to make compensation measures for new loans (other than their own), including the 2014 AIP Awards and the base salaries and LTI grants for fiscal 2015.
Senior Vice-President – Director of Legal Affairs and Civil Servants and Deputy Ceo and Hr Director work with the Committee to develop the annual list the agenda items and the annual schedule of meetings of the Committee set before each financial year. The list of items on the agenda shall be adopted by the Committee. Independent compensation
consultant The Committee shall be authorised, in accordance with its Rules of Procedure, to advise an external advisor in the design and evaluation of the remuneration programme of the management of the company and to accept the remuneration and other conditions of service paid to such an advisor. Before retaining an external advisor, the Committee
shall assess the independence of any advisor, taking into account all relevant factors, including those defined in nyse listing standards. In fiscal year 2014, the committee hired Frederic W. Cook &amp; Co., Inc. (F.W. Cook) as a claims consultant. The Committee was not involved in any other advisors in fiscal year 2014. F.W. Cook advised the Committee on
ceo compensation, compensation trends, governance issues and other issues of interest to the Committee. The Committee assessed the independence of F.W. Cook, taking into account a number of factors, including: (1) the services provided by F.W. Cook to other companies; (2) percentage of F.W. Cook's total revenue from the 17 table of contents
received by F.W. Cook; (3) F.W. Cook's policies and procedures for preventing conflicts of interest; (4) business or personal relations between F.W. Cook and the members of the Committee; (5) F.W. Cook persons providing consulting services to the Committee own shares in the company; and (6) business or personal relationships between F.W. Cook and
the company's management. F.W. Cook gave the Committee appropriate guarantees of its independence. The Committee considers that F.W. Cook has been independent of the committee throughout its service and that there are no conflicts of interest. Compensation principles and guidelines The Committee reviews the principles and operating principles of
executive compensation annually and the Board of Directors approves the principles and operating principles for executive compensation. The principles and policies are: · Campbell offers an overall compensation package designed to attract, motivate and retain the level of talent needed for successful business performance in absolute and relative to
competition. · Campbell's compensation program is designed to connect to a payroll company, business unit and individual performance in absolute and relative to competition. · Compensation levels are set after Campbell's wage levels and practices have been compared with those of other food, beverage and consumer products companies at
Compensation Peer Group (see below), where the company competes primarily for management talent. The Committee shall review the composition of this group on an annual basis. · Campbell is targeting basic salaries, annual incentives and annual cash compensation for the median of the claims peer group. Long-term incentives are targeted above the
median. Total compensation, wages, annual incentives and long-term incentives will be allocated a total of 5-10% more than the median. As Campbell is smaller than the group's median size, a regression analysis is carried out to adjust compensation data for senior management posts to reflect differences in total revenues between different companies
compared to Campbell's total income. The Committee shall review the competitive position of the company annually. · The annual incentive payments are based on the company's annual result compared to the targets set at the beginning of the financial year in four measuring ranges related to the company's financial, marketplace, operational and strategic
objective. The Committee shall assess performance in comparison with the objectives on an annual basis and shall exercise discretion to determine the total available AIP reserve. Individual payments are based on a combination of the overall performance of an enterprise or an appropriate business unit and an assessment of individual performance based
on the objectives set for each participant. · Long-term incentive grants are delivered in a combination of performance-backed units of shares and a timed limited shareholding, and the combination varies depending on the organisation's level of responsibility. Employees with higher exposures receive a higher percentage of performance restriction share units.
Individual grants are based on an assessment of each participant's performance and future leadership potential. · Senior executives are at risk of obtaining a significant proportion of compensation based on the achievement of performance targets for annual incentive payments and long-term incentive performance targets. When the company's performance
is strong, senior executives receive compensation well above the median of the compensation peer group. When the company's performance is weak, top executives receive compensation well below the median. In order to reconcile the interests of the company's senior management and the interests of shareholders, a higher proportion of incentive
payments are paid as senior managers with long-term incentives paid depending on the company's financial performance (see description of the LTI programme below). Compensation targets The company's management compensation programme aims to: · The financial interests of the company's new organisations must be reconciled with those of its
shareholders, both in the short and long term; · Provide incentives to achieve and exceed the company's short- and long-term objectives; · Attract, motivate and retain highly qualified managers by providing an overall remuneration that is competitive with compensation from other well-managed companies in the food, beverage and consumer products
industries; and 18 Table of Contents · Unassocen the compensation level based on individual and business unit performance, management potential and organizational responsibility level. Unique performance is based on proven leadership skills, achievement of goals, business unit or operational settlements and personal investments. Results of the 2013
shareholder advisory votes regarding executive compensation The Company held an annual shareholder advisory vote on executive compensation, i.e. say-on-pay voting, at the Annual General Meeting 2013. 98 % (98 %) supported the payer proposal. When the Committee assessed the company's compensation policies and operating principles during the
financial year 2014, it was aware of this favourable performance and strong shareholder support for the Company's compensation targets and compensation programmes. The Committee has maintained its overall approach to executive compensation and has not made material changes to compensation policies and policies or the objectives of the
Company's compensation program in the 2014 financial year. The company continues to hold say-on-pay votes annually until the next shareholder advisory vote on the frequency takes place. For more information on the 2014 pay vote, see Advisory vote on executive compensation on pages 48–49. Peers The Committee identifies both the compensation
peer group and the result peer group in the planning and attributes of executive compensation. The Committee uses the compensation peer group to assess the competitiveness of executive compensation and uses Performance Peer Group to measure the competitiveness of the company's total shareholder imports (TSR). In order to determine the total
remuneration paid by a company competing with the company for the CEO's capabilities, in fiscal year 2014, the Committee compared Campbell's total compensation levels with those of 30 companies in the Food, Beverage and Consumer Products Industry (Peer Compensation Group) using compensation data purchased by management from Aon Hewitt.
Taking into account Campbell's relatively small size relative to many of The Compensation Peer Group's companies, a regression analysis was carried out to adjust compensation data for top positions to take into account differences in total revenues between different companies compared to Campbell's total income. The Committee considers that the use of
Compensation Peer Group is the most effective way of assessing and setting the compensation needed to attract, motivate and retain management experts needed to successfully manage the company's companies and operations, as these are the priority companies with which Campbell competes for senior executives. The use of this peer also provides an
extensive database that allows Campbell to obtain accurate, representative survey data from most of his positions. The Committee shall approve the composition of the Compensation Peer group for each financial year after receiving advice from its independent compensation consultant. When determining the 2014 tax compensation Peer Group consisted
of: Compensation Peer Group Anheuser-Busch Companies. Inc. H. J. Heinz Company McCormick &amp; Company, Inc. (1) Clorox Company The Hershey Company (1) Mead Johnson Nutrition Company (1) Coca-Cola Company Hillshire Brands Company Mondelez International, Inc. (1) Colgate-Palmolive Company Hormel, Inc. (1) Nestle USA, Inc. Conagra
Foods, Inc. (1) Johnson &amp; Johnson Company PepsiCo, Inc. Dean Foods Company The J.M. Smucker Company (1) Procter &amp; Gamble Company Del Monte Foods Company Kellogg Company (1) Reynolds American Inc. Diageo North America , Inc. Kimberly-Clark Corporation S.C. Johnson &amp; Son, Inc. Dr. Pepper Snapple Group, Inc. Kraft
Foods Group, Inc. (1) Tyson Foods, Inc. (1) General Mills, Inc. (1) Mars, Inc. Unilever United States, Inc. (1) These companies and Campbell form the Standard &amp; Poor's Packaged Foods Group (Performance Peer Group), which is used to measure TSR's performance in the profit calculation of TSR's earnings restrictions stock units in accordance with
the LTI Program. In addition, Keurig Green Mountain was added to Standard &amp; Poor's Packaged Foods Group during fiscal year 2014 and is included in the Performance Peer Group of the 2014 LTI Program, the description of which begins on page 25. During the 2014 tax year, the committee approved keurig Green Mountain's addition to the 2015
compensation peer. 19 Table of Contents Performance Peer Group, a subset of Compensation Peer Group, is independently selected by Standard &amp; Poor's (S&amp;P) on the basis of the similarity of the business sector of packaged food companies. Companies that are added to and removed from the S&amp;P Packaged Foods Group are
automatically added to or removed from the list of companies whose TSR rankings are compared to Campbell's investment in TSR's performance-limited units. S&amp;P Packaged Foods Group's business list is easily accessible through S&amp;P. The Committee and management have no discretion in selecting the companies included in the S&amp;P
Packaged Foods Group. The committee reviewed Performance Peer Group in fiscal year 2014 and continues to believe it is a suitable group in Campbell's line of activity against which the company's TSR performance can be measured. The TSR performance of companies in the compensation peer group, which are not in the packaged food sector, is more
likely to be affected by economic developments that do not affect the packaged food industry. Risk assessment – Incentive plans During the financial year 2014, management completed a global review of the company's compensation programmes, focusing on incentive plan programs, for review by the Committee. Based on a number of factors, such as the
management process used, the relative size of potential winnings in the aggregate and, in the case of an individual, the inclusion of a ceiling for the maximum contribution and the inclusion of several in the incentive programmes, the Committee considers that the Company's compensation programmes are not a risk that is reasonably likely to be materially
harmful to the company. Elements related to management compensation Elements elements of Campbell's CEO compensation program for its new companies are: · performance-based annual incentive payment; · incentive rewards for long-term equity; · pension and incompetent impractical compensation benefits; · post-termination compensation and
benefits. The purpose of the compensation for each component is: · set more compensations based on the company or business unit and their individual performance, the result of which is more likely to affect the performance of the management's business unit or business activity or the company's performance; · provide new companies with the opportunity
to earn median compensation mainly through annual and long-term incentives, the performance targets of which directly reflect the interests of directors with those of Campbell's shareholders; · provide consistency over time in the share of compensation opportunities between components and by varying actual pay based on enterprise, business unit and
individual performance; and · be competitive with Compensation Peer Group's practices to attract, motivate and retain key leaders. The purpose of the basic salary Base salaries is to provide a basic income level that is competitive in relation to the role of each management. The focus of the base salary points is on the median of Compensation Peer Group,
which is reduced by a regression in management revenue due to the relatively small size of the company compared to many companies in Compensation Peer Group. Each year, the Committee examines the pay range and individual salaries of new organisations. The Committee examines the level of pay of NGOs every September, when it also examines
the performance of these managers. Earnings increases are usually based on the ceo's (non-CEO') and committee's assessment of the individual result. The targets for annual incentive and long-term incentive pay are a percentage of the basic salary (see below). The Committee shall take into account a number of factors in determining individual basic
salaries, including the extent of a person's employment obligations, his or her personal contributions, business performance, labour market conditions, the company's salary budget guidelines and the person's current basic salary compared to the basic salary of persons in similar positions in other companies 20 Table of Contents in the Compensation Peer
Group and within the Company. The Committee does not use a mathematical formula that quantified and weights these factors or the relations between them (neither generally nor for individual executive bodies). During a given year, one factor or group of factors may have an impact on the role in determining a person's basic salary other than in another
year on the basis of the judgment and discretion of the Committee. A person's performance can be assessed with their proven leadership skills, achievement of goals, business unit or functional settlements, and personal inputs. The evaluation may take into account a wide range of relevant factors for each of these areas, which are generally qualitative. The
ceo's judgments and recommendations in relation to other appointed management levels also have a strong impact on the committee's judgments and recommendations on basic salaries. As regards the ceo's basic salary, the evaluation is carried out by the committee and the Board of Directors. The designated CEO has annual performance targets that
include individual targets related to the company's business and/or the person's business unit or business function. As stated above, the extent to which the executive achieves these objectives is one of the factors to be taken into account in determining his basic salary for the following year. However, there is no single performance factor or set of individual
or business performance factors in this definition, no specific factors or specific factors are relevant to deciding on the basic salaries of any new annual incentive scheme for operations Annual remuneration is cash rewards designed to motivate and reward the achievement of the business objectives adopted by the Board of Directors in the Annual Action Plan
and the Three-Year Plan and to ensure that these objectives are achieved in a manner that strengthens the business in the long term. The annual incentive targets are set in the median of the compensation peer group. At the beginning of each financial year, the Committee shall establish a competitive annual incentive target for each level of executive
remuneration expressed as a percentage of the basic salary. In fiscal year 2014, the annual incentive targets for non-CEO NGOs ranged from 65 per cent to 100 per cent of the basic salary. These percentages are median or close to median management positions in the peer group companies. The sum of the individual incentive targets for all participants
(approximately 1,715 managers, managers and professionals) includes a pool of target incentives. Since 2003, the Committee has used the company's scorecard, which sets a number of quantitative and qualitative targets for the company as a whole and its business units for AIP at the beginning of each financial year. The objectives defined in the scorecard
are among four key measuring ranges related to the company's financial, strategic, operational and market position objectives. The objectives include a combination of quantitative and qualitative factors. The objectives of the four measuring ranges require efficient business plans and they are difficult to achieve. Corresponding equivalent in accordance with
the company's overall scorecard, confirmed to the corresponding business units. The objectives listed on the scorecard are not weighted in any way; However, performance contrary to the objectives of the financial quarter is an important factor in the Overall Evaluation of the Committee. At the end of the financial year, the Committee assesses the company's
overall result on the basis of the objectives listed on the performance card for the year and exercises discretion in determining the total amount of the incentive pool for the entire company. The Committee's decision on the total score of the enterprise is not based on any mathematical calculation or formula. This plan provides a deliberately significant
opportunity to exercise discretion and discretion in determining the company's total score. By using its discretion in any given year, the Committee may consider a financial outcome compared to peers. The Committee's decision on the financing of the AIP pool may be between 0 % and 175 %. Within the overall pool approved for each NEO, AIP awards are
based on business unit/function performance, individual performance, and overall performance of certain new neo organizations, and can vary between 0% and 200% of the individual's incentive target. The sum of individual prizes cannot exceed the approved total AIP reserve. Extraordinary items such as significant restructuring and accounting changes
(whether positive or negative) are excluded when determining the total approved AIP pool. The AIP awards to business unit managers also reflect the Committee's assessment of the company's overall performance for the year, so that the individual AIP awards of these directors can be more directly combined with the achievement of the company's overall
goals and reward the success of the business unit. The 2014 Fiscal 2014 AIP Awards as business unit managers for 21 enterprise unit managers were 21 table of contents determined by multiplying the individual's annual incentive target for the year as follows: 1) a percentage based on 30 % of the enterprise's overall performance assessment and 70 % of
the business unit performance assessment; and (2) a percentage based on an assessment of the participant's performance on the basis of its individual objectives set at the beginning of the financial year. As stated above, payments made to AIP participants are affected by their directors' estimates of individual direct performance for each participant's targets
at the beginning of the financial year. For full-time employees other than the CEO, the committee's assessments of individual performance are usually based on the CEO's assessments and recommendations. The personal performance assessment of the CEO is carried out by the committee itself at the input of all directors. For the 2014 tax, the CEO made
recommendations to the committee on the individual performance of state-owned individually (other than himself). Since the rewards made under the AIP for new things are closely linked the company's overall performance or, where appropriate, the assessment of the performance of the business unit, the determinations related to the individual performance
for the financial year 2014 are not a significant differentiator for those directors. At the beginning of the financial year, the Committee shall also set a performance target for AIP, which shall apply only to the maintenance of executive powers. This goal is called a 162(m) performance target. The profit target of 162(m) for the financial year 2014 required the
company to achieve 80% of its adjusted earnings per share for the year. In fiscal year 2014, adjusted earnings per share were set at $2.61 (adjusted for acquisitions and other extraordinary items). In order for the CEO to receive up to 200% of its annual incentive target, the company must meet the 162(m) profit target. If the company achieves less than 80%
but not less than 50% of the adjusted EPS target, CEOs may receive up to 100% of their annual incentive targets. If the Company does not meet at least 50% of the adjusted EPS target, the CEOs will not be eligible for any AIP award. As described below, the company exceeded its target for the adjusted earnings per share program and thus provided
management team opportunity to earn up to 200% of its AIP targets. Achieving the company's performance target of 162(m) does not guarantee that the CEO will receive the maximum incentive award, as the Committee has retained negative discretion to reduce the remuneration on the basis of an assessment of the performance of its business unit (or, in
the case of a member of the Management Team who is a member of the company's personnel). , assessment of the enterprise's overall performance) on the basis of the objectives set out on the scorecard and the assessment of his or her personal performance on the basis of individual annual targets. The Committee has consistently exercised its negative
discretion in determining annual incentive awards to executive officers. Although the company has regularly reached a performance target of 162(m), which is 80% of the committee's adjusted earnings per share target achieved annually over the past several years, during this period no NEO has received a fee in the applicable fiscal year that corresponds to
the maximum payment possible. AIP Scorecard and Results for 2014 In fiscal year 2014, the company focused primarily on its dual mandate to strengthen its core business and expand to growth. The 2014 scorecard focused on performance targets related to the implementation of the dual mandate, and the Committee assessed the performance of the 2014
fiscal company in this context. As stated above, AIP's scorecard consists of four quadrants: financial, marketplace, operational and strategic. The objectives of the financial area for the financial year 2014 included, among other things, net sales and earnings per share (EARNINGS PER SHARE). In fiscal year 2014, adjusted revenue target was $8.589 billion
and Earnings per share were $2.61 adjusted in both cases for acquisitions and other extraordinary items. The marketplace's objectives consisted of various measures related to consumer purchases of the company's products. The operational targets consisted of goals related to innovation, customer relationships, cost management, product quality, high-
performance culture, corporate responsibility and acquisition integration. The objectives of the strategic area included objectives relating to the promotion of dual powers. Based on the review of the performance for 2014 and the targets defined at the beginning of the year in each of the four measuring ranges of the company's scorecard, as well as the
qualitative assessment of the various aspects of the company's overall result, the Committee decided that the total amount of the incentive pool should be financed by approximately 75% of the target amount determined at the beginning of the financial year. By making this determination, the Committee did not apply mathematical calculations or specific
weightings to the individual objectives identified on the scorecard. The Committee considered external factors affecting the company's performance in the 22 table of contents for 2014 and the current challenging environment for packaged food companies. Its final decision to fund the incentive pool was based on its qualitative estimates of the company's
performance during the 2014 financial year, including: · revenue of $8.268 billion and adjusted earnings per share of $2.53 remained at the scorecard targets set at the beginning of the fiscal year, but were in line with the company's revised guidance; · Bolthouse Farms business sales growth driven by brand building investment and expanded distribution; ·
Promoting the growth of key emerging markets in China led by Kellesen Group and expanding the business of sweet biscuits in Indonesia; · Successful sale of Europe's simple meals business; · responsible cost control throughout the organisation; · meaningful actions to lay the foundations for expansion into faster-growing spaces such as packed fresh, e-
commerce, direct consumption channels and emerging markets. Incentive payments for 2014 to non-CEO listed on page 30 ranged from 71% to 90% of their target incentives, averaging 77%. The annual incentive awards made to government-made organisations for the 2014 tax year are listed on page 30 of the 2014 Tax Compensation Table, entitled
Compensation for the Non-Equity Incentive Scheme. See Appendix B, which discusses eps adjustments and results reconciliation in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Overview of the long-term incentive plan Long-term incentives are designed to motivate and reward directors based on the company's success in delivering superior
value to its shareholders and Leaders. The Committee approves equity grants every September, which is at the beginning of the company's financial year. Individual grants are based on management's level of responsibility in the company, the possession of critical skills, individual performance and future management potential at the level assessed in the
company's personnel organisation planning process. All shares paid under the Company's management compensation programs are shares previously issued and issued and out of the company or repaid by the Company. In fiscal year 2014, the number of non-CEO long-term incentive targets ranged from 155 per cent to 255 per cent of the basic salary
based on the median result. These objectives were intended to provide a direct total compensation of between 5 % and 10 % above the median of the compensation peer group. Grants awarded under the programme during the financial year 2014 were awarded to approximately 1,050 participants at the beginning of the financial year. The components of the
LTI programme have evolved over time and are regularly modified to achieve the objectives of the programme. The Fiscal LTI Programme 2014 consisted of four limited share units: · TSR's earnings-limited units of shares already continued on the basis of the company's TSR performance during the performance period compared to TSR of other Performance
Peer Group companies; · strategic performance-backed unit of shares (AUS) based on the achievement of net sales and earnings per share target during the performance period; · units of shares in earnings per share renewed on the basis of the achievement of the earnings per share performance threshold during the performance period and intended to
consider the payment of shares tax deductible in accordance with Section 162(m) of the Internal Revenue Act (IRC); and · timed restricted share units based on the continuation of the employment relationship. In neos fiscal 2014, 35% of their long-term incentive opportunities were provided in TSR's earnings restriction share units, 35% in separate pipelines
and 30% in earnings allies per share in units of share. No dividends shall be paid during the limitation period; on the other hand, the accumulated dividend equivalents are paid in cash from units that are vests at the end of the limitation period when the grants are paid. A more detailed description of each of these components is given below. 23 Table of
Contents TSR Performance-backed units of shares As of the financial year 2013, the Committee returned to using TSR's restricted units of shares in part of the LTI programme. The Committee considers that it is appropriate to include an element comparing the performance of a company with an external peer group. In connection with the payment, the
Committee may exercise negative discretion in determining the company's investment in the performance limitation part of the programme TSR in exceptional circumstances. TSR's accrual-based units are paid during the company's TSR-effective three years compared to other result in the peer group in the same three-year period. There were no units of
TSR's performance-backed units whose performance period ended in the 2014 financial year. Strategic performance-restricted share units Background ACCUMULATes were added to the LTI programme in fiscal year 2012 as a temporary alternative to TSR's performance restriction share units during the strategic transition. The TSEs are based on the
achievement of the objectives of net sales and earnings per share growth, and the Committee has prepared a performance period in connection with the criterion for granting support. The Committee selected the CEO as a measure of net sales and earnings per share because it believed that achieving the company's revenue and earnings per share growth
targets would lead to shareholder value creation and that metrics that reflect performance in relation to the internal goals of the plan are an effective way to retain and motivate managers. The two performance indicators of SPU grants are weighted equally: 50% based on revenue growth and 50% eps growth. At the end of the performance period, the
Committee shall evaluate each metric individually and add up the results in order to determine the total contribution rate for each participant, which may vary from 0 % to 200 %. When granting the grant, the Committee shall lay down the conditions under which the turnover of separate grants and earnings per share may be changed. Unlike the AIP, the
Committee does not have the discretion to make additional qualitative or quantitative judgments in order to determine the resulting fee. The Committee shall also establish a performance target for the SPU part of the LTI programme, which shall apply only to managers subject to the compensation reduction limits set out in Section 162(m) of the IRC. The
performance target of the LTI SPU Component 162 (m) requires the Company to achieve 80% of its cumulative adjusted EPS target at the end of the performance period. In order for the CEO to receive up to 200% of its SPU target, the company must meet the performance target in Section 162(m) during the performance period. If the company achieves
less than 80% but not less than 50% of the cumulative adjusted EPS target during the performance period, CEOs can receive up to 100% of their SPU target. If the Company does not achieve at least 50% of the cumulative adjusted EARNINGS PER SHARE for the profit period, management is not eligible for the SPU payment. For the 2013-fiscal 2014 profit
period and the 2014 financial year, the SPU target for revenue growth (adjusted to reflect acquisitions and other extraordinary items) was $8.769 billion, representing a 10.55% composite average growth rate over two years. Achieving this level of turnover would result in a 100 % payment for the part of the CFSP linked to turnover. Company's adjusted net
sales at the end of the financial year 2013–2014 was $8.401 billion, representing a two-year average growth rate of 8.21 percent. The company's performance over a two-year period resulted in a 0% payment for the part of the YUS related to turnover. The SPU target for adjusted earnings per share at the end of the 2013-2014 financial year was $2.58
(adjusted to reflect acquisitions and other extraordinary items). Exceeding this target for adjusted earnings per share would result in a 100% pay-up of the EPS-related portion. At the end of the 2013-2014 period, adjusted earnings per share were $2.53, a cumulative two-year growth rate of 4.65%, resulting in a 70% payment for the PMI share related to
earnings per share. 24 Table of Contents The variables determining turnover and earnings per share were weighted equally to determine the final percentage of specific contracts to be paid at the end of the performance period. According to the formula described above, the separate tubes allocated for the 2013-2014 financial year were 35 per cent of the
target amount. See Appendix B, which discusses adjustments to net sales and earnings per share and, where appropriate, the reconciliation of results in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Earnings-backed units per share PERFORMANCE-adjusted units of shares shall be paid two months after the end of each financial year over a
three-year performance period, provided that the adjusted earnings per share achieved during the period are at least 50 per cent of the adjusted earnings per share target of AIP approved by the Committee for that financial year. This performance target is designed in such a way that the payment of EPS performance-backed prizes can be accepted as
deductible in accordance with point 162(m) of the IRC. Eps' profit limit share units have a profit of either 0% or 100%. In fiscal year 2014, adjusted earnings per share were $2.61 and actual adjusted earnings per share were $2.53, which was more than 50% of the target; Therefore, eps' performance-astated units based on the result for the financial year 2014
had a profit of 100%. Achieving the adjusted earnings per share target for fiscal year 2014 means that one third of the performance-adjusted units issued for each financial year 2012, 2013 and 2014 are own and paid. See Appendix B, which discusses eps adjustments and, where appropriate, the reconciliation of results in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. Summary of LTI Awards with Performance Periods Ended in Fiscal 2014 The table below summarises the performance-based LTI awards awarded to neos rewards in previous financial years that ended during the 2014 fiscal year. In these awards, shares were paid to Neos at the end of 2014. Remuneration year type Issued accrual-
based period Percent of strategic performance-backed share units 2013 tilikaudella 2013 – tilikaudella 2014 35 % EPS:n suoriteperusteiset osakeyksiköt Tilikaudet 2012 Tilikaudet 2014 100%* EPS:n suoriteperusteiset osakeyksiköt Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal 2014 100%* EPS Performance Restricted Share Units Fiscal 2014 Fiscal 2014 100%* *Refers to the part
of the fee that was tied to the 2014 EPS, which is one third of the total grant, as stated above. Background to the LTI programme for fiscal year 2014 In fiscal year 2014, the Committee granted TSR performance-attenuated units of shares, SPU and EPS earnings restriction share units under the LTI programme. The Committee considers it appropriate to
include an element comparing the performance of a company with an external peer group, as well as components that measure performance on the basis of the objectives of the internal plan. The Committee maintained net sales and earnings per share performance bonus as performance indicators for the 2014 SPU grant. TSR's income astasy and earnings
per share units granted under the LTI programme for the financial year 2014 each have a three-year earnings period (tax period 2014–2016). The Committee selected a three-year performance period for separate companies issued in the financial year 2014, during which they can retain managers and harmonise performance periods for all aspects of the LTI



programme. The estimated future payments for awards under the 2014 LTI program are listed in the Plan-Based Awards in Fiscal 2014 table on page 33. 25 Table of Contents Percentage of TSR performance-adjusted share unit to be paid during the performance period of the financial year 2014–2016 Is based on the company's TSR performance
investment in accordance with the chart below. In connection with the payment, the Committee may exercise negative discretion in determining the company's investment in the performance limitation part of the programme TSR in exceptional circumstances. Campbell TSR Performance Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 Percentage gain 200% 200%
175% 175% 150% 125% 100% 75% 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% Uniform programming positions for fiscal year 2014 Two performance indicators of the 2014 SPU grant – revenue growth and growth in earnings per share – are weighted equally: 50 per cent based on revenue growth and 50 per cent on growth in earnings per share. At the end of the performance
period, the Committee shall evaluate each metric separately and add the results together to determine the total contribution rate for each participant, which may be between 0 % and 200 %. Cumulative three-year net sales and earnings per share are adjusted to reflect acquisitions and other extraordinary amounts. Earnings-backed units per share for the
financial year 2014 EPS's performance-backed units were granted to new market units as part of the 2014 Fiscal LTI Programme. One third of these units are based on the result for each tax year 2014, 2015 and 2016 as described above. The company met its adjusted earnings per share target for the 2014 financial year, so one-third of eps income-
understated units issued in fiscal year 2014 were taken and paid. See EPS Performance Constraint Share Units and Summary whose execution periods have ended fiscal 2014 above for further information. Management shareholding The Company requires that they own shares in order to continue to align their interests with those of shareholders. It is the
company's policy that neos achieves a shareholding in the Company, which represents a significant multiple share of their basic salaries. Until the level of ownership has been reached, the new market-based organisations shall retain at least half of each equity reward in Campbell's shares after tax on the use of restricted shareholdings or option rights.
Everyone will be brought into line with the conservation requirements, and everyone has either complied with their ownership requirements or made significant progress. The ownership standard determined towards progress is measured annually. The shareholding requirements of neos organisations are set out below. The ownership standard is expressed
as a set of salaries, determined by organisational level or grade. The creation of ownership standards as a once-and-run target for basic salary combines the programme with performance-based hiring activities (i.e. increases in basic salary) and ensures that ownership objectives remain competitive. The property values are defined as the median of the
market. Multiple CEO of organization-level employees 6.0x Other neos 3.5x Directors may calculate the value of shares and shares and units of shares that are deferred and fully transferred to the Company's 401(k) plan and other deferred compensation programs. The calculation of ownership does not include unopened restricted share units and
unmanaged share options. The company's policy prohibits directors from hedging against financial risk related to wholly owned shares, restricted units of shares and unmanaged share options. The company also has a policy prohibiting directors and management from future shares. 26 Table of Contents Retirement plans Eligible neo-entities participate in
two defined benefit plans: (1) a pension and pension scheme (Approved Plan) and (2) a mid-career salary pension scheme (MCHP). The approved plan provides funded tax-paying benefits up to the limit allowed by the IRC for full-time U.S. employees who have entered into employment with the Company before January 1, 2011. MCHP provides un funded
benefits beyond the approved IRC limits applicable to the plan to senior managers hired in the middle of their careers. Such managers typically waived future retirement benefits they would have edten if they had stayed with their previous employers. MCHP benefits are replaced by benefits paid under the qualification plan and prohibit the payment of
overlapping benefits. Both plans were closed to new participants as of 31 December 2010. The company maintains an approved plan and MCHP as an additional means of keeping employees and competitive level. Pension plans offer employees, including NGOs, the opportunity to plan future funding needs for funding needs Retire. Under the approved
schemes, the actual pension benefit is calculated on the same basis for all participants and is based on: · covered compensation (basic salary and annual incentive); and scheduled restricted units of shares and performance-adjusted units of shares, as well as any extraordinary rewards, are not included in the calculation of pension benefits. For more
detailed information on pension plans and benefits accrued under these plans, see the pension benefits table and the related report starting on page 37. U.S. NGOs that are not eligible to participate in the MCHP because they have been hired or promoted to the eligible grade on or after January 1, 2011, may receive a management pension contribution. The
management pension contribution is a credit to the participant's supplementary pension scheme account. The amount of the management pension contribution is calculated on the same basis for all participants who use the covered allowance (basic salary and annual remuneration) and are subject to legal bases. The executive pension contribution is
consistent with the company's goal of attracting and retaining experienced senior executives to implement the company's strategies, and was approved as a way to provide a competitive level of retirement benefits for managers hired after MCHP closed to new ent participants. For a more detailed discussion on the management pension contribution, see
page 39 after the pension benefit table and the uncaled Deferred Allowances table and the attached report, which starts on page 40. Postponed compensation plans The Company approved a postponed compensation plan and supplemental retirement plan to provide eligible U.S. participants, including eligible neos, with the opportunity to save for future
financial needs. The plans do not affect the amount of salary and annual incentive earned by the employee. The plans will essentially serve as unins funded personal savings accounts for employees managed by the company that are beneficial to the tax benefit, and will contribute to the company's attractiveness as an employer. More detailed information on
states relating to deferred compensation schemes for government-based arrangements can be found in the table of deferred compensation for non-calculated amounts and in the related layer starting on page 40. Perquisites The Company's Personal Choice program offers quarterly cash payments to neos instead of reimbursements for tax or estate
planning services or financial planning services, for example. The Committee considers that perquisite payments are appropriate to compensate management for financial and tax planning services or other purposes, so that executives are not confused about devoting their time and energy to their responsibilities to the Company. The company also offers
long-term disability protection for new alootains. Further information to NGOs in fiscal year 2014 will be provided All other allowances on page 32. 27 Table of Contents Resignation plans Neot is covered by the company's withdrawal plans, according to which the fees are based on the level of liability, seniority and/or length of service. Under the plans of the
new organisations, the maximum contribution will be double the basic salary. The payment and benefit levels defined in the company's withdrawal plans for eligible U.S. tax-exempt employees are primarily determined by the time normally required for employees who are inadvertently dismissed without reason to find any other job. The company believes that
due to the relative scarcity of senior management roles, higher-level employees in an organization usually need more time to find comparable positions elsewhere than lower-level employees. The company also periodically goes through the differences offered at other Fortune 500 companies. The certainty of a reasonable financial security measure, if
unintentionally terminated, is important for candidates for leadership positions, and campbell's differences compared to the severance benefits available in other companies are sometimes a significant factor in their assessment of the attractiveness of Campbell's chances. The company has no employment contracts with any of its new companies, including
the CEO. For more detailed information on these withdrawal arrangements, see Section 41 Possible termination fees or changes in control. Change in controlling interests The Company has made a double trigger change in the control severance agreements (CIC agreements) with each new association. CIC contracts provide for severance pay and the
continuation of certain benefits if the employment relationship terminates in the event of a change of control. The CIC agreements, which will be concluded from 2000 onwards, were unanimously approved by independent members of the Board of Directors. The Committee considers that CIC agreements are necessary to maintain the stability of the senior
management team in the event of a threat or actual monitoring. The agreement requires the organisation of the following two events in order to enable the executive body to receive payments and benefits: (1) the executive body's employment relationship must be terminated unintentionally and without reason (either real or constructive) and (2) the dismissal
must take place within two years of the change of control. The Company also has a double change in control provisions in AIP, its long-term incentive plans and its U.S. pension plans, and these provisions apply equally to all participants in the plans, including new market arrangements. In March 2010, the Committee decided that provisions on gross
premiums to cover any federal excise duties owed for a change in the controlling severance payment and benefits will be removed from any amendment to the Surveillance Agreement concluded after 1 January 2011. More detailed information in accordance with the CIC agreements, see page 41 for any payments in the event of termination or change of
supervision. IRC's accounting and tax implications Section 162(m) of the IRC limits the tax deductibility of the compensation paid to NEO to $1 million, except in so far as the compensation is a valid performance-based remuneration. The Committee's policy is that the remuneration is deductible under Article 162(m) of the IRC, unless the Committee
considers that it would not be in the interests of the company and its shareholders. All annual incentive awards and limited unit share grants to entities opened up from states during the 2014 financial year, with the exception of the time-limited share grant to Barroso, met the requirements of Section 162(m) of the IRC for deductibility; However, this may not be
the case in the years to come. The tax deduction is not available under Section 162(m) of the IRC for an additional amount of NEO's basic salary exceeding USD 1 million. 28 Table of Contents Ceo Compensation Denise M. Morrison became ceo of the company as of August 1, 2011, at the beginning of the 2012 fiscal year. Morrison's 2014 tax compensation
components were consistent with the program described above. Morrison's remuneration was intended to be competitive with the ceo compensation paid over time by Compensation Peer Group's companies, and his incentive pay was directly related to both the company's performance and individual performance. The process used to verify and determine
Morrison's remuneration was as follows: · In June 2011, after reviewing compensation peer group ceo compensation paid by companies, the committee confirmed to Morrison the base salary for fiscal 2012, which was $950,000, the 2012 general government AIP target of 140% of the base salary, and the 2012 LTI target of 510% of the base salary. · In June
2012, the Committee reviewed Morrison's AIP and LTI targets and decided it was appropriate to raise his LTI target for fiscal 2013 to 525% of the basic salary. · In September 2012, the committee reviewed Morrison's base salary compared to the CEO compensation paid by Compensation Peer Group companies and increased his base salary to $1,000,000
as of October 1, 2012. · In June 2013, the Committee reviewed Morrison's AIP and LTI targets and concluded that the targets remained competitive and should remain unchanged. · In September 2013, the committee reviewed Morrison's base salary and total compensation compared to other Compensation Peer Group chief executive and also looked at the
company's performance and Morrison's individual performance in fiscal 2013. Based on this review, Morrison's base salary was increased to $1,050,000 as of October 1, 2013, and he received 47,738 units on October 1, 2013, 47,737 TSR restricted share units and 40,918 EPS earnings restriction share units, equivalent to 120 percent LTI.10.2013. · In June
2014, the Committee reviewed Ms. Ms. Ms. AIP and LTI targets, lying that the targets remained competitive and should remain unchanged. · In September 2014, the Committee and the Board of Directors assessed Morrison's performance based on the company's results for the financial year 2014 on the basis of the annual AIP scorecard targets described in
the above section and his personal performance as determined by the Committee and the Board of Directors in the CEO evaluation process. Morrison's AIP award for fiscal 2014 was $1,102,500, which was 75% of his target amount. His award was based on the Committee's assessment of the performance of the company for the financial year 2014 based
on the objectives of the AIP scorecard (see pages 22-23) and his personal performance during the financial year, including his leadership in the following areas: financial performance and financial control, operations management, talent management and successor planning, internal and external communications. , strategic planning and the achievement of
strategic and business objectives. 29 Table of Contents Summary compensation table for 2014 The following summary compensation table contains information on the compensation of the Company's CEO, current CFO, former CFO and three other most credited CEOs (appointed CEOs or neot) for the tax year 2014. The data for 2013 and 2012 are not
included in the data of Anthony P. DiSilvestro and Carlos J. Barroso because they were not named in charge during those financial years. The main position shown in the table for each NEO is as of August 3, 2014. For a complete view of the table, see the narrative data that follows the table. Name andPrincipal Position(a) Year(b) Salary ($)(c) Bonus ($)(d)
StockAwards ($)(e) OptionAwards ($)(f) Non-EquityIncentivePlanCompensation($)(g) ChangeIn PensionValue andNonqualifiedDeferredCompensationEarnings ($)(h) All OtherCompensation($)(i) Total ($) (j) Denise M. Morrison 2014 $ 1,041,667 $ 0 $ 5,384,353 $ 0 $ 1,102,500 $ 1,946,562 $ 212,007 $ 9,687,089 President and 2013 $ 991,667 $ 0 $
5,313,818 $ 0 $ 1,680,000 $ 540,635 $ 182,322 $ 8,708,442 Chief Executive Officer 2012 $ 950,000 $ 0 $ 5,067,264 $ 0 $ 1,197,000 $ 1,371,001 $ 171,138 $ 8,756,403 Anthony P. DiSilvestro 2014 $ 485,980 $ 0 $ 696,055 $ 0 $ 299,250 $ 661,382 $ 72,117 $ 2,214,784 Senior Vice President — Chief Financial Officer B. Craig Owens 2014 $ 630,466 $ 0 $
1,803,973 $ 0 $ 451,173 $ 1,491,217 $ 148,561 $ 4,525,390 Former Senior Vice 2013 $ 825,038 $ 0 $ 2,314,982 $ 0 $ 1,042,956 $ 1,123,762 $ 102,827 $ 5,409,565 President — Chief Financial 2012 $ 808,860 $ 0 $ 2,334,039 $ 0 $ 803,397 $ 2,062,565 $ 91,196 $ 6,100,057 Officer and Chief Administrative Officer Mark R. Alexander 2014 $ 620,782 $ 0 $
1,527,987 $ 0 $ 405,007 $ 834,208 $ 91,779 $ 3,479,763 Senior Vice President and 2013 $ 590,703 $ 0 $ 1,729,137 $ 0 741,020 $ 0 $ 86,465 $ 3,147,325 President — Campbell North 2012 $ 540,042 $ 0 $ 1,265,505 $ 0 $ 413,707 $ 754,189 $ 749,299 $ 3,722,742 America Carlos J. Barroso 2014 $ 470,000 $ 250,000 $ 1,394,210 $ 0 $ 274,950 $ 0 $
174,438 $ 2,563,598 Senior Vice President – Global Research &amp; Development Ellen Oran Kaden 2014 $ 729,458 $ 0 $ 1,563,717 $ 0 $ 548,888 $ 726,878 $ 209,287 $ 3,778,228 Senior Vice President — 2013 $ 714,583 $ 0 $ 1,996,888 $ 0 $ 904,050 $ 38,095 $ 194,814 $ 3,848,430 Chief Legal and Public Affairs 2012 $ 665,012 $ 0 $ 1,821,395 $ 0 $
646,800 $ 1,592,995 $ 179,361 $ 4,905,563 Officer Salary (Column C) The amounts reported in this column represent the basic salaries paid to each state term for fiscal years 2014, 2013 and 2012 if the person was neo in those years. Bonus (column D) Barroso joined the company in August 2013. The amount given to Mr Barroso in this column is a one-off
payment, which is a recognition of mr Barroso's previous employment relationship due to the consultancy fee and the loss of other income. Share awards (column E) The amounts shown in this column represent the total fair value of the share rewards calculated in accordance with FASB ASC Topic 718 for the listed financial year. The assumptions used by
the Company to calculate these amounts are contained in Note 17 to the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Company's Annual Report for the year ended August 3, 2014 (Form 2014 Form 10-K). The sum of the 30 table of contents indicated in the summary compensation table for these awards assumes that they will be paid at the target level in the
future and may not correspond to the amounts they can actually receive from the prizes. Whether and to what extent NEO delivers value depends on the company's actual operating result and NEO's continued employment. If the company's performance results in future profit at the maximum level, the combined grant date for the share awards granted in the
2014 financial year would have been as follows: Ms. Morrison, $9,082,474; Mr. DiSilvestro, $1,174,108. Mr. Owens, $3,042,957. Mr. Alexander, $2,577,443. Mr. Barroso, $1,821,832. and Miss Kaden, $2,637,694. For more information on the fair value of the grant day and the estimated future payments of the share awards, see the table on page 31 Grants
for plan-based rewards in fiscal year 2014 and to see the value of the share prizes actually realised by neos organisations in fiscal year 2014, see section 4.1. Option awards (column F) No option options were granted to new open companies in the financial years 2014, 2013 or 2012; Therefore, there is no quantity to report above. The company stopped
issuing stock options to employees in fiscal year 2006. If you want to see the value they received in connection with option prizes in fiscal year 2014, see the Option Exercises and Shares entitling to taxation in 2014 table on page 36. Neo had no unpaid option prizes at the end of the financial year 2014. Non-equity compensation (column G) G) this column
takes into account the amounts earned and paid under the net tax transfer programme in 2014, 2013 and 2012. AIP payments were calculated at the beginning of CD&amp;A as described on page 21. Change in pension value and deferred deferred compensation earnings (column H) The change in pension amounts reported for the financial year 2014
consists of changes in the actuarial present value of each of the accrued pension benefits in the State Tax Act between July 29, 2013 and August 3, 2014. Neos receives pension benefits using the same formula that applies to all eligible US employees, with the exception of benefits accrued under the MCHP. The assumptions used by the Company to
calculate the change in pension value are described on page 39. The values reported in this column are theoretical because these amounts are calculated in accordance with sec requirements and are based on assumptions used to prepare the company's consolidated financial statements for the year ended July 28, 2013 and August 3, 2014. The company's
pension plan uses a different method of calculating actuarial present value as planned to determine a possible lump sum payment. The change in the pension value reported in the table year after year is under market instability and does not necessarily represent the value that NEO actually accumulates under the company's pension schemes in any given
year. The essential provisions of the company's pension schemes and deferred compensation plans are described on page 37 and page 40. No NEO received market-priced results (as defined by the SEC) from its quantitative deferred compensation account during the 2014 financial year. 31 Table of Contents All other compensation (column I) For each
NEO, the amounts indicated in this column reflect (i) the sum of all additional costs paid to the company by perquisites and other personal interests; (ii) the amounts donated by the Company to the 401(k) plan and the additional 401(k) program, which are part of the Company's deferred compensation plans; (iii) management pension contributions; and (iv)
insurance premiums paid by the company for long-term management disability benefits. The following table shows these (i) perquisites and other personal benefits and (ii) any other compensation required by SEC rules that must be expressed separately: Name PersonalChoice(1) 401(k)CompanyContribution 401(k)SupplementalCompany Contribution(2)
ExecutiveRetirementContribution(3) Long-TermDis Otherability Total Denise M. Morrison $48,000 $10,400 $100,133 $0 $5,574 $47,900 (4) $212,007 Anthony P. DiSilvestro $32,000 $10,870 $26,292 $0 $2,955 $0 $72,117 B. Craig Owens $24,000 $10,400 $57.5 916 $0 $4,288 $51,957 (5) $148,561 Mark R. Alexander $32,000 $10,400 $45,065 $0 $4,314
$0 91,779 Carlos J. Barroso $32,000 $28,829 $992 $47,000 $2,390 $63,227 (6) $174,438 Ellen Or Kaden $47,000 $10,400 $56,136 $0 $6,747 $89,004 (7) $209,287 See page 27 for a description of the Company Personal Choice programme (2) See page 41 for a description of supplementary programme 401(k). (3) This amount has been lost and may be
forfeied if the criteria for granting the aid are not met. See page 39 for a description of the management pension contribution. (4) The other compensation consists of driver, vehicle and transport costs. (5) The other allowances consist of amounts to be paid for unused leave accumulated after retirement. (6) Other compensation consists of business trips and
other resettlement costs. (7) Other compensation consists of driver costs. Total compensation (column J) The amounts indicated in this column are the sum of columns C to I for each net injurer. All compensation amounts shown in this column include amounts paid and postponed amounts. 32 Table of Contents Grants of Plan-Based Awards in Fiscal 2014
Estimated Possible Payouts Under Non-Equity Incentive Plan Awards Estimated Future PayoutsUnder Equity Incentive Plan Awards AllOtherStockAwards:# ofStockUnits (#) GrantDateFairValue ofStockAwards ($) Name Type of Award GrantDate Threshold ($) Target ($) Maximum ($) Threshold (#) Target (#) Maximum (#) Denise M. Morrison SPU Grant
10/1/2013 — — — 11,934 47,738 95,476 — $ 1,967,283 TSR Grant 10/1/2013 23,868 47,737 95,474 — $ 1,730,839 EPS Grant 10/1/2013 — — — 40,918 40,918 40,918 — $ 1,686,231 AIP — $ 0 $ 1,470,000 $ 2,940,000 — — — — — Anthony P. DiSilvestro SPU Grant 10/1/2013 — — — 1,542 6,171 12,342 — $ 254,307 TSR Grant 10/1/2013 3,085
6,171 12,342 — $ 223,747 EPS Grant 10/1/2013 — — — 5,290 5,290 5,290 — $ 218,001 AIP — $ 0 $ 399,000 $ 798,000 — — — — — B. Craig Owens SPU Grant 10/1/2013 — — — 3,998 15,994 31,988 — $ 659,113 TSR Grant 10/1/2013 7,996 15,993 31,986 — $ 579,871 EPS Grant 10/1/2013 — — — 13,710 13,710 13,710 — $ 564,989 AIP — $ 0 $
633,225 $ 1,266,450 — — — — — Mark R. Alexander SPU Grant 10/1/2013 — — — 3,386 13,547 27,094 — $ 558,272 TSR Grant 10/1/2013 6,773 13,547 27,094 — $ 491,184 EPS Grant 10/1/2013 — — — 11,612 11,612 11,612 — $ 478,531 AIP — $ 0 $ 563,175 $ 1,126,350 — — — — — Carlos J. Barroso Time-Lapse Grant 8/1/2013 — — — — — —
16,237 $ 771,582 SPU Grant 10/1/2013 — — 1,380 5,520 11,040 — $227,479 TSR Grant 10/1/2013 — — — 2,760 5,520 11,040 — $11,040 200,143 EPS Grant 10/1/2013 — — — 4,732 4,732 4,732 — $195,006 AIP — $0 $305,500 $611,000 — — — Ellen Oran Kaden SPU Grant January 2, 2013 — — 3,466 13,864 27,728 — $571,335 TSR Grant
10/1/2013 6,931 13,863 27,726 — $502,642 EPS Grant 10.1.2013 — — — 11,884 11,884 11,884 — AIP 489,740 — $0,731,850 $1,463,700 — — The Committee sets annual grant targets for neo-investigation under the LTI program. The dollar targets are expressed as a percentage of salary and converted into units based on Campbell's average closing
price during the last 20 trading days of August preceding grant day. The Committee's policy is to approve LTI grants in September the grant date is 1 January 2007. The performance period for TSR, SPU and EPS performance-based grants for the financial year 2014 is the financial year 2014–2016. The target units will be credited to new organisations on
the day of the grant. Dividend equivalents granted for own dividend equivalents granted in the financial year 2014 are not paid to units during the performance period. On the other hand, accumulated dividend equivalents are paid in cash from restricted units of shares that are vests at the end of the performance period when the grants are paid. The
Committee shall confirm the achievement of the performance targets and all earned shares shall be distributed to the participants after the end of the appropriate performance period. See page 23 for information on objectives, performance targets and share payment in cd&amp;A's description. Grants shall contain specific rules relating to the treatment of
entities at the end of the reason, voluntary resignation, retirement, unintentional termination and change of control. These provisions are described in Section 41 for any payments at the time of termination or for a change of control. The amounts listed in the estimated potential payments columns for reward columns for non-equity incentive schemes represent
the minimum, target, and maximum contributions to each manager in accordance with each AIP 2014. For each NEO, the actual amounts for fiscal year 2014 are listed in the summary compensation table for fiscal year 2014 on page 30. 33 Table of Contents Outstanding Equity Awards at the end of the 2014 financial year The following table provides
information on the limited shares of each central government transfers at the end of the financial year. This table contains unopened scheduled restricted stock units; and non-profit-backed units of shares. No NGO had its own unmanaged options at the end of the 2014 financial year. Each equity grant is presented separately for each NEO. The schedule for
refunding non-performing share awards is presented in accordance with this table and is organized based on the grant date. The market value of the share awards is based on the closing market price of Campbell's stock on August 1, 2014, which was $41.96. Performance-backed units of shares originally issued on October 1, 2011, October 1, 2012 and
October 1, 2013 are subject to specific targets during the performance period, as explained in cd&amp;A published on page 23. The market value shown below as of August 1, 2014 requires the satisfaction of these goals. The information presented to Owens in the following table reflects the pro-rated part of his remaining stock awards after his retirement on
May 1, 2014. For more information about stock awards, see the CD&amp;A LTI program description, which starts on page 23. Name of share rewardsNation date for restricted units Number of uninserted share rewards (#) Market value of uninserted share capital ($) Equity incentive plan rewards: Number of unintested share plan (#) Share incentive plan
Awards: osakeyksiköiden markkina-arvo ($) Denise Denise Morrison 10/1/2012 (1) 50,685 $ 2,126,743 10/1/2013 (1) 47,737 $ 2,003,045 10/1/2012 (2) 50,686 $ 2,126,785 10/1/2013 (3) 47,738 $ 2,003,086 10/1/2011 (4) 15,655 $ 656,884 10/1/2012 (4) 28,964 $ 1,215,329 10/1/2013 (4) 40,918 $ 1,716,919 Anthony P. DiSilvestro 10/1/2012 (1) 7,211 $
302,574 10/1/2013 (1) 6,171 $ 258,935 10/1/2012 (2) 7,211 $ 302,574 10/1/2013 (3) 6,171 $ 258,935 10/1/2011 (4) 2,332 $ 97,851 10/1/2012 (4) 4,122 $ 172,959 10/1/2013 (4) 5,290 $ 221,968 B. Craig Owens 10/1/2012 (1) 11,654 $ 489,002 10/1/2013 (1) 3,110 $ 130,496 10/1/2012 (2) 17,482 $ 733,545 10/1/2013 (3) 3,110 $ 130,496 10/1/2011 (4) 7,211 $
302,574 10/1/2012 (4) 12,618 $ 529,451 10/1/2013 (4) 13,710 $ 575,272 Mark R. Alexander 10/1/2012 (1) 16,493 $ 692,046 10/1/2013 (1) 13,547 $ 568,432 10/1/2012 (2) 16,493 $ 692,046 10/1/2013 (3) 13,547 $ 568,432 10/1/2011 (4) 3,910 $ 164,064 10/1/2012 (4) 9,426 $ 395,515 10/1/2013 (4) 11,612 $ 487,240 Carlos J. Barroso 8/1/2013 (5) 10,825 $
454,217 10/1/2013 (1) 5,520 $ 231,619 10/1/2013 (3) 5,520 $ 231,619 10/1/2013 (4) 4,732 $ 198,555 Ellen Oran Kaden 10/1/2012 (1) 19,047 $ 799,212 10/1/2013 (1) 13,863 $ 581,691 10/1/2012 (2) 19,047 $ 799,212 10/1/2013 (3) 13,864 $ 581,733 10/1/2011 (4) 5,627 $236,109 10/1/2012 (4) 10,885 $456,735 10/1/2013 (4) $11,884 498,653 34 Table of
Contents (1) These are TSR performance restriction share units that are 100% in 3 years, provided that: that the Company achieves a TSR investment that results in a 100% payment (see IAS 11, 2005). CD&amp;A pages 24 and 26). (2) These are specially-owned companies with a self-reserve of 100 % over two years, provided that the company meets the
growth targets for turnover and earnings per share forecast required for a 100 % payment (see IAS 11, 200 %). CD&amp;A page 24). (3) These are SPU with a equity ratio of 100% over three years, provided that the company meets the growth targets for net sales and earnings per share forecast required for a 100% payment (see IAS 11, net sales and
earnings per share forecast). CD&amp;A page 26). (4) These are a unit of earnings-affistaded shares per share, accounting for 1/3 per year; 1/3 over two years; and 1/3 over a period of three years, provided that the EPS performance target for the financial year is met (see IAS 11, EPS). CD&amp;A pages 25 and 26). (5) These are timed restricted units of
shares that distribute equal items on each of the first three years of the grant date. 35 Table of Contents Option exercises and shares included in taxation 2014 The following table contains information on new market share exercises (1) stock options during the tax year 2014, including the number and actual value of the shares acquired, and 2) the number
and actual value of shares acquired through share rewards before the applicable withholding tax is paid. Option Rewards Number of Share Rewards (a) Number of shares acquired Exercise(#)(b) Value Realization Exercise($)(c) Number of vests(#)(d) Value Realised($)(e) Denise M. Morrison(1) $0,171,323 $6,974,559 Anthony P. 0 $ 0 26,463 $ 1,077,309 B.
Craig Owens(3) 0 $ 0 82,311 $ 3,350,881 Mark R. Alexander(4) 0 $ 0 45,204 $ 1,840,255 Carlos J. Barroso(5) 0 $ 0 5,412 $ $ Ellen Oran Kaden(6) $75,900 1,322,208 64,794 $2,637,764 (1) Ms. Morrison received a total of 171,323 shares at a market price of $40.71 on September 30, 2013 based on 136,973 APU and 34,350 EPS performance-restricted
shares. (2) DiSilvestro received a total of 26,463 shares at a market price of $40.71 on September 30, 2013, compared to 20,403 APU and 6,060 EPS performance-averse units. (3) Owens received a total of 82,311 shares at a market price of $40.71 on September 30, 2013, while 63,091 units of isolation and 19,220 earnings per share. (4) Alexander
received a total of 45,204 shares at a market price of $40.71 on September 30, 2013, with 34,207 units of insulation and 10,997 EPS performance limited share units. (5) Mr Barroso received a total of 5,412 shares at a market price of $41.96 on August 1, 2014, following the issue of scheduled restricted shares. (6) When Kaden's stock options are exercised,
the realised dollar value reflects the realised total value before tax (Campbell's share price minus the option's operating price). Kaden received a total of 64,794 shares at a market price of $40.71 on September 30, 2013, while 49,233 APU and 15,561 EPS performance-at-earnings-at-all units. 36 Sisällysluettelo Eläke-etuudet – Verovuoden 2014 nimi (a)
Suunnitelman nimi (b)CreditedService-vuosien lukumäärä (#)(c) PresentValue ofAccumulatedBenefit ($)(d) PaymentsDuring LastFiscalYear ($)(e) Denise M. Morrisonin eläke- ja eläkejärjestelmä 11,3 $ 261 743 $ 0 Uran puolivälin palkkaeläkejärjestelmä 11,3 $ 6 882 379 $ 0 Anthony P. DiSilvestro Eläke- ja eläkejärjestelmä 18,2 $ 682 361 $ 0 Uran puolivälin
palkkaeläkejärjestelmä 18,2 $ 2 911 977 $ 0 B. Craig Owens Eläke- ja eläkejärjestelmä 5,6 $ 151 242 $ 0 Keski-uran palkkaeläkejärjestelmä 5,6 $ 7 194 683 $ 0 Mark R. Alexander Eläke- ja eläkesuunnitelma 21,9 $ 640 985 $ 0 Uran puolivälin palkkaeläkejärjestelmä 21,9 $ 2,291,343 $ 0 Carlos J. Barroso Ei sovellettavissa 0 $ 0 $ 0 Ei sovellettavissa 0 $ 0 $
0 Ellen Oran Kaden Eläke- ja eläkesuunnitelma 16,3 $ 788,855 $ 0 Keski-Uran palkkaeläkejärjestelmä 16,3 $ 6,750,187 $ 0 Tukikelpoiset NEOt osallistuvat kahteen etuusperusteisiin suunnitelmiin 1) eläke- ja eläkejärjestelmä (Hyväksytty suunnitelma) ja 2) keskiuran palkkaeläkejärjestelmä (MCHP). Mr Barroso is not entitled to participate in either plan, as
both plans were closed to new participants before his employment began at the company. Approved plan The approved plan is established and designed to provide funded, tax-paying retirement benefits to U.S. employees who meet the company's requirements to the limit allowed by the IRC. On 1 May 1999, the approved pension scheme became a cash-
back pension scheme. Participants who have accrued benefits since 30 April 1999, including Alexander, DiSilvestro and Kaden, may receive a higher pension benefit under the previous plan formula, which is: the final average salary or cash balance benefit. Employees who participated in an approved plan on or after 1 May 1999, including Morrisons and
Owens, are entitled only to a cash balance benefit. In January 2010, the Board of Directors took steps to close the approved plan to new participants as of December 31, 2010 and instead offer eligible employees new improvements to the company's 401(k) plan. This measure is consistent with the company's efforts to move to defined contribution plans,
which are a tool for providing retirement benefits to its employees. The approved plan will be available to all active participants as of 31 December 2010. A participant in an approved plan receives an account consisting of the balance of the opening account, payment credits and interest credits. · Opening account balance: If the employee were an active
participant as of 30 April 1999, he would receive an opening account balance consisting of a benefit accruing from 65 years of age under the approved plan as of 31 December 1998, converted into a fixed cash value at an interest rate of 5,25 % and an annuity table of the Unisex Group of 1983. If the employee became a participant on or after 1 May 1999,
the opening balance is zero. · Refunds: Refunds are equal to the percentage of the participant's acceptable compensation, which is limited by the IRC. The salary credits are credited from the last day of each calendar year and are made on the basis of the following formula: 31.5% 40% in the previous calendar year but less than 50 7.0% 50% but less than
60 8.0% 60% or more 9.0% If the participant terminates their employment relationship before the end of the calendar year , they will be credited with pay credits for the last day of the month in which the employment ended. · Interest credits: Interest is credited to the participant's cash balance account from the last day of each calendar year starting on March
37 and is based on the average annual return on 30-year U.S. government securities for November of the previous calendar year. Interest-only loans are never less than 2.5% or more than 10%. Eligible reimbursements include basic pre-calculated salary and AIP contributions, deferred pre-tax reimbursement of medical and dental insurance contributions
and deferrals of 401 (k)plan. Under approved plans, participating designated executive officers will not be eligible for unanselected benefits until the normal retirement age of 65 is reached. The exceptions are Alexander, DiSilvestro and Kaden, both of whom are entitled to an unentred benefit after reaching the age of 62. In addition, the Company will not
refund the additional service beyond the actual years that the employee has been able to participate in the plan. Approved programme participants receive a 100% accrued benefit after three years of service. Lump sum payments are available as a form of share under an approved plan. Present value of the accumulated value is the present fixed value of the
annual pension benefit earned as of 3 August 2014 and payable at the age of 65. The present value of the accrued benefits of the valid plan was determined in this way for Ms Morrison, but not for Mr Alexander, Mr DiSilvestro and Mr Kaden. Since Alexander, DiSilvestro and Kaden had accrued the benefit on 30 April 1999, their benefits are determined using
a previous formula of 1% of their final average salary up to the amount of social security allowance plus 1,5 % of the final average salary exceeding the amount covered by social security, which exceeds their year of service. The final average salary over the last 10 years of work is the average of the eligible allowances during the last 10 years of work,
whether or not consecutive. The compensation covered by social security is the uninsorted average wage base in force during each calendar year during the 35-year period ending on the last day of the calendar year during which the participant ceases to be an employee of the Company. If the participant continues to cooperate with the company until the age
of 55 or more, whose employment is 5 years, the benefit will be reduced by 5% per year for each year in which the benefit begins before the age of 62. If a participant terminates their employment relationship after reaching the age of 62, they are entitled to an ineligible benefit. The present value of alexander, DiSilvestro and Kaden's accrued benefit is the
present value of the annual pension benefit earned as of August 3, 2014, paid at the age of 62. The mid-career salary pension scheme MCHP was established as a fundless, incompetent plan for certain senior US executives. The aim was to give the participant a pension benefit corresponding to the pension earned by an employee who worked for the
company throughout his or her working life. The company founded MCHP to attract and retain more experienced managers who were hired mid-career and would not be able to collect a full pension throughout their careers with a single employer. MCHP also offers benefits that exceed the IRC limits applicable to approved plans. The benefit paid on the basis
of the MCHP is paid in the case of an annuity starting after termination of employment on the first day of the seventh month. Depending on the age and years of service of the participant, they may receive an MCHP benefit either according to the income formula or the additional benefit formula. If a participant meets the eligibility criteria in such a way that they
can receive an MCHP benefit according to both formulae, a formula leading to a higher benefit shall apply. In May 2010, the Committee decided to close MCHP to all new participants as of 31 December 2010 and instead offer, as eligible senior managers, a new incompetent defined contribution account, which is hereinafter referred to as the Executive
Pension Contribution. Like the closure of an approved plan, this measure is consistent with the company's efforts to move to defined contribution plans, which are a tool for providing retirement benefits to its employees. The current MCHP design is retained for all active participants. Income substitute Formula A Participant who has been hired or promoted to
the eligible grade on or before 31 December 2010 and who is at least 55 years of age may receive an MCHP benefit in accordance with the income substitute formula. If such a participant terminates its employment relationship by the age of 62 or thereafter, the MCHP benefit shall be calculated as an annual single-life annuity of 37,5 % of the participant's
adjusted final salary reduced on the basis of the benefit of the approved programme. If a participant quits before the age of 62, the one-person annuity will be reduced by 5% per year for each year in which the benefit begins before the age of 62. The adjusted final salary shall be equal to the average of the most or not consecutively worthy eligible allowances
during the last 10 years of the participant's covered employee's career. Participants may receive unpaid pensions in accordance with the income compensation formula for persons aged 62. 38 Table of Contents Additional benefit Formula A participant who has been employed or promoted to the eligible grade on or before 31 December 2010 and who has a
year of service of at least 3 years may receive an MCHP benefit in accordance with the formula for the additional benefit. If such a participant terminates its employment during or after three years of service, the benefit shall be calculated in accordance with the approved plan described above, but only eligible allowances exceeding the IRC compensation
threshold. Participants will receive discounts according to the formula of the extra benefit if they start receiving contributions before the normal retirement age of 65. The MCHP defines the acceptable remuneration in the same way as in the approved plan. In addition, MCHP provides benefit accumulations for basic salary or AIP contributions that are
deferred. Morrison, DiSilvestro and Kaden receive an MCHP benefit using the income formula because they meet the age and service criteria. At present, none of the new organisations, against Kaden, have reached the age of 62. The company does not grant additional years of service to the pension benefit component of the MCHP benefit. The present
value of the accrued benefit is the present value of the annual pension benefit earned as of 3 August 2014, which, according to the MCHP, would be paid at the age of 62. A flat-rate payment method was used to fill in the pension benefit table, although according to MCHP there is no lump sum available as a lump sum. Management pension contribution After
MCHP was closed to new ent participants, the committee implemented a management pension contribution for eligible US edging managers who were hired 1, 2011. The purpose of the management pension contribution is to attract experienced managers and provide retirement benefits to those managers who are not eligible to participate in the MCHP.
Management pension contributions are subject to a deductible schedule designed to balance the attractiveness and retention objectives. The company credits the eligible participant's supplementary pension scheme account with a management pension contribution of 10% of the participant's basic salary and annual incentive. Management pension
contributions are subject to an age-rated owning schedule and do not start to hold until the participant has reached the age of 55 and completed at least five years of service in the company. The table below contains detailed information on the compensation criteria: Credit criteria 50% Age 55 and at least 5 years in service 60% Age 56 and at least 5 years in
service 70% Age 57 and at least 5 years in service 80 % of 58 years of age and at least 5 years of service 90% Age 59 and at least 5 years of service 100% Age 60 and at least 5 years in service Barroso is the only NEO to receive a management pension contribution in fiscal year 2014, and the sums credited to him have been lost. For more information on
the management pension contribution to Barroso, see the non-calculated compensation table published on 40 December 2019 and the related report. Assumptions To determine the present value of accrued benefits, the following assumptions were used: The financial year ended 2014 2013 2012 ASC 715 Discount rate 4.3% 4.8% 4.0% Retirement age for
approved plan 6 5 for cash balance or 62 for previous plan formula 65 for cash balance or 62 for previous plan formula 65 cash balances or 62 for previous plan formula Retirement age MCHP 62 62 62 62 Before retirement Mortality or disability Disability None Post-retirement mortality RP2000Proj2014 M/F 1994 GAM M/F 1994 GAM M/F Cash balance
Interest 3.50% 3.50% 2.7 5% Flat-rate payment amount on ASC 715 basis Basis Lump sum using ASC 715 basic information methods Lump sum on ASC 715 basis criteria 39 Table of Contents Accrued benefit calculated on the basis of credited service and payroll information on 3 August. , 2014. The values indicated in the Present Value of Accumulated
Benefit column are theoretical and are calculated and presented in accordance with sec requirements. These values are based on assumptions used in the preparation of the company's consolidated financial statements for the year ended August 3, 2014. The company's pension plan uses a different method of calculating actuarial present value as planned
to determine a possible lump sum payment. The combined present value of the two defined benefit plans as of August 3, 2014 and payable as of September 1, 2014 was the applicable plan assumptions using the following: Morrison: $6,915,815; Mr. DiSilvestro: $3,419,264; Mr Alexander: $2,095,345; and Miss Kaden: Barroso is not eligible to participate in
the plans and Owens retired from the company before 3 August 2014. All benefit calculations in this report and in the pension benefits table are only estimates; actual benefits are based on information, applicable plan assumptions, salary and service during retirement. Nonqualified Deferred Compensation — Fiscal 2014 Name Plan Name
ExecutiveContributions in Last Fiscal Year($)(1) RegistrantContributions in Last FiscalYear ($)(2) AggregateEarnings in Last Fiscal Year ($) AggregateWithdrawals/ Distributions in Last FiscalYear ($) AggregateBalance atFiscalYear End(3) ($) Denise M. Morrison Deferred Compensation Plan $ 0 $ 0 $ (2,090 ) $ 0 $ 22,905 Supplemental Retirement Plan $ 0
$ 100,133 $ (87,880 ) $ 0 $ 1,241,905 Anthony P. DiSilvestro Deferred Compensation Plan $ 0 $ 0 $ (177 ) $ 0 $ 1,943 Supplemental Retirement Plan $ 0 $ 26,292 $ (2,861 ) $ 0 $ 100,299 B. Craig Owens Deferred Compensation Plan $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 Supplemental Retirement Plan $ 834,365 $ 57,916 $ 145,385 $ 0 $ 2,176,741 Mark R. Alexander
Deferred Compensation Plan $ 0 $ 0 $ (82 ) $ 0 $ 898 Supplemental Retirement Plan $ 0 $ 45,065 $ (8,022 ) $ 0 $ 206,456 Carlos J. Barroso Deferred Compensation Plan $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 Supplemental Retirement Plan $ 0 $ 47,992 (4) $ 313 $ 0 $ 48,305 Ellen Oran Kaden Deferred Compensation Plan $ 0 $ 0 $ (154,973 ) $ 0 $ 1,698,696 Supplemental
Retirement Plan $ 0 $ 56,136 $ (19,546 ) $ 0 $ 375,224 (1) The amount listed for Mr. Owens was previously reported in a summary fee table as an annual incentive payment. (2) For Morrisons, Kaden and DiSilvestro, Owens, Alexander and Barroso, the amounts listed are reported in the summary compensation table for 2014 under All other compensation.
(3) For Morrisons, Kaden and DiSilvestro, Owens and Alexander, the amounts listed include amounts previously indicated in the summary compensation tables as salaries, annual incentive awards or the value of limited stock grants. (4) The amount listed for Barroso includes a $47,000 executive pension contribution that has been lost. The Deferred
Compensation Plan and supplementary pension plan are un funded and maintained to provide the opportunity for the company's eligible U.S. executives and key executives to defer some of their fulfilled compensation. Currently, participants can defer part of their annual incentive payment. The ability of managers to defer all or part of the long-term incentive
pay was removed in fiscal year 2009, and the possibility of deferring basic salary was abolished as of 1 January 2011. Each participant's contributions to the plans shall be credited through an investment account in the participant's name. The participant's account gains and losses are based on the investment choices selected by the participant. There are
seven investments available in deferral accounts. Campbell's stock exchange account. In addition to the equity account, participants have the opportunity to invest: (i) in vanguard's institutional index fund; (ii) Vanguard Extended Market Index Fund; (iii) Total Vanguard International Equity Index Fund; (iv) the Vanguard Bond Market Total Index Fund; (v)
Vanguard Short-Term Bond Index Fund and (vi) BlackRock Liquidity TempFund. A Participant may realasse its investment account at any time between seven investment selections, except that the Share Account shall be realused in accordance with the Company's Trading Company Shares Policy. Dividends payable on the amounts invested in a share
account may be realossed between seven investment accounts. 40 Table of Contents The Company credits the participant's supplementary pension scheme account with an amount corresponding to the corresponding payment made by the participant to the 401(k) plan account if the participant had not postponed the compensation under the plans. In
addition, persons whose basic salary and annual incentive premium exceed the IRC indexed compensation threshold in the 401(k) plan ($255,000 in calendar year 2013 and $260,000 in calendar year 2014) and who deferre a certain percentage of the salary paid under the 401k scheme, The Company will refund such a person's account with the amount
corresponding to the corresponding payment made by the company to the 401(k) plan, but from the compensation limit (401(k) program). These company contributions are entirely their own. If not as described above, there is no company equivalence to the deferred compensation. The company would also credit the executive pension contribution of 10% of
the participant's basic salary and annual incentive to the eligible participant's supplementary pension scheme account. Eligible participants are senior U.S. executives who were hired on or after January 1, 2011 and who do not participate in the MCHP. Management pension contributions will not be valid until the participant has reached the age of 55 and
completed at least five years of service in the company. For more information on the management pension contribution and the compensation criteria, see page 39. Possible payments in connection with termination or change of control The following section describes any additional subsidies at the end of NEO's employment in different circumstances.
Dismissal of the cause If the reason is dismissed for a reason, NEO will lose: · annual incentive awards for the financial year; and · all limited and result-backed shares of the shares to be held. NEO is entitled to entitled pension benefits and its own balance in a postponed compensation account. Voluntary resignation If a volunteer resigns before the end of
the financial year, the new new association will lose: · annual incentive awards for the financial year; and · all limit and limit unopened timer, and units of shares. NEO is entitled to entitled pension benefits and its own balance in a postponed compensation account. Retirement If a person retires after 55 years and 5 years of service, he/she is entitled to: ·
Relative share of the annual incentive payments for the current financial year based on the duration of the employment relationship for the current financial year. The relative share is paid based on the performance and individual performance of the business unit/function according to CD&amp;A. · 100% of all unopened restricted share units, provided that the
CEO retires at least six months after the grant date. · Proportional share of all the duration of the employment period applicable to TSR performance-based units or separate accrual-based units, provided that the CEO retires at least six months after the date of the grant. The proportional share shall be paid at the end of the limitation period on the basis that
the compensation criteria are met, such as CD&amp;A· 100% of eps' performance-backed share unit at the end of the restriction period based on the Company's EPS results, as explained in CD&amp;A, provided neo retires at least six months after the grant date. NEO is entitled to entitled pension benefits and its own balance in a postponed compensation
account. 41 Table of Contents Unintentional dismissal If the Company inadvertently terminates it for reasons other than causes, NEO shall be entitled to: · Proportional share of the annual incentive payments for the current financial year based on the duration of the employment relationship during the financial year, provided that the official has worked for at
least three months during the financial year. The relative share is paid on the basis of the performance and individual performance of the business unit(s) in accordance with CD&amp;A· Proportional share of all unopened timed restricted share units based on the length of employment during the applicable limitation period, provided that the official has been
in service for at least six months from the date of the grant. · A proportionate share of the total length of employment of the limitation period applicable to TSR accrual-based units or units of special equity, provided that the executive has been in service for at least six months after the grant date. The proportional share shall be paid at the end of the limitation
period on the basis that the compensation criteria are met, such as CD&amp;A· A relative share of eps' performance-restricted units based on the length of the employment relationship during the limitation period, provided that the executive continued to work for at least six months after the grant date. The proportional share will be paid at the end of the
restriction period on the basis of the company's EPS performance, as explained in CD&amp;A. NEO is entitled to any pension benefits and the compensation postponed to its own The company has a regular withdrawal policy that applies to all executives, including neo sectors. The Ceo shall receive severance pay twice the basic salary of an officer if the
company terminates the officer's employment without cause, with the exception of the amendments to the differences of control as described below. Severance benefits also include the continuation of sickness and life insurance, unless the manager receives sickness or life insurance from another employer. In order to receive severance pay, management
must implement severance agreements containing provisions prohibiting the CEO from defaming the company, asking the company's employees to work elsewhere and compete with the Company. In general, a change in control shall be deemed to have occurred in the following situations: (i) the acquisition by a person or entity of 25 % or more of the
remaining voting rights in the company, subject to certain exceptions for Dorrance's family members; (ii) the persons who have been directors of the company as of 28 September 2000 and the replacements or additions subsequently approved with the two-thirds voting share of the Board of Directors cease to be more than 50 % of the Board of Directors; (iii)
a merger, consolidation or share exchange in which the shareholders of the Company own up to 50 % of the surviving company prior to the merger; or (iv) the full liquidation or liquidation of the Company or the disposal of all or substantially all or substantially all of the company's assets. Under the agreements between the CIC and the new organisations, the
severance payment would be a two-and-a-half-year base salary and an annual incentive payment. Less (i) 30 months of medical benefits and life insurance will be provided at the Company's expense, or (ii) the number of months remaining until the 65th birthday of management. The company would pay an amount equal to the value of the benefit that the
director would have accrued on the basis of the company's pension and the 401(k) plans if the management had remained with the company for another 30 months or until his 65th birthday if it had been earlier. The fees for these amounts are listed in the following tables. When control changes and the employment relationship terminates within two years
thereafter, any restrictions on timed restricted units of shares shall be immediately terminated and all such units shall be fully covered. The greater (i) fifty per cent (50%) performance-backed units of shares or (ii) a relative share of such performance-based restricted share units on the basis of the part of the performance period that elapsed before the date of
the change of control. During each financial year in which control changes, each participant in the annual incentive scheme (a) whose employment relationship is before the end of the 42 table of contents in such a year or (b) a person employed by the company on the last day of such a year would be entitled to a cash payment within 30 days thereafter that
is higher than (i) his target bonus bonus in such year or (ii) the average of the payments paid or payable to him in accordance with the AIP during the last 2 financial years that have ended. until then. All amounts paid to a participant who is not employed throughout the financial year would be distributed. CIC contracts shall provide for gross premiums
covering any federal excise duties owed for a change in the severance pay and benefits associated with control. In March 2010, the Committee decided to abolish the provision on gross premiums covering any federal excise duties levied on a change in the severance payment and benefits linked to control in respect of amendments to the surveillance
agreement concluded after 1 January 2011. Tables The following tables show the additional payments made and the value of the capital prizes that would be vests for the reasons listed at the end of the employment relationship. If NEO is entitled to retire, the amounts of voluntary withdrawal and retirement listed below are the same. In addition to the amounts
mentioned in the following tables, state-owned companies would be entitled to entitled pension benefits and any deferred compensation accounts reported above on 100 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 Assumptions – Morrison, DiSilvestro, Alexander,
Barroso and Kaden The amounts listed for the aforementioned new neos assume that the termination occurred as of August 3, 2014, and uses the company's share price of $41.96, which was the company's share price as of August 1, 2014, on the last business day of fiscal 2014. The amounts included in the equity of these national arm's organisations
assume that the applicable performance target was achieved and that the shares were paid at 100 % of the target, unless control changes, which requires a condition of the terms of the terms of the terms of the CIC agreements described above. The amount of equity also includes dividend equivalents accumulated but unpaid in the event of a change in
control. Assumptions – Owens Mr. Owens retired from the company as of May 1, 2014. The amounts listed for Owens were calculated at the company's share price of $45.20, which was the Company's closing price on May 1, 2014. 43 Table of Contents Denise M. Morrison's Additional Benefits and Payments at Termination VoluntarySuverensusuation
InvoluntaryTermination Without Cause Control Compensation: — Annual Incentive Plan (AIP) Prize ... — — Equity $7,951,168 $7,951,168 $7,951,168,168 $7,094,325 Benefits &amp; Perqui – Health and Social Benefits — — $25,620 ,32,025 Severance Grant: — Cash $2,100,000 $6,300,000 — gross excise duty fee — — $9,483,398 — other fees — —
$3,627,290 $7,951,168 at $7,951,168 at $10,076,788 at $26,537,038 Anthony P. DiSilvestro Additional Benefits and Payments at Termination Voluntary Retirement UnintentionalTermination Without Cause Change-in-Control Compensation: — Annual Incentive Plan (AIP) Award — — — Equity $1,098,890 $1,098,890 $1,098,890 $987 4,71 Benefits &amp;
Perquisians: — Health and social benefits — — $ 36,316 $45,395 Severance payout: — Cash — — $1,120,000 $2,397,500 — Gross excise duty fee — — — — — Other payments — — $ 1,013,263 TOTAL : $1,098,890 at $1,098,890 at $2,255,206 to $4,443,629 B. Additional benefits and contributions from Craig Owens In the event of termination
Voluntary economic retirement InvoluntaryTermination without Cause-in-Control compensation : — Granting of an annual incentive scheme (AIP) — — — — — Equity — USD 3 114 054 — Benefits &amp; perquisites: — Health and social benefits — — — Severance payment — — — — — — Gross excise duty payment — — — — Other charges — —
TOTAL: — USD 3 114 054 — — 44 Trade mark R. Alexander's supplementary benefits and contributions at the time of dismissal Voluntary resignation Retirement Without cause Compensation for the transfer of control : — Annual Incentive Scheme (AIP) Prize — — $ 14,189 — Equity — $2, $078,279 $2,174,035 Benefits &amp; Benefits &amp; Perquisites:
— Health and social benefits — — $35,240 $44,050 Difference : — cash — — $1,251,500 3,007 7 $84 — gross amount of excise duty — — — — other charges — — $1,190,345 TOTAL: — — $3,365,019 6,430,403 Carlos J. Barroso's additional benefits and contributions in the event of dismissal Voluntary resignation Unannational compensation for the
transfer of control: — Granting of the Annual Incentive Scheme (AIP) — — — — equity — — $418,971 $801,710 Benefits &amp; Perquisites : — Health and social benefits — — $35,084 $43,855 Severance grant: — Cash — $ 940,000 $1,938,750 — Gross excise duty — — — other payments — — — $192,052 TOTAL: — — $1,394,055 2,97 6,367 Ellen
Oran Kaden Additional Benefits and Payments After Termination Voluntary Retirement Without Cause : – Annual Incentive Plan (AIP) Award — — $43,575 — Equity $2,735,708 $2,735,708 $2,735,708 $2,482,405 Benefits &amp; Perquisites : — Health and Social Benefits — — $ 29,244 $31,681 Severance pay: — Cash — — $ 1,463,700 $3,659,250 —
Gross excise duty — — — — other payments — — $951,070 TOTAL: $92,735,708 $2,735,708 $4,228,652 $7,167,981 45 Table of Contents Fiscal 2014 Director Compensation Name a) PaymentsEarned or Paid InCash ($) (b) StockAwards (1) ($) (c) Option Awards ($) (d) Non-EquityIncentive PlanCompensation ($) (e) Change inPension Value and
NonqualifiedDeferred Compensation Earnings ($) (f) All OtherCompensation (2) ($) (g) Total ($) (h) Edmund M. Carpenter $117,500 $117,500 $0 $0 $ — $235,000 Paul R. Charron $337,500 $337,500 $0 $0 $0 to $675,000 Bennett Dorrance $117,500 $0 $0 to $235,000 Lawrence C. Karlson $115,000 $115,000 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 230,000 Randall W. Larrimore $
117,500 $ 117,500 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 235,000 Marc B. Lautenbach $ 65,625 $ 65,625 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 131,250 Mary Alice D. Malone $ 112,500 $ 112,500 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 225,000 Sara Mathew $ 122,500 $ 122,500 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 245,000 Charles R. Perrin $ 112,500 $ 112,500 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 225,000 A. Barry Rand $ 115,000 $ 115,000 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $
230,000 Nick Shreiber $ 115,000 $ 115,000 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 230,000 Tracey T. Travis $ 115,000 $ 115,000 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 230,000 Archbold D. van Beuren $ 115,000 $ 115,000 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 230,000 Les C. Vinney $ 120,000 $ 120,000 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 240,000 Charlotte C. Weber $ 112,500 $ 112,500 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 — $ 225,000 (1) Amounts reported
represent the aggregate grant date fair value of shares issued to each director during fiscal 2014 , calculated in accordance with FASB ASC Topic 718. The assumptions used by the Company to calculate these amounts are contained in Note 17 to Form 10-K of the Company 2014. Directors who served on the Board of Directors on January 1, 2014 were
issued shares with a dollar value of 50% of the board's retention and committee fees based on the closing price ($42.87) of the Company's New York Stock Exchange shares published on January 7, 2014. Shares were issued to Lautenbach on July 1, 2014, representing 50% of his pro-rated board retainer value on June 30, 2014 based on the closing price
of the number of shares on the New York Stock Exchange ($45.81). (2) The individual director's combined perquisites did not exceed the SEC reporting threshold of $10,000. The total number of options remaining for each non-employee manager as of August 3, 2014 is shown in the table below. The company stopped issuing stock options to directors in
fiscal year 2006. Managers are fully in the stock awards at the time the grant was awarded. Name options (#) Edmund M. Carpenter 19 656 Paul R. Charron 10 336 Bennett Dorrance 37 029 Lawrence C. Karlson 0 Randall W. Larrimore 19 656 Marc B. Lautenbach 0 Mary Alice D. Malone 19 656 Sara Mathew 10 336 Charles R. Perrin 0 A. Barry Rand 0 Nick
Shreiber 0 Tracey T. Travis 0 Archbold D. van Beuren 0 Les C. Vinney 0 Charlotte C. Weber 19,656 46 Table of Contents Director Equity and Cash Withholding Tax 20 1 4, each non-employee manager received an annual unlimited stock withholding value of about $112,500 and an annual cash withholder of $112,500 for their services as a board member.
In addition, members of the Audit Committee received an annual advance of $5,000, half of which was paid in unlimited and half in cash, and the chairman of the audit committee received an annual withholding of $20,000, half of which was paid in unlimited and half in cash. The chairman of the Compensation and Association Committee received an annual
profit of $15,000, half of which was paid as unlimited stock and half was paid and the chairmen of the Management Committee and the Economic and Development Committee each received an annual witherator of $10,000, half of which was paid in unlimited stock and half in cash. A non-board chairman was paid an additional annual withholding of
$450,000, half of which was paid unlimitedly and half in cash. Directors may decide to receive an unlimited flow of shares instead of cash payments. Deferred compensation plans for non-employee managers Under the Deferred Compensation Plan and supplementary pension scheme, a non-employee manager may decide to defer or part of the payment of



their remuneration until the end of their management relationship. Leaders participate in the same plan as the leaders. See pages 40–41 for a description of the essential terms of the postponed compensation plan and supplementary pension scheme. Share ownership requirements According to the Company's Corporate Governance Standards, directors
must own at least 2,000 Campbell shares within one year of the election and 6,000 shares within three years of the election. Additional arrangements The Company pays or provides (or reimburses managers for out-of-pocket expenses) for transportation, hotel, food and other incidental expenses related to attending board and committee meetings or
attending director training programs and other director-oriented or training meetings. In addition, non-employee directors are eligible to participate in the Company's charitable gift program, under which the Company pays up to $3,000 a year in donations to educational institutions and certain other charities on a one-to-one basis. Section 2 Ratification of the
appointment of an independent registered public accounting firm Your Board of Supervisors recommends a vote in favour of this proposal Power of Attorney, unless otherwise specified, shall be voted in favour of the resolution on the ratification of the audit committee's activities, appointing certified auditors of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC) as an
independent registered public accounting firm to conduct an audit of the financial statements and the effectiveness of the company's financial reporting internal control for the financial year 2015. The members of the Board of Directors serving on the Audit Committee are listed on page 9 under the title Committee Structure of the Board of Directors. The vote
required for ratification shall be a majority of the votes cast. If the decision is rejected or if PwC refuses to act or is unable to act, or if his employment is terminated, the Audit Committee appoints other auditors whose extension of the employment relationship after the 2015 Annual General Meeting requires shareholder ratification. PwC representatives are at
the 2014 Annual Meeting to issue a statement if they so wish and answer questions. During the 2014 tax year 2014, PwC also looked at separate of the company's foreign subsidiaries and provided the company with audit and non-audit services in connection with SEC filings, quarterly financial statements, debt offers, accounting consultations, audits of
retirement plans, reports of other agreed procedures, tax audits and tax subsidies, and transfer pricing. 47 Table of Contents Section 3 Advisory vote on executive compensation Your Supervisory Board recommends a vote in favour This proposal The 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act requires shareholders to be given the
opportunity to cast an advisory (non-binding) vote on executive compensation. This vote, commonly referred to as a say-on-pay vote, allows shareholders to express their views on designated executive officer (NEO) compensation during the financial year. The shareholder votes are not intended to address any particular item in the compensation program,
but to process the remuneration of Campbell's management as stated in this proxy in accordance with SEC rules. As described in detail in the compensation discussion and analysis published on page 17, Campbell offers a comprehensive compensation package designed to attract, motivate and retain the level of talent needed to deliver successful business
performance in absolute and relative to competition. Campbell's compensation program is designed to connect to a payroll company, business unit, and individual performance. The objective of the management compensation programme is: · the financial interests of the company's new organisations must be reconciled with those of its shareholders, both in
the short and long term; · provide incentives to achieve and exceed the company's short- and long-term objectives; · attract, motivate and retain highly qualified managers by providing an overall remuneration that is competitive with compensation from other well-managed companies in the food, beverage and consumer products industries; and · differentiate
the level of compensation based on individual and business unit performance, management potential and organisational responsibility level. Individual performance is categorized based on proven leadership skills, goal achievement, business unit or operational accounts and personal contributions. The Compensation and Organizational Committee shall
review annually the company's compensation strategy, principles and practices, including the payment of remuneration between fixed compensation elements and incentive awards, and the design of incentive plans to ensure that they achieve the desired objectives. Campbell's executive compensation program reflects many best practices in administration
and management compensation, such as: · all members of the Compensation and Association Committee are independent within the meaning of nyse listing standards · compensation and organisation conduct and receive advice from an independent compensation consultant who does not provide management services; · Campbell reviews the risk profile of
his compensation programmes annually and maintains risk mitigators such as incentive fee limits, the use of a number of performance measures in incentive schemes and share ownership guidelines; · Campbell maintains an insider trading policy that prohibits management from engaging in derivative or hedging transactions in Campbell's securities and has
a policy that prohibits directors and directors from tying up shares in the future; · Campbell removed the change in gross tax increases on control excise duties for new ent participants who are in the process of varying control agreements after 1 January 2011; · Campbell has share ownership guidelines for directors and directors that promote the alignment of
their interests with shareholder interests; · Campbell's annual incentive plan is designed to provide annual bonus payments to its new market conditions on the basis of performance-based and fiscal 2014 annual incentive payments, and the Compensation and OrganizationAl Committee used four measuring ranges related to the company's financial,
marketplace, operational and strategic objective during the year to assess performance; · The risk for new organisations is a significant part of the compensation based on the achievement of the performance targets of the annual incentive payments and the performance targets of the long-term incentives; and 48 Table of Contents · The company's guidance
and operating principles for performance bonuses, which combine pay with earnings, the payment of strategic earnings-financed units with a profit limitation for the financial year 2013–2014 was 35% of the target amount due to adjusted net sales and adjusted earnings per share during the performance period, and the AIP pool for the financial year 2014 was
financed by 75% of the target amount because the result was balanced against the targets of the scorecard. When making the 2014 government compensation decisions, in particular the decision to finance pool AIP with 75 % of the target, the Committee stated: · challenging environment for packaged food companies; · revenue of $8.268 billion and adjusted
earnings per share of $2.53 remained at the scorecard targets set at the beginning of the fiscal year, but were in line with the company's revised guidance; · Bolthouse Farms business sales growth driven by brand building investment and expanded distribution; · Promoting the growth of key emerging markets in China led by Kellesen Group and expanding
the business of sweet biscuits in Indonesia; · Successful sale of Europe's simple meals business; · responsible cost control throughout the organisation; · meaningful actions to lay the foundations for expansion into faster-growing spaces such as packed fresh, e-commerce, direct consumption channels and emerging markets. Read the full compensation
debate and from page 17 and check out the 2014 account compensation tables starting on page 30 for more information about Campbell's executive compensation programs, including details of tax year 2014 compensation for new competition agencies. See Appendix B, which discusses eps adjustments and results reconciliation in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. The Board of Directors asks shareholders to support campbell's executive remuneration, as detailed in this proxy statement. The Compensation and Organizational Committee and the Board of Directors believe that the compensation program will effectively implement Campbell's compensation principles and
practices, achieve the company's compensation targets and align the interests of the neons and shareholders. Thus, the Board of Directors asks shareholders to vote bindingly on the resolution adopted at for the following 2014 AGM: RESOLVED that Campbell Soup Company shareholders will advisoryly approve compensation paid to Campbell Soup
Company's designated CEOs, as announced in a 2014 proxy statement in accordance with the Safety and Exchange Commission's compensation rules. , including compensation discussion and analysis, management compensation tables, and related narrative discussion. Campbell's executive compensation, as stated in this proxy, shall be deemed to be
approved by shareholders if it receives more votes against THE FOR than against votes. Abvoted and the abvoted of intermediaries are not counted by the votes cast in this proposal. This vote on executive compensation is advisory and therefore does not bind Campbell Soup Company, the Compensation and Organizational Committee or the Board of
Directors and is not construed as reversing the decision of the Company or the Board of Directors or creating or implying a change in the company or board of directors or additional positions of trust. 49 Table of Contents Section 4 Reassigning Campbell Soup Company's Annual Incentive Plan Your Supervisory Board recommends voting in favour This
proposal The Campbell Soup Company's Annual Incentive Plan (AIP), an annual bonus program, has been in place for 57 years. Shareholders first approved AIP at the 1957 Annual Meeting and most recently at the 2009 Annual Meeting. AIP shall be re-submitted to shareholders for approval at least every five years. At the 2014 Annual Meeting, the API
application will be submitted for re-approval and will be received if a majority of the votes cast at the meeting support the proposal. Abvoted and the abvoted of intermediaries are not counted by the votes cast in this proposal. Unless otherwise stated in the power of attorney, the credentials shall be put to the vote for approval. The AIP submitted for re-
approval at the 2014 Annual Meeting for shareholder approval is essentially the same as AIP approved at the 2009 Annual Meeting, and minor administrative changes have been made to the definitions. Deferred compensation plan and Eligible employee. The full text of the AIP is set out in Appendix C and should be referred to so that its terms of use can be
fully described. AIP's purpose is to attract, motivate and retain higher-level employees, as well as to provide meaningful individual incentives and group incentives in the company and its subsidiaries. AIP is decided by the Compensation and OrganisationAl Committee of the Board of Directors. The Committee shall have the discretion to select eligible
employees who may be awarded prizes and to determine the total number of prizes on the basis of measures based on competitive compensation practices and company performance, selected from time to time by the Committee. The Committee shall also determine the total amount of bonus pool available to all participants. Approximately 1 715 key
personnel are entitled to incentive compensation under the AIP. Payments made to designated executive officials in accordance with the AIP are shown in the summary compensation table on page 30. AIP will also be discussed in the substitution debate and analysis on pages 21–23. The Committee and the Board of Directors shall be prohibited from
making prizes for the financial year during which no cash dividend is paid on Campbell's shares, with the exception of the supervisory change described on pages C-5 to C-7. Each year, the Committee shall award individual prizes to executive officials in accordance with the performance targets set by the Committee at the beginning of the financial year. For
employees covered under Section 162(m) of the Internal Revenue Act, the performance targets are defined in one or more of the following performance criteria, as deemed appropriate by the Committee: earnings per share, net result, operating result, unit amount, turnover, market share, balance sheet measures, income, financial performance, cash flow,
cash flow, cash return on assets, equity, return on equity or return on capital. The Committee shall disregard or revoke the impact of certain extraordinary amounts, such as restructuring costs, profits or losses, on business performance, changes in tax or accounting legislation or on the impact of a merger or acquisition when determining the achievement of
the performance targets of those persons. The Committee may reduce (but not increase) the amount paid to those persons on the basis of additional considerations, as the Committee may decide at its own discretion. For prizes that are not intended to meet Section 162(m) of the Internal Revenue Act, the Committee may establish performance targets on the
basis of performance criteria deemed appropriate by others. No participant can be awarded a prize or prizes that exceed $5 million in a single fiscal year. The performance targets used in the financial year 2014 are described on pages 22–23. Prizes payable under the AIP shall be paid in cash unless approved by the Committee share rewards, limited units
or unlimited share units in accordance with the long-term incentive plan approved by the company's shareholders. In all financial years in which control changes (as described on pages C-5–C-7), each participant whose employment relationship ends before the end of such a financial year (other than for any reason) or who is employed by the Company on
the last day of such a financial year shall be entitled to a fee greater than (1) the participant's target award for such financial year or (2) the average of the fees paid to such participant in accordance with the AIP prior to the financial year in which the control changes. If the participant's employment has ended before the end of the financial year, the amount of
the remuneration shall be divided on the basis of the date of notice and the amount of severance pay received by the participant. In addition, for a period of two years after the change of control, the decision or amendment of AIP shall not terminate or be amended, subject to certain limited exceptions. 50 Table of Contents Since the Prizes received under the
AIP are determined by the Committee on the basis of certain performance criteria that are not currently determined, it is not possible to determine the amounts currently received by any AIP participant. In September 2014, the following amounts were awarded to the NEOs, all executive officers as a group, and all non-executive officer participants as a group
under the AIP for fiscal 2014 performance: Denise M. Morrison $ 1,102,500 Anthony P. DiSilvestro $ 299,250 B. Craig Owens $ 451,173 Mark R. Alexander $ 405,007 Carlos J. Barroso $ 274,950 Ellen Oran Kaden $ 548,888 All executive officers as a group $ 4,437,623 All non-executive officer participants as a group $ 37,371,567 Securities Authorized for
Issuance Under Equity Compensation Plans The following table provides information about the Company's stock that could have been issued under the Company's equity compensation plans as of August 3, 2014: Plan Category Number ofSecurities tobeIssued UponExercise ofOutstandingOptions,Warrantsand Rights(a) Weighted-AverageExercisePrice
ofOutstandingOptions,WarrantsandRights(b) Number ofSecuritiesRemainingAvailableForFuture IssuanceUnderEquityCompensationPlans(ExcludingSecurities Reflected in theFirstColumn)(c) Equity Compensation Plans Approved by Security Holders(1) 4,255,886 $ 28.33 8,759,729 Equity Compensation Plans Not Approved by Security Holders N/A N/A N/A
Total 4,255,886 $ 28.33 8,759,729 (1) Column (a) represents stock options and limited stocks under the 2005 long-term incentive plan and the 2003 long-term incentive plan. Under the 2003 long-term plan, no additional prizes may be awarded. Future share rewards under the 2005 long-term incentive plan may be options, over-loss consideration fees,
performance unit awards, limited shares, limited performance holdings, units or share awards. Column (b) represents only the weighted average training price of the options outside; the remaining restricted inventory units are not included in this calculation. Column c represents the maximum amount of future share rewards to be paid under the 2005 long-
term incentive plan as of August 3, 2014. Submission of shareholder proposals Under Section 14a-8(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, shareholder proposals to be included in next year's proxy must be submitted in writing to the Company's Business Secretary at 1 Campbell Place, Camden, New Jersey 08103-1799 and must be received by June 3,
2015. Any proposal from shareholders submitted for consideration at next year's annual meeting but not submitted for inclusion in the proxy shall be submitted in writing to the Company's Business Secretary at 1 Campbell Place, Camden, New Jersey 08103-1799 and shall not be received until August 21, 2015 at the earliest and no later than September 20,
2015. A proposal submitted without the required notification shall not be considered to have been properly submitted in accordance with the company's law. A proposal received by the Company after September 20, 2015 is not considered to the Company in time in accordance with Rule 14a-4(c)(1). If the proposals have not been submitted properly or have
been submitted in a timely manner, the Company will continue to have the discretion to vote on the nits received. In the case of duly submitted and timely proposals, the Company shall continue to have the discretion to vote on the attorneys it receives, provided that: (1) The Company includes in its proxy advice on the nature of the proposal and how it intends
to exercise its voting rights; and (2) the advocate does not give a power of attorney. 51 Table of Contents Director and CEO Shareholding Reports Federal securities laws require company directors and executives, as well as persons who own more than 10 percent of the Company's shares, to report preliminary reports to the SEC and the New York Stock
Exchange about changes in ownership of the company's securities. According to company information, in the financial year ended August 3, 2014, all of the company's CEOs, directors and more than 10 percent of the actual beneficiaries made all required applications in a timely manner. Other matters The Board of Directors does not know the other things
that were picked up at the meeting. If other matters come before the meeting, the purpose of the Directors' Representative is to vote on such matters in accordance with his best estimate. Credentials and voting at the meeting The Board of Directors is to request proxy rights for the annual meeting of campbell soup company on November 19, 2014. Shipping
the company's world headquarters are 1 Campbell Place, Camden, New Jersey 08103-1799. Delegates registered to abstain on all matters to be dealt with by shareholders shall be treated as present at the meeting in order to determine the quomancy, but shall not be counted by the votes cast in such matters. In addition, the non-votes of the intermediary
are not counted by the votes cast. This offer of ysteels is made on behalf of the Board of Directors with the authorization of the Board of Directors, and the costs are borne by the company. Proxy material is distributed to shareholders, and the Company's employees can communicate with shareholders about proxy servers. Brokers, banks and others with
shares in their name or in the name of candidates may request and transmit proxy request material for the realization of beneficial owners, and the Company will reimburse them for their expenses at interest rates approved by the New York Stock Exchange. When the proxy is duly dated and signed, the person appointed as the proxy server of the Board of
Directors shall vote on the shares represented, including the shares held by the company in accordance with the dividend reinsertion plan in accordance with the instructions of each shareholder. The proxy procedure is also considered a confidential voting instruction for the trustee in respect of shares in the accounts under campbell soup company 401(k)
Retirement Plan. If the participants in this plan are also shareholders with the same account information, they will receive one proxy that represents all shares. If the account information is different, participants will receive separate accounts. Shareholders and participants in the pension plan may vote: (1) via the Internet and by voting on the website listed on
the proxy card or electronic proxy notice; (2) using the toll-free telephone number indicated on the power of attorney/voting instruction card; or (3) signing, dating and mailing a proxy card in the attached postage envelope. The purpose of telephone and Internet voting procedures is to verify votes cast with a personal identification number. The procedure
allows shareholders to appoint a proxy and pension plan participants instruct a confidant in the plan to vote on their shares and confirm that their instructions are properly recorded. The specific instructions to be followed are set out in the proxy/voting instruction card or in the electronic power of attorney notice. Shareholders are advised to vote. If the proxy
has been dated, signed and returned without specified selections, the shares shall be voted on in accordance with the recommendations of the directors (or, in the case of participants in the pension plan referred to above, may be voted on at the discretion of the agent). Shareholders may vote for their shares via the Internet or by telephone on a proxy card
or electronic to the extent described. It may be revoked by the shareholder giving the power of attorney in writing at any time before it is voted on. If a shareholder wishes to give power of attorney to a proxy other than a proxy server of the Board of Directors, all three names appearing on the proxy can be crossed out and the name of the other person added.
The person representing the shareholder shall present the signed proxy at the meeting. Any shareholder who plans to attend the meeting in person must follow the instructions below in the section Information on attending the meeting. 52 Table of Contents Shareholders who share the same address in accordance with our notifications to certain shareholders
we will only send one electronic proxy notice or one copy of our annual report and proxy to shareholders with the same name and address, unless they have informed us that they still wish to receive multiple copies. This policy, called household, is designed to reduce overlapping mailing, printing, and mailing costs. However, if a shareholder staying at such
an address wants a separate annual report, proxy or electronic proxy in the future, he or she may contact the company's business secretary. If you receive multiple copies of the annual report and proxy or e-proxy notice, you can request a household by contacting the company's business secretary. Contact details are shown below. Information about
attending the meeting The Annual Shareholder Meeting 2014 will be held at Campbell Soup Company World Headquarters, 1 Campbell Place, Camden, New Jersey 08103 on Wednesday, November 19, 2014. Behind this booklet you can see a map and directions. The doors to the conference room open at approximately 3:30 p.m.m. Participation in the
Annual General Meeting is limited to shareholders (or their authorised representatives) as of September 22, 2014 and their next of kin. All participants must register in advance and obtain an entrance ticket. Access to the meeting requires an entrance ticket and a valid photo ID issued by the state. Cameras, audio and video recorders, and similar electronic
recording devices are not allowed in the conference room. We also ask that all mobile phones, smartphones, tablets, search engines and laptops turn off. If you wish to participate in the Annual General Meeting, follow the instructions below to register in advance by November 12, 2014. Pre-registration instructions If you are a registered shareholder (your
shares are in your name), you can register in advance and obtain an entrance ticket by selecting the appropriate item on the website, following the instructions on the telephone voting website or entering the appropriate box on your proxy card. You can also register in advance and obtain an entrance ticket by contacting the Company and providing your
name as it appears in your shareholding information and postal address. If a family member participates with you, please let us know when you register in advance. If you. beneficial owner (your shares are held by an intermediary or bank) you can register in advance and obtain an entrance ticket by contacting the Company and providing your name and
postal address, as well as proof of your shareholding as of September 22, 2014. A copy of your forwarding or bank statement is sufficient proof of ownership or you can receive a letter from your broker or bank. If a family member participates with you, please let us know when you register in advance. If you are a shareholder as of the start date of the Annual
General Meeting and intend to appoint an authorised representative to attend the meeting on your behalf, you can register in advance and obtain an entrance ticket by sending a request to the Company and providing: your name and postal address, the name and postal address of your authorised representative, proof of shareholding on 22 September. ,
2014, and a signed authorization to appoint such a person as your authorised representative at the meeting. To register in advance for the meeting and get an entrance ticket, you can write to the company at Campbell Soup Company, Business Secretary's Office, 1 Campbell Place, Camden, NJ 08103-1799, fax your request (856) 342-3889 or call (856) 342-
8590. It is important that your shares are represented and voted on at the meeting. Vote over the internet or by phone or fill out, sign, date and return the accompanying proxy card as soon as possible, regardless of whether you plan to attend the meeting. By order of the Board of Directors Kathleen M. Gibson Vice President and Business Secretary
Camden, New Jersey October 1, 2014 53 Table of Contents Appendix A 2014 proxy table of contents Note: The documents listed above are also available on the company's website (www.campbellsoupcompany.com) in the administration section. The same website also contains the company's code of conduct and ethics and the workbooks of the four
standing committees of the Board of Directors. A-1 Table of Contents Campbell Soup Company Corporate Governance Standards October 1, 2014 Board composition and board qualification 1. According to the company's rules, the Board of Directors determines the number of directors. A substantial majority of the board consists of executives who meet the
New York Stock Exchange's requirements for independence. The Board of Directors decides at least annually on the independence of each director in accordance with the standards published by the shareholders. 2. All managers should be the most honest persons who adhere to exemplary standards of business and professional conduct. Managers should
have the skills and judgment necessary to fulfil their duties and responsibilities, as well as a commitment to devote time and attention. 3. Shareholders shall elect at the Annual General Meeting a term of office of one year until the next annual meeting. If there are vacancies in the board, may elect the members of the Board of Directors until the next annual
meeting. In any undisputed leadership election, a candidate for leader who receives more votes in custody than votes for his or her election must immediately resign. The Board of Directors approves the resignation unless the director has compelling reason to remain on the Board of Directors and promptly explains his actions and their reasons. 4. The CEO
is currently the only employee appointed by the Board of Directors to serve on the Board of Directors. As a rule, the board believes that Campbell's former directors should not serve as directors of the company. 5. The Board of Directors considers that service on the board of other companies and NGOs improves the experience and perspective of managers,
but can also limit their time and availability. In order to ensure that all board members have sufficient time to pay due attention to their responsibilities as directors of the company, the Management Committee shall review each director's other board commitments on a case-by-case basis. 6. No one shall act as a director if he or she is employed by a
significant supplier, client or competitor of Campbell. In addition, no one can serve as a director if he or a member of his immediate family (defined in the New York Stock Exchange listing standards) is the ceo of another company whose CEO, Campbell, serves on the board's compensation committee, or a nonprofit that receives substantial donations from
Campbell or the Campbell Soup Foundation. 7. The Director shall inform the Chairman of the Management Committee before accepting an invitation to serve on the Board of Directors of another company or to join another business anyone. The Management Committee or its member shall assess and advise the Board of Directors on whether a simultaneous
service on another board or a link to another entity may advance the director's ability to fulfil his or her duties against Campbell due to regular meeting schedules or business or competition considerations. The Management Committee also manages and applies the Government's policy on transactions with related parties. 8. Any Director who changes his
principal function, duties or professional duties or his/her association after the election or re-election of the Board of Directors shall submit a resignation notice to the Management Committee for consideration and in accordance with the decision of the Board of Directors. 9. Directors shall own at least 2,000 Campbell shares within one year of the election and
6,000 shares within three years of the election. 10. The Board considers that the judgment on the term of office of an individual director should, on the basis of an assessment by the Management Committee, be based on his or her performance and contribution to the Board of Directors. Consequently, there is a a predetermined limit on the number of annual
terms of employment to which the director may be re-elected before his or her 72nd birthday. No one can run for government after the age of 72. A-2 Table of Contents Managers' Obligations 11. The Board of Directors considers that the Board of Directors' primary responsibility is to use its business assessment in good faith, to act in the best interests of all
shareholders and to ensure that the company's business is conducted in the long-term interests of shareholders. 12. The Board of Directors and its committees shall receive and review the relevant materials before meetings relating to the review or implementation of the Board of Directors and its committees. Leaders are expected to prepare, participate and
participate actively and constructively in all board and committee meetings in which they operate. 13. Directors are expected to become and remain well informed about the company's business operations, results, operations and management; general business and financial trends affecting the company; principles and practices of good corporate
governance. 14. In the opinion of the Management Committee, management shall provide director orientation programmes in which all new directors are expected to participate, as well as information to all directors on continuing director training programmes in an area of importance to the company. 15. The Director shall not participate in or decide on any
matter in which he or she has a personal, business or professional interest other than his or her interest as a shareholder of the company. The Board of Directors shall promptly inform the Chairman of the Board of any actual or potential conflicts of interest. Composition of board committees 16. The Board of Directors establishes the company as appropriate
in the interests of the company and, in the interests of the company, is considered to be a standing committee. The current Committees of the Board of Directors are the Audit Committee, the Compensation and Association Committee, the Finance and Business Development Committee and the Administrative Committee. 17. The Management Committee
shall recommend and, each year and in the event of vacancies or new posts, appoint the members of the Standing Committees and the Chairmen of the Committees. Each year, the Management Committee shall examine the membership of the committees, taking into account both the likelihood of a temporary rotation of committee members and the benefits
of continuity and experience in the work of the Committee. 18. All members of the Audit, Administrative, Compensation and Organizational Committees shall comply with the independence requirements of the New York Stock Exchange. 19. The Board of Directors serving on the Audit Committee shall also meet the requirements concerning the
independence, experience and expertise of the members of the Audit Committee that established the New York Stock Exchange, as well as the applicable laws and regulations. At least one member of the Audit Committee shall be an audit financial expert as defined in the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission's rules. 20. A member of the Audit
Committee shall not serve on audit committees of more than two other public undertakings at the same time. Action by the Government on 21 December 2005 The Governing Board shall decide on the number of regular meetings to be set each year and shall meet more frequently if circumstances so require. 22. The Management Committee recommends
and the Board of Directors appoints the Chairman of the Board annually and in the event of vacancies. When the CEO of the company also chairs the Board of Directors, the Chairman of the Administrative Committee acts as senior director at management sessions of non-executive directors and oversees the effective functioning of the Board of Directors. 23.
After consulting the Executive Director, the Chairperson shall draw up an annual agenda on matters which the Management Board is expected to examine and comply with during the following year. The annual schedule shall be submitted to the board as a whole for review and observation. In addition, the CEO, with the Chairman of the Board of Directors,
examines the agenda of the meeting before each board meeting and the nature and scope of the material to be submitted to the members of the Board of Directors before the meeting. A-3 Table of Contents 24. The agenda includes a management team of non-executive directors (as defined by the New York Stock Exchange) at each regular scheduled
board meeting and a management session of independent directors at least once a year. The Chairman of the Board of Directors or, where appropriate, the Chairman of the Management Committee, who shall act as Senior Director, shall preside over the management sessions. 25. Directors shall have unhindered access to the management and employees
of the company, as well as to its internal and external advisors and auditors. At the invitation of the Board of Directors, management and other senior management are expected to be present at board meetings. 26. The Board of Directors shall establish and cause the disclosure of such methods by interested parties directly to the Chairman or Director or to
non-group directors. 27. The Board of Directors and its committees shall be empowered to consider independent legal, financial or other advisers they deem necessary or appropriate for the performance of their duties. 28. The remuneration of the Board of Directors (including, in the case of the non-executive chairman of the Board of Directors, the
chairman's annual remuneration and any additional compensation approved by the Board of Directors) is the only compensation that any director who is not an employee of Campbell receives directly or indirectly from the Company. The form and amount of the director's allowance shall be based on the principle recommended by the Management Committee
and approved by the Board of Directors and shall be reviewed annually by the Management Committee. The current principles the director's remuneration shall be the median of the group of 23 food and consumer products companies and shall be delivered in 50 % unlimited Campbell shares and 50 % in cash, unless the director chooses to receive his
remuneration in full in Campbell's shares. 29. An annual report shall be submitted to the Management Committee identifying the total amount of charitable donations or pledges made by the Company over the past year to entities whose CEO is the Director. Committee operations as at 30 June 2005 Each permanent committee of the Board of Directors has a
bureau approved by the Board of Directors, which sets out the purposes, duties and responsibilities of the Committee. At least once a year, the members of each committee shall assess the adequacy of the Committee's Charter and assess its effectiveness and effectiveness in fulfilling the tasks and obligations set out in the Charter. 31. Each Chairman of the
Standing Committee shall draw up, in a management session, annual agendas on matters which the Committee is expected to deal with and deal with during the following year. The annual schedule shall be forwarded to the members of the committee for examination and comment. Before each meeting with each chairman of the committee, management
shall examine the agenda of the meeting and the nature and extent of the material to be submitted to the members of the committee before the meeting. 32. After each committee meeting, the chairman of each committee shall report to the Steering Board on the main issues examined or adopted by the committee and on its recommendations concerning the
activities of the Committee. All directors shall receive copies of all minutes of meetings of the Standing Committee. 33. The Audit Committee shall have exclusive competence and responsibility to select, appoint, evaluate and replace the company's independent auditors only by ratification by shareholders and to approve audit fees and conditions. The Audit
Committee shall approve in advance all audit services provided by independent auditors and all permitted non-audit services. 34. The Audit Committee shall meet periodically with senior management, internal auditors and the company's independent auditors in separate management sessions. 35. The Management Committee shall have exclusive
competence to keep and terminate all search offices used to assist in the identification of candidates for director and a compensation consultant who has been arrested to assist in the planning or evaluation of director's allowances, including exclusive competence to approve their remuneration and other custody terms. A-4 Table of Contents 36. The
Management Committee directs the operations and effectiveness of the Board of Directors annually in self-assessment and reports the results of the assessment to shareholders in a proxy. Management Committee also assess, on the basis of established criteria, the performance of each of the leaders nominated for re-election at the next annual meeting.
37. The Compensation and OrganisationAl Committee shall have exclusive competence to retain and terminate all compensation consultants used to plan or assess executive compensation to the CEO or senior management, including exclusive competence to approve consultant fees and other retention terms. Business and management supervision 38.
The Board of Directors reviews and approves fundamental financing and business strategies and significant business activities, as well as an annual action plan that includes milestones in the strategic plan, and regularly evaluates business performance and results based on the action plan. 39. The Management Board shall develop the principles and
policies for the election of the Executive Director and the evaluation of his or her performance. The Compensation and Organisational Committee shall chair the Management Board at least annually for the performance of the Executive Director's performance. The results of the evaluation will be reviewed at one or more non-executive directors' meetings
where the CEO is not present. 40. The Compensation and Organizational Committee recommends to the Board of Directors plans and actions concerning the successor to the CEO in the event of an emergency or the retirement of the CEO. The CEO shall make continuous recommendations to the Board of Directors on the successor to be appointed in such
a case. 41. At least annually, the Ceo shall report to the Compensation and OrganisationAl Committee his assessment of the company's top administration. 42. The CEO shall report annually to the Compensation and Organisational Committee on the organisation of the company's management and on the main management development and management
planning programmes. The Committee shall annually evaluate and report to the Board of Directors on the effectiveness of these processes. 43. The Board of Directors approves the Code of Conduct and Ethics applicable to the company's directors, officers and employees, which prohibit retaliation in all forms against all those who have reported suspected
violations. The Audit Committee shall approve any amendments to the Code or the waiver of the provisions relating to its directors or directors and shall inform the shareholders thereof without delay. Executive compensation 44. At the input of other independent directors, the Remuneration and Association Committee shall annually adopt the business
objectives and objectives relevant to the CEO's remuneration. The CEO will report to the Board of Directors on the progress made towards achieving these objectives. Together with other independent directors, the Compensation and Organizational Committee shall decide on the CEO's remuneration based on the board's assessment of his performance on
the basis of those objectives and decisions. 45. All equity compensation plans approved by shareholders. 46. The incentive plan is based on the principles and policies of executive compensation recommended by the Compensation and Organizational Committee and approved by the Board of Directors. 47. Under the terms of the incentive scheme approved
by the shareholders, options may not be re-priced. 48. In accordance with the Company's program to own Campbell shares in directors, the senior management of approximately 35 companies shall retain some of the capital compensation received until they own shares in Campbell, the value of which varies by 2-6 times the base salary, depending on their
positions. Restricted stock and stock options, including stock options, are not counted to satisfy this requirement. Shareholders 49. All shareholders have equal voting rights. 50. The Board of Directors annually develops, approves and reviews corporate governance standards, which are published annually to shareholders by proxy. A-5 Table of Contents
STANDARDS TO DETERMINE THE INDEPENDENCE OF A DIRECTOR A Director shall be considered independent if the Board of Directors considers that the Director has no direct or indirect material relationship with the Company. By adopting this Decision, the Board shall take a broad account of all relevant facts and circumstances. According to the
company's corporate governance standards, directors' remuneration is the only compensation that any director who is not a Campbell employee can receive directly or indirectly from the company. The Board has developed the following additional standards to assist it in determining the independence of the Director. In these standards, the term next of 10 is
the meaning of the New York Stock Exchange's listing standards. 1. A director shall not be considered independent if, during the following three years: (a) the director has been employed by the company or his next of 2013 family member has worked as the Ceo of the company; (b) the director or next of anyone received direct compensation from the
Company that exceeded $120,000 over a 12-month period, except (i) director or committee fees, (ii) a pension or other postponed compensation for prior service that is not dependent on the continuation of the service; (c) the director or next of 1999 was a shareholder or employee of the company's current or former independent auditor and worked
personally on the company's audit; (d) a member of Campbell's Board of Directors served on the remuneration committee of another company's Board of Directors, which hired the director or his next of kin as executive officer; (e) the director is an employee; the director or his or her next of kin is the CEO of another company doing business with Campbell,
and annual sales or purchases from the Company exceed $1 million or 2 % of the company's gross revenue; or (f) the director is the CEO of another company indebted to Campbell to which Campbell is indebted, and the total indebtedness of either company to another company exceeds 1 % of the consolidated total assets of the company in which the
director acts as CEO. 2. A director shall not be considered independent if: (a) the director is the current employee or the director's next of 12-person is the current shareholder of the company's independent auditor's undertaking; or (b) the director has next of anyone who is the current employee of the company's independent auditor and who personally works
in the audit of the company. 3. A director acting as ceo of a for-profit entity shall not be deemed to have a material relationship with the Company if the discretionary contributions made by Campbell or the Campbell Soup Foundation to the entity in the preceding three years (excluding similar grants) are less than $25,000 or 2% (whichever is greater) of the
community's most recent publicly available operating budget. 4. For all relations not covered by the guidelines referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2, the members of the Board meeting the independence requirements set out therein shall, on the basis of all relevant facts and circumstances, decide whether or not the relationship is material and, consequently,
whether the director who has made the relationship is considered independent. The company publishes and explains the basis for the determination that such a relationship is not material in the next proxy. The Company also publishes and explains the basis for determining independence for a director who does not meet the guidelines mentioned in
paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 above. A-6 Table of Contents under the requirements of U.S. law, the Company does not provide personal loans or credit extensions to the director or any arrangements to extend the credit to the director. The company's conflict-of-interest policy requires that any potential conflict of interest constitutes or is perceived as a disclosure of a
personal interest, influence, relationship or other situation. Each director shall submit an annual signed statement certing his/her awareness of and compliance with this policy. In addition, according to the company's corporate governance standards, the Chairman of the Board of Directors must immediately report any conflicts of interest. CONVEYING
CONCERNS TO THE BOARD A person concerned about Campbell's administration, corporate behavior, business ethics or practices may inform the Board of Directors of this concern. The concerns may be submitted in writing to the Chairman of the Board of Directors or non-executive directors as a group managing the office of the company's head office's
corporate secretary, or by e-mail directors@campbellsoup.com. Concerns can also be reported to the government by calling the following free hotline number in the United States and Canada: 1-800-210-2173. If you want to make free calls from other countries in which the Company operates, see the instructions listed in the administration section of the
company's Web site at www.campbellsoupcompany.com. Concerns relating to accounting, internal accounting control or auditing shall be directed to both the Chairman and the Chairman of the Audit Committee. Campbell's policy prohibits the Company and its employees from retaliating in any way or by taking malicious action against anyone who raises
concerns or helps investigate or resolve it. However, anyone wishing to raise the issue confidentially and anonymously can do so by calling a hotline. Concerns conveyed to the Board of Directors are addressed through the company's regular procedures for resolving such matters. Depending on the nature of the concern, it may be carried out by the
company's Internal Audit Service, Legal or Financial Department or other appropriate departments. The Chairman of the Board of Directors or the Chairman of the Audit Committee may consider it necessary or appropriate to ensure that certain concerns expressed to them are presented to the Audit Committee or to the board as a whole or are subject to
special treatment, including the retention of an external lawyer or other external advisors. If necessary, the chairman and/or chairman of the Audit Committee shall be regularly informed of the status of the concerns notified to the Board of Directors. A-7 Table of Contents Appendix B 2014 Proxy Statement Non-GAAP Financial Measures Financial Measures
This proxy includes financial performance calculations, in particular adjusted net sales and adjusted earnings per share not defined in generally accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). Adjusted earnings per share were used to assess performance in accordance with the annual incentive plan described on pages 22 and 23 and the EPS performance-a-
contingent units described on page 25. Both adjusted net sales and adjusted earnings per share were used to assess performance in accordance with the strategic performance limits described on pages 24 and 25. A reconciliation of non-GAAP financial measures and reported results reported in this proxy statement has been provided on the basis of the
following information. The Company believes that financial information, with the exception of certain non-considered part of the ongoing business, will improve the annual result Therefore, the Company believes that investors can better understand its performance if these items are excluded from the result. These non-GAAP third parties measures are
performance measures not defined in generally accepted accounting principles in the United States and should be considered in addition to those notified in accordance with GAAP. View the annual report for the financial year ended August 3, 2014 on Form 10-K to report the company's financial results in accordance with GAAP. Adjusted revenue ($1
million) 2014 Net sales reported $8,268 Currency impact(1) 133 Adjusted revenue of $8,401,2012 Revenue, reported $7,175 Combined annual growth rate 8.21% (1) Includes impact of $13 in 2013 and $120 impact in 2014. B-1 Table of Contents Items Affecting Performance 2014 2012 DilutedEPS Effect DilutedEPS Effect Compound AnnualGrowth Rate
Campbell Soup Company's continuing operating income, reported $2.33 $2.29 restructuring costs and related expenses 0.11 0.01 Pension settlement costs 0.04 — Losses on foreign exchange transfer contracts 0.02 — European simple meals business 0.02 — Acquisition cost — 0.01 Campbell Soup Company's adjusted earnings from continuing
operations(1) $2.53 $2.31 4.65% (1) the sum of the individual amount per share may not be increased due to rounding. In 2014, the result of Campbell Soup Company's continuing operations was affected by: · $36 million ($11 per share) of restructuring costs and related costs related to initiatives in 2014 and 2013. In 2014, the company took initiatives to
streamline its hired workforce in North America and its workforce in the Asia-Pacific region; renew manufacturing and streamlining operations of its soup and broth business in China; improve supply chain efficiency in Australia; and reduce overheads across the organization. In 2013, the company took initiatives to improve its U.S. supply chain cost structure
and increase resource use across its U.S. heating plant network; expand the availability of manufacturing and distribution capacities in Mexico; improve the cost structure of the pepperidge farm bakery supply chain; and reduce costs in North America. · $14 million ($0.04 per share) in pension contributions related to the U.S. pension plan. The settlement
resulted in a level of lump sum of funds under the arrangement in 2014, mainly due to the closure of the facility in Sacramento, California; · a loss of $6 million ($0.02 per share) on foreign exchange steel contracts used to protect revenue from the sale of Europe's simple catering business; and · Tax costs of $7 million ($0.02 per share) related to the sale of
the European simple meal business. In 2012, the result of Campbell Soup Company's continuing operations was affected by: · $4 million ($0.01 per share) of restructuring costs that initiatives announced in June 2011 to improve supply chain efficiency, reduce overheads and exit the Russian market; and · $3 million ($0.01 per share) for transaction costs
related to the acquisition of Bolthouse Farms. B-2 Table of Contents Annex C 2014 Proxy Statement CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY Annual incentive scheme as amended on 19 November 2014, 2014 C-1 Table of Contents CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY ANNUAL INCENTIVE PLAN TABLE OF CONTENTS C-2 Table of ContentS I PURPOSE § 1.1 The
plan aims to provide annual financial incentives to selected campbell group employees, thereby contributing to the campbell group's growth and financial success by attracting and retaining employees with excellent ability , (2) Strengthening the Campbell Group's ability to develop a competent management team (3) motivating employees to achieve their
annual performance targets and targets and (4) providing incentive reward opportunities to be competitive with other large companies. ARTICLE II DEFINITIONS The words and phrases used in the plan have the following meanings: Section 2.1 The Board of Directors refers to the Board of Directors of the company. §2.2 Campbell Group refers to the
Company and all its subsidiaries. Article 2.3 Reason, with the exception of Article VIII, means terminating a participant's employment because he (1) has committed gross financially or otherwise damaging misconduct against the Campbell Group; (2) misuse of funds, (3) prudent misrepresentation of directors or officials of the Campbell Group, (4) gross
negligence against the performance of a participant's duties, adversely affecting business operations, campbell group activities, assets, real estate or financial situation, (5) conviction for a criminal offence related to moral futileness, or (6) competition with the Campbell Group. The company decides, at its sole discretion, whether the participant's employment
has ended for a reason. §2.4 Campbell's share refers to the Company's capital stock. Section 2.5 refers to the Remuneration and Association Committee of the Board of Directors or its subcommittee. All members of the Committee are external directors as defined or interpreted in Section 162(m) of the Code and non-employee directors within the meaning of
Section 16b-3 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (Securities Exchange Act 1934). § 2.6 The Company refers to Campbell Soup Company and its successors and functions. § 2.7 Deferred Compensation Plan means Campbell Soup Company Deferred Compensation Plan and Campbell Soup Company Supplemental Retirement Plan (and
possible successor plans). § 2.8 Director means a member of the Board of Directors who is not an eligible employee. § 2.9 Eligible worker means a person who is a permanent employed employee of the Campbell Group and who, in the opinion of the Committee, is a key employee whose activities promote the successful management of the Campbell Group,
including the person whose services before the end of the financial year, but not a person acting solely as a director or subsidiary of a company. § 2.10 Extraordinary items means (i) exceptional, unusual and/or non-recurring gains or losses, including, but not limited to, restructuring or restructuring costs, (ii) gains or losses on the disposal of business, (iii)
changes in tax or accounting provisions or laws, or (iv) the impact of a merger or acquisition, all identified in the Company's audit or in the Company's annual report to limited liability companies. Section 2.11 Performance targets refer to a person who has been awarded an incentive in accordance with the programme in accordance with Article V(2.12) of the
Committee. § 2.13 The plan refers to campbell soup company's annual incentive plan. §2.14 The President and CEO refers to the CEO of the company. § 2.15 Shares refer to the Company's Share Beers. §2.16 A subsidiary refers to a domestic or foreign company whose majority of the voting rights are owned directly or indirectly by the company. C-3 Table
of Contents ARTICLE III ADMINISTRATION § 3.1 The plan shall be managed by a committee. The Committee shall have all necessary powers to manage and interpret the plan, including the power to select eligible workers who may be awarded remuneration under the plan, and to determine the amount of the incentive award to any eligible employee,
except that the Board of Directors approves the amount of the incentive payment granted by the Committee to a qualifying employee who is also a director of the company. The Director shall not take part in the vote approving the amount of the subsidy awarded to him. The Committee shall have full powers and powers to adopt the rules, regulations and
instruments governing the management and operation of the plan, which shall be deemed necessary or desirable for the Committee to be deemed to be included. The Committee's interpretations of the plan and any action and determination taken by the Committee under its powers under it shall be decisive and binding for all interested parties, including the
Company, its Shareholders and an employee of the Campbell Group. ARTICLE IV PARTICIPATION Section 4.1 The Committee shall select participants in the plan among eligible workers on the basis of a criterion defined by the Committee from time to time. ARTICLE V PRIZES § 5.1 Article 10(1) of the Performance Targets Before or during the beginning of
each financial year (but in any event no later than 90 days after the financial year), the Committee shall confirm in writing the performance target of one or more of the company(s). The performance targets consist of defined annual levels for one or more of the following performance criteria, which the Committee considers appropriate: earnings per share, net
result, operating result, unit volume, sales, market share, balance sheet measurements, income, financial profit, cash flow, monetary return on assets, return on shareholding, return on equity or return on capital. In addition, for prizes not intended to comply with Section 162(m) of the Internal Revenue Act, the Committee may establish performance targets
based on other performance criteria it considers appropriate. § 5.2 Establishment of prize categories. Before the end of each financial year, the Committee shall: (a) inform the relevant official of the company, as it may request, of the recommended total estimated incentive pay amount to be granted for such a financial year as planned; and (b) determine
whether aid is granted in accordance with the plan for the financial year and, if so, determine the categories of employees who may receive incentive premiums on the basis of grade and salary level and any other procedures for granting procurement fees which the Committee considers desirable. The employee category that is defined as eligible for
remuneration may not be changed after the financial year. § 5.3 Establishment of prize amounts. After the financial year, the Committee may fix the total amount of the total amount that may be awarded to prizes for the financial year. Awards to certain workers in eligible categories may be determined after the accounting year in accordance with the
procedures laid down by the Committee. § 5.4 Award of prizes. When awarding prizes to certain eligible employees for the financial year, the Committee shall take into account (a) the achievement of the performance of the company or the organisational unit of the eligible employee, and (b) the contribution between the participants during the financial year to
the success of the Company, including the role of the participant (i) and the level of responsibility. , (ii) achievements of a business unit, industry or department; A participant shall not be awarded a prize or prizes for the same financial year exceeding a total of $5 million. The Committee has no discretion to increase such awards. § 5.5 Discretion of the
Committee. The Committee shall have full discretion in determining the eligible employees who are awarded incentive premiums and in awarding such prizes, in the C-4 table of contents, except that the Board of Directors shall approve, in accordance with Article III, the amount of the incentive award granted by the Committee to a qualifying employee who is
also a director of the company. § 5.6 Limitation of prizes. Notwithstanding other provisions of the plan, the Committee shall not grant remuneration in any financial year prior to the change of control (hereinafter referred to as 'defined') in which no cash dividend has been paid on Campbell Stock. § 5.7 Awards. Incentive payments made in accordance with
Article V shall be paid in full in cash as soon as possible after the grant has been approved, unless the participant is entitled and has chosen to postpone the acceptance of part or all of such contract in accordance with the terms of the deferred compensation plan, or unless the Committee, at its discretion, approves the conversion of the contract into an
option regulation. , restricted shares or unlimited shares in accordance with the company's long-term incentive plan. § 5.8 Section 162(m) Participants. Not to be stated above, the Committee shall, in writing, fix in writing during the first 90 days of the financial year a maximum amount to be paid on the basis of the remuneration of an eligible worker who is, or
may be, a covered employee within the meaning of Article 162(m) of the Internal Tax Code, if one or more of the performance targets for the financial year are met. No amount shall be paid to the covered worker on the basis of the remuneration unless the Committee has certified in writing that the performance targets to be applied and other essential
conditions under such an agreement (other than those relating exclusively to the increase in the value of Campbell Stock) have been met. The Committee shall disregard or reverse the impact of exceptional lots when defining the achievement of performance targets for this purpose. The Committee may at any time reduce (but not increase) the amount to be
paid with the covered worker in the event of the achievement of the performance objectives, on the basis of further consideration determined by the Committee at its sole discretion. ARTICLE VI LIMITATIONS § 6.1 Rights are not absolute. No one has the right to receive a reward for this financial year at any time, and no one has the authority to make a
contract that would bind the Company to make or pay the fee, and no person is authorized to present or provide, on behalf of the Company, any representative or warranty in respect of it. § 6.2 Participants' rights limited to the plan. Awardees shall not be rights to such prizes except as set out in this Plan. § 6.3 No right to continue work. The company's
activities to draw up the plan, under its or the board's or committee's plan, or any provision of the plan, are not construed as giving the person the right to work for the Campbell Group. ARTICLE VII MODIFICATION, SUSPENSION OR TERMINATION OF THE PLAN IN WHOLE OR IN PART § 7.1 The Board of Directors may amend, suspend or terminate all
or part of the plan; however, it shall not affect rights or obligations previously made. Share depositors may amend, amend or revoke the plan; however, such action shall not affect the rights or obligations previously made. ARTICLE VIII CHANGE IN CONTROL OF A COMPANY § 8.1 Control to the contrary. Despite all the information contained in the plan,
The provisions of this Article VIII shall apply to the inconsistent terms or conditions of the plan and shall be replaced by Section 8.2 Definitions Change in Management and Reason. By a change of control, any of the following events: (a) The acquisition by a person in one or more transactions (such as the term person is used within the meaning of Article
13(d) or (d) of the 1934 Act) of 25 % (25 %) or more of the collective voting rights of voting securities (Voting Securities) for the reasons of the Company, provided that for the purposes of point (a) of paragraph 8.2, voting C-5 table of contents acquired directly from the Company by any person excludes the beneficial owner of such person's voting securities
(but such voting securities are taken into account when calculating the total amount of voting securities held at that time); or (b) persons who, as of 28 September 2000, are members of the Board of Directors, such as an incumbent government, cease to form more than 50 % of the Board of Directors for any reason; provided, however, that where the
selection or appointment of shareholders in a company for the election of an associated company is approved by a vote of at least two thirds of the established Board of Directors, the new director shall be considered as a member of the established Board of Directors for the purposes of the plan; or (c) Approval of the shareholders of the company's shares
(1) for the Merger or the Combination Company if, directly or indirectly, the Shareholders of the Company do not own more than fifty per cent (50%) the combined voting rights of the company's currently voting securities resulting from the merger or consolidation, substantially as regards their holding in Voting Rights immediately prior to such merger or
consolidation, or (2) the full liquidation or liquidation of the Company or the agreement between all or substantially all or substantially all or substantially all or substantially all or substantially all of the company's assets or any other disposal agreement; or (d) acceptance of shares in the Company's shares in share exchange if the Shareholders of the Company



do not directly or indirectly own more than fifty per cent (50%) the combined voting rights of the company's outstanding voting rights resulting from such a share swap in proportion to their shareholding in the remaining voting rights immediately prior to such share exchange. Not to the above, control is not considered to be changed simply because 25 % (25
%) or several of the remaining voting rights papers ignited are acquired by (i) a trustee or other trust consideration under one or more employee benefits; companies operated by the company or its subsidiaries, (ii) companies which, immediately prior to such acquisition, are directly or indirectly owned by a shareholder of the Company in proportion to their
holding in the company immediately prior to such acquisition, (iii) grandfather Dorrance Family Shareowner (as defined below) or (iv) a person who has acquired such voting securities directly from his grandfather, Dorrance Family Shareowner; but only if the person concerned has executed an agreement approved by two thirds of the Board of Directors
under which that person has agreed that he (or they) will not add the beneficial owner (directly or indirectly) to 30 % or more of the remaining voting rights papers (standstill agreement) and only for the period during which that person has effectively and fully respected the standstill agreement. For the purposes of this Section, Grandfather Dorrance Family
Shareowner shall at any time mean Dorrance Family Shareowner (hereinafter referred to as 'defined') which, or is then exclusively v), the actual beneficiary of voting rights owned by such a person on 25 January 1990; which are also effectively owned by other grandfather-owned Dorrance Family Shareowners, and (z) voting securities acquired after 25
January 1990 and originating directly from the Company or from another grandfather, Dorrance Family Shareowner, acquired by Dorrance Grandchild (as defined below), provided that the total amount of the voting security acquired by each dorrance grandchild must not exceed 5 % (5 %) securities with voting rights issued at the time of acquisition. Dorrance
Family Shareowner, which or is the actual beneficiary of securities entitled to vote at that time, not defined in clauses v, w, x, y and z of the preceding sentence, is not a grandfather part-owner of the dorrance family in that class. For the purposes of this section, Dorrance Family Shareowners refers to persons who are descendants, believers and foundations
of the late Dr. John T. Dorrance, parent, and/or such descendants. Dorrance's granddaughter refers to the late Dr. John T. Dorrance, Sr., for each particular grandchild, all of the following: such a grandchild, the descendants of the grandchild, and/or the spouses, confidantes and foundations of such a grandchild, and the descendants of such a grandchild.
Notwithstanding the above, control shall not be considered to be changed solely because the person (The Undersite) has acquired more beneficial ownership than the acquisition of the voting rights loan has resulted in: by a company which, by reducing the amount of voting securities outstanding, increases the relative amount of the shares actually owned by
the target person, provided that if control changes (but in respect of that sentence) as a result of the acquisition of the company, and after the Acquisition of the Company by The Subject, becomes the beneficial owner of all the additional voting rights papers that increase the percentage of the voting rights securities outstanding at that time that the subject
usefully owns will be controlled. C-6 Table of Contents Not to the contrary, if the Company terminates a participant's employment without cause within one year prior to the change of control and such termination (1) has occurred at the request of a third party that has made a change of control or (2) otherwise occurred in connection with or in anticipation of a
change in control, by a change in supervision and only by the date of the control change pursuant to This Article VIII immediately before the expiry date of such participant's employment. Because. For the purposes of this Article VIII only, 'reason' means terminating a participant's employment relationship because he or she (a) has been convicted of an
offence or (b) guilty of conduct which is demonstrably and materially harmful to the Campbell Group, financially or otherwise. No action or omission by an employee shall be considered unless he has acted or failed to act without good faith and without reasonable belief that his actions or omissions would be acting in the interests of the Campbell Group. § 8.3
Amendment to the Steering Prize. In each financial year in which control changes (Change to year of control), any eligible employee who is a participant immediately prior to the change of control (a) whose employment relationship with his employer terminates before the change of year of control for any reason (other than that of his employer) or (b) who is
employed by the Company or a subsidiary on the last day of the change of control year, is entitled, in both cases, within thirty (30) days thereafter, to a cash payment greater than (x) his target prize for the change in the year of supervision or (y) the average of the fees paid or payable under the plan for the last two financial years ending before the change in
the surveillance year; hereinafter referred to as 'the prize'; provided, however, that the amount of the contract provided for in point (a) for each participant is multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the number of calendar days from the change in the year of supervision, including its first day until the end of the participant's employment
relationship, to which the denominator shall be: be 365; provided, however, that the prize paid to a participant party to an individual withdrawal agreement is deducted from the amount of the Pro Rata bonus payable under the withdrawal agreement (as defined in the Withdrawal Agreement). § 8.4 Extension of the plan. For a period of two (2) years after the
change of control, the plan shall not be terminated or amended in any way (including, inter alia, limiting or limiting the participation or reward possibilities of the eligible employee) or the way in which the plan is managed shall be modified in a manner that adversely affects the level of participation or reward opportunities of the participant; provided, however,
that the plan is amended where necessary in order to make appropriate adjustments (a) for any negative effects; which the costs and expenses incurred by the Company and its subsidiaries in connection with the change in control may have on the proceeds of the plan, and (b) any changes (including but not limited to changes in the corporate structure,
recapialisation and increased interest expenses resulting from the company's acquisition indebtedness) following the change in control in order to maintain the reward possibilities and performance targets for comparable performance as planned immediately prior to the change in control. § 8.5 Amendment or termination. This Article VIII shall never be
amended or terminated if such amendment or denunciation would adversely affect the rights of participants in accordance with Article 10(1) of the plan. § 8.6 Amendment or dismissal prior to the change of control. Any change or termination of a contract prior to or in anticipation of a change in control (1) at the request of a third party who has notified its
intention or taken reasonably calculated action in the event of a change in control or (2) otherwise in the event of or in anticipation of a change in supervision is neither insignificant nor affected. ARTICLE IX OTHER § 9.1 Unins alienated. The amounts to be paid under the plan shall in no way be foreseeable, transferred or voluntary or unintentional alienation.
§ 9.2 Applicable law. This plan shall be applied and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of New Jersey to the extent that it was not preceded by federal law. § 9.3 Invalidity. If, at its sole discretion, a participant entitled to any payment on that basis is incapable of obtaining the same age, illness or any incapacity or incompetence, the Committee
may direct the employer to apply such payment directly in favour of such a person or to pay the C-7 table of contents to any person selected by the Committee to pay for the benefit of the same participant. Payments made pursuant to this Section shall be discharged in so far as: all the debts of the employer, the committee and the plan to the person for
whom the payments are to be made. § 9.4 Trust arrangement. All benefits of the Plan are an unsecured promise to pay the Company. The plan is un funded and the benefits paid under it are paid only from the Company's general funds; however, nothing here prevents or prohibits the Company from establishing a fund or other arrangement to ensure the
benefits to be paid under the Arrangement. C-8 Table of Contents INSTRUCTIONS AND MAP Campbell Soup Company World Headquarters 1 Campbell Place Camden, New Jersey 08103-1799 DIRECTIONS from North: · Take NJ Turnpike south EXIT 4 · Turn right after exit to turn rt. 73-north · Use the right lane – follow a short distance to Rt. 295-South ·
Drive 0.9 miles away, EXIT 34, Rt. 70-West · Follow Rt. 70-West 5 miles to Rt. 30-West · When you are in Rt. 30-West, use the right lane; less than three miles above is a sign with Campbell Place · Turn sharply to the right and drive down the ramp while staying on the left · Turn left of the light to the main entrance of campbell soup company from the south: ·
Follow Interstate 95-North to Delaware · Drive north to Delaware Memorial Bridge · After the toll, follow Rt. 295-North (look for signs in the state aquarium along the highway) · At the exit 26 road cracks; bear to the right, use the left lane while driving down the ramp and carry left at the bottom of the ramp and drive straight to rt. 676-North · At the bottom of
walt whitman bridge (don't cross the bridge) Rt. 676-North starts in the right lane · Continue on rt. 676-north about 5 miles to exit 5A · At the bottom of the ramp, turn left at light 11. In another light, turn right to the main entrance of campbell soup company from Philadelphia International Airport: · Follow Interstate 95-North (about 10 miles) to Exit 22 – the sign
says Central Philadelphia, Independence Hall, Callowhill Street · Go straight to the road sign at the bottom of the ramp (3rd &amp; Callowhill) · Continue in the left lane of Callowhill to 6th Street. · Turn left and follow the Benjamin Franklin Bridge. · Continue in the left lane, after toll booths (no toll), the road ahead is divided - bear to the left. · Follow Rt. 30 East
(Admiral Wilson Blvd.) and move into the right lane as you continue for 4/10 miles. · Take the first exit from the right; There's a sign that says Memorial Avenue – make your first real memorial avenue. · Go straight to the first light over 11th St. and main entrance campbell soup company from 30th Street Train Station &amp; Center City Philadelphia: · Follow
Highway 676 and the exit of the Benjamin Franklin Bridge. · Take the exit and go to the left lane, turn right at the end of the ramp · Turn left from first to Benjamin Franklin Bridge · Continue in the left lane, after toll booths (no toll), the road ahead is divided – bear · Follow Rt. 30 East (Admiral Wilson Blvd.) and move into the right lane as you continue for 4/10
miles. · Take the first exit from the right; There's a sign that says Memorial Avenue – make your first real memorial avenue. · Go straight to the first light over 11th St. and main entrance to campbell soup company's table of contents Campbell Soup Company 1 Campbell Place, Camden, NJ 08103-1799 investor.campbellsoupcompany.com Table of Contents
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Company Annual Meeting will be held on November 19, 2014 at Campbell Soup Company, One Campbell Place, Camden, New Jersey 08103, 4:00 p.m.m. Eastern Time. DIRECTIONS from north: • Take NJ Turnpike South to exit 4 • After exit, turn right into the right lane Rt. 73-North • Use the right lane - follow a short distance to Rt. 295-South • Drive 1 mile
to exit 34B., Rt. 70-West • Follow Rt. 70-West 5 miles to Rt. 30-West • When you're in Rt. 30-West, use the right lane; within less than three miles above is the sign Campbell Place • Turn sharply right and drive down the ramp that remains on the left • In the light turn left to the main entrance of campbell soup company at Philadelphia International Airport: •
Follow Interstate 95-North (about 10 miles) to exit 22 - the sign says Central Philadelphia, Independence Hall, Callowhill Street • Go straight to the road sign at the bottom of the ramp (3rd &amp; Callowhill) • Continue in the left lane of Callowhill to 6th Street • Turn left and follow Ben Franklin Bridge • Continue in the left lane, after toll booths (no toll) the road
ahead will be divided - bear to left • Follow Rt. 30 East (Admiral Wilson Blvd.) and move into the right lane as you continue 4/10 miles • Take the first exit to the right; there's a sign that says Memorial Avenue - make your first right to Memorial Avenue • Go straight to the first light over 11th St. and the main entrance to Campbell Soup Company from the south:
• Follow Interstate 95-North delaware • Drive north to Delaware Memorial Bridge • After toll, follow Rt. 295-North (find State Aquarium signage along the highway) • EXIT 26 tie splits; Bear to the right, use the left lane driving down the ramp and bear to the left at the bottom of the ramp and drive straight to rt. 676-North • At the bottom of walt whitman bridge
(don't cross the bridge) Rt. 676-North starts in the right lane • Continue on 676-North about 5 miles to exit 5A • at the bottom of the ramp, turn left of the light at 11th St. St. • Turn right at the second light to the main entrance of campbell soup company at 30th Street Train Station &amp; Center City philadelphia: • Follow Interstate 676-East to the exit of the
Ben Franklin Bridge • Turn to the exit and go to the left lane, turn right at the end of the ramp • Turn to the first left onto the Ben Franklin Bridge • Continue in the left lane, after the toll booths (no toll), the road ahead will be divided - carry left • Follow Rt. 30 East (Admiral Wilson Blvd.) and move to the right lane as you continue 4/10 miles • Take the first exit on
the right; There's a sign that says Memorial Avenue. • Go directly to the first light above 11th St. and Campbell Soup Company's main entrance q If you haven't voted over the Internet or phone, fold through the hole ITY, remove and restore the included bottom q Proxy – CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY At the Annual Meeting held on behalf of the Board of
Directors on behalf of the Board of Directors on 19 November 2014, the Undersigned hereby appoints Denise M. Morrison or, in her absence, Ellen O. Kaden or, if both are not, Kathleen M. Gibson and both of them, the credentials having full jurisdiction over each, vote on all shares that the signatories hold voting rights at the Campbell Soup Company
Shareholders' Annual Meeting to be held at Campbell Soup Company, One Campbell Place, Camden, New Jersey on 08103, 4.m p.m., East Time on November 19, 2014, and its possible deferrals on all pre-meeting matters, including those mentioned on the reverse of this paragraph. If the undersigned participates in a participant in the Campbell Soup
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accordance with the government's recommendations, sign only the other side; boxes do not need to be marked. If you do not vote by phone or the Internet, fold and return your credentials without delay with the accompanying envelope. Table of Contents Voting by Internet • Go to www.envisionreports.com/cpb • Or scan the QR code on your smartphone •
Follow the instructions described on the secure website Important notice of availability of proxy material for campbell soup company shareholders' annual meeting to be held on November 19, 2014 in accordance with securities and exchange commission rules, you will receive this notice that proxy materials for the annual shareholder meeting are available on
the Internet. Follow the steps below to view the material and vote online or request a copy of paper or email. The items to be voted on and the location of the annual meeting are on the back. Your voice is important! This communication provides only an overview of the more complete proxy materials that are available to you on the Internet. We encourage you
to use and review all important information contained in the proxy material before voting. The proxy and annual report to shareholders, including Form 10-K, are available at: Easy Online Access – A Convenient Way to View Proxy Materials and Vote When you go online to view the materials, you can also vote for your shares. Step 1: Go
www.envisionreports.com/cpb if you want Step 2: Click Cast Your Vote or Request Materials. Step 3: Follow the onscreen instructions to sign in. Step 4: Make your choice on each screen according to the instructions to select delivery options and vote. When you go online, you can also help the environment by agreeing to receive electronic delivery of future
materials. Obtain a copy of the proxy material – If you want to receive a copy of these documents in paper or e-mail, you must request one. You won't be charged to request a copy. Ask for a copy on or before 7 November 2014 as directed to ensure that delivery is as early as possible. 01VVYG Table of Contents Campbell Soup Company Annual Meeting
will be held on November 19, 2014 at Campbell Soup Company, One Campbell Place, Camden, New Jersey 08103, 4.m. The proposals to be voted on at the meeting are listed below together with the government's recommendations. The Government recommends a vote for all candidates and paragraphs 2, 3 and 4. 1. Leadership election: 01 - Paul R.
Charron 02 - Bennett Dorrance 03 - Lawrence C. Karlson 04 - Randall W. Larrimore 05 - Marc B. Lautenbach 06 - Mary Alice D. Malone 07 - Sara Mathew 08 - Denise M. Morrison 09 - Charles R. Perrin 10 - A. Barry Rand 11 - Nick Shreiber 12 - Tracey T. Travis 13 - Archbold D. van Beuren 14 - Les C. Vinney 2. Ratification of the appointment of an
independent registered public accounting firm. 3. Advisory vote on executive compensation. 4. Re-approval of Campbell Soup Company's annual incentive scheme. NOTE – YOU CANNOT VOTE BY RETURNING THIS NOTIFICATION. If you want to vote for your shares, you must vote online or request a hard copy of the proxy material to obtain a proxy
card. If you want to attend a meeting and vote at a meeting, see www.envisionreports.com/cpb for pre-registration to get an entrance ticket. When voting on the Internet, you can request a ticket if you are interested in attending the annual meeting. DIRECTIONS from the north: Take the NJ Turnpike South to exit 4. When you're gone, turn right onto rt. 73-
north. Use the right lane and follow Rt. 73 a short distance from Rt. 295-South. Take Rt. 295-South mile from exit 34, Rt. 70-West. Follow Rt. 70-West 5 miles to Rt. 30-West. When you are in Rt. 30-West, use the right lane; There's a sign with Campbell Place less than two miles away. Turn right and drive down the ramp, stay on the left. Turn left of the light to
the main entrance of the Campbell Soup Company. From the south: Follow Interstate 95-North to Delaware; Over the Delaware Memorial Bridge. After the toll, follow Rt. 295-North (look for signs of a state aquarium along the highway). At the exit 26 road cracks; Bear to the right, use the left lane to drive down the ramp. Bear left at the bottom of the ramp and
drives straight to Rt. 676-North. At the bottom of walt whitman bridge (don't cross the bridge) Rt. starts in the right lane. Continue on RT. 676-North about 3 miles to exit 5A. Turn left at the bottom of the ramp at light 11th St. In the second light, turn right to the main entrance of the Campbell Soup Company. From Philadelphia International Airport: Follow
Interstate 95-North (about 10 miles) to Exit 22; The sign says Central Philadelphia, Independence Hall, Callowhill Street. Stay at direct traffic lights at the bottom of the ramp (3rd &amp; Callowhill) and continue in the left lane of Callowhill St. to 6th Street. Turn left on 6th Street and follow Ben Franklin Bridge. Continue in the left lane, after the toll booths (no
toll), the road ahead will be divided - bear to the left. Follow Rt. 30 East (Admiral Wilson Blvd.) and move into the right lane as you continue for 4/10 miles. Take the first exit from the right; There's a sign that says Memorial Avenue - make your first real Memorial Avenue. Go straight to the first light at 11th St. and main entrance Campbell Soup Company.
From 30th Street Train Station &amp; Center City philadelphia: Follow Interstate 676-East to the exit of the Ben Franklin Bridge. Go to the exit and go to the left lane, turn right at the end of the ramp and turn first left onto the Ben Franklin Bridge. Continue in the left lane, after the toll booths (no toll), the road ahead will be divided - bear to the left. Follow Rt.
30 East (Admiral Wilson Blvd.) and move into the right lane as you continue for 4/10 miles. Take the first exit from the right; There's a sign that says Memorial Avenue - make your first real Memorial Avenue. Go straight to the first light at 11th St. and main entrance Campbell Soup Company. To order a copy of the proxy material and select a future shipping
option: Hard copies: Current and future paper delivery requests can be sent using the phone, Internet, or e-mail options below. E-mail copies: Current and future email delivery requests must be delivered over the Internet as described below. If you request an e-mail copy of current materials, you will receive an email with a link to the material. NOTE: You
must use the number on the back of the shaded bar when requesting relay material. g Internet – Go to www.envisionreports.com/cpb. Click Vote or request material. Follow the instructions to log in and order a paper or email copy of the current meeting material and send your preferences to email or paper deliveries of future meeting materials. g Phone – Call
us free of charge 1-866-641-4276 using a touchscreen phone and follow the instructions to log in and order a paper box of material by post for the current meeting. You can also send a preference to get a hard copy for upcoming meetings. g Email – Send an email investorvote@computershare.com with Proxy Materials Campbell Soup Company in the
subject line. message with your full name and and and and the number located on the shaded bar bar in the reverse bar, and in the email, tell them that you want a copy of the current meeting material. You can also tell that you want to get a hard copy for upcoming meetings. In order to facilitate delivery, all requests for paper copy of proxy material must be
received by 7 November 2014. 01VVYG 01VVYG
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